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Summary
Motion estimation is a technique that is used frequently within the fields o f image and 
video processing. Motion estimation describes the process o f determining the motion 
between two or more frames in an image sequence. There are several different 
approaches to estimating the motion present within a scene. In general, tlie most well 
known motion estimation algoritlnns can be separated into fixed or variable block size, 
object based and dense motion estimation methods.
Motion estimation has a variety o f important applications, such as video coding, frame 
rate conversion, de-interlacing, object tracking and spatio-temporal segmentation. 
Furthermore there are medical, m ilitaiy and secmity applications. Tire proper motion 
measurement method is selected, based on the application and the available 
computational power. Several such motion estimation teclmiques are described in detail, 
all o f which operating in tire frequency domain based on phase con elation.
The main objective and prepuce o f this study is to improve the state-of-the-art motion 
estimation techniques that operate in the fr equency domain, based on phase correlation 
and to introduce novel methods providing more accurate and reliable estimates. 
Furthermore, research is carried out to investigate and suggest algorithms for all motion 
estimation categories, based on the density o f the optical flow, starting from block-based 
and moving to dense vector fields.
Highly accurate and computationally efficient block-based techniques, utilising either 
gradient information or hypercomplex correlation, are suggested being suitable for 
estimation of motion in video sequences improving the baseline phase conelation 
method. Furthermore, a novel sub-pixel motion estimation technique using phase 
conelation, resulting in high-accuracy motion estimates, is presented in detail, A quad­
tree scheme for obtaining variable size block-based sub-pixel estimates o f interfrarne 
motion in the fiequency domain is proposed, using either key features o f the phase 
conelation surface or the motion compensated prediction error to manage the partition o f 
parent block to four children quadrants. Sub-pixel estimates for arbitrarily shaped 
regions are obtained in a proposed frequency domain scheme without extrapolation to be 
required, based on phase correlation and the shape adaptive discrete Fourier transform. 
In the last part o f this study, two fast dense motion estimation methods operating in the 
frequency domain are preserrted based either on texture seginentatiorr or rnulti-
overlapped correlation, utilising either weighted averages or the novel gradient 
nomialised convolution to restore missing motion vectors o f the resulting dense vector 
field, requiring significant lower computational power compared to spatial and robust 
algorithms.
Based on the perfonnance study o f the proposed frequency domain motion estimation 
techniques, performance advantages over the baseline phase coiTelation are achieved in 
terms o f the motion compensated prediction error and zero-order entropy indicating 
higher level o f compressibility and improved motion vector coherence. One o f the most 
attractive features o f the proposed schemes is that they enjoy a high degree o f 
computational efficiency and can be implemented by fast transformation algorithms in 
the frequency domain.
Concluding, it should be mentioned that according to the results o f each o f the proposed 
schemes, thefr complexity and performance are making them attractive for low 
computational power and real time applications. Furthermore, they provide comparable 
estimates to spatial domain techniques and estimates closer to the real motion present in 
the scene making them suitable for object tracking and 3-D scene reconstruction.
Keyw ords: motion estimation, phase correlation, quad-free, object motion, dense motion 
estimation, motion compensation.
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DVD Digital Versatile Disc or Digital Video Disc
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CCITT/ITU-T International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
CIF Common Interchange Fonnat
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Motion estimation is a key element o f  various video processing tasks such as standards 
conversion, frame-rate up-conversion, noise reduction and artefact concealment in 
archived film sequences. More importantly it is a critical component o f video 
compression systems allowing redundancy reduction in the temporal domain. The 
motion estimation part o f any encoder is one of the most computationally expensive 
tasks, as it is an optimisation procedure with a very large number o f solutions. By 
obtaining high quality motion estimation, many applications are possible in the area of 
image processing and multimedia.
1.1. The history of digital video
The history o f digital video can be helpful in imderstanding the backgroimd o f the 
technology evolution needed to produce quality reproductions o f sound and images. The 
telephone was die first invention intended for electronic reproduction o f sound at the end 
o f the nineteenth centuiy. The applications o f  electionic sound expanded by the 
invention o f the phonograph and radio at the beginning o f the twentieth century.
After W orld W ar II, electionic motion pictures were broadcasted to people's homes 
through the invention o f television. Figure 1.1. Television used analog technology to 
produce these pictures witli sound. There have been two major revolutions in television 
history. The first occuned a half century ago in 1954 when the first colour TV signals
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were broadcasted. Today, black-and-white TV signals have disappeared entirely from 
the aii-waves. The second revolution is now imminent. Digital TV signals are 
broadcasted on the air and by the end o f  2008 traditional analog TV signals will 
disappear from the airwaves just as completely as black-and-white signals have now. 
Digital TV is more than just theatre quality entertainment at home; it also allows many 
multimedia applications and services to be introduced. The digital video processing 
technology discussed in this thesis is closely linked to the second and imminent 
revolution.
Originally digital technology was developed for the purpose of electronic computation. 
After World W ar II, digital computers were available, but they were expensive and 
difficult to use. However, digital technology became widely used and a cost effective 
teclmology, when integrated circuits were developed. With this development, computing 
costs dropped, speed and reliability increased, boosting simultaneously the use of 
computers, [29].
19th Century 20 th Centui'y The New I^üllennium
T
1890’s 
Invention of 
the Camera
T
1870’s
Ircvention of tlie 
Teleplione and the 
Phonograph
1900’s 
Invention of 
tlie Radio
1930’s
Irp/ention
ofTV
T
1950’s
Production of
Integrated
Circuits1950’s 
Production of the first 
Commercial Computer
▼
1970’s 
Iip/ention of 
the VCR
T
1970’s 
Ircvention of 
Digital Video 
and HDTV.
Figure 1.1 History of digital video and the most well known inventions, [29].
Digital video processing is a new task and the effort to improve existed technology and 
to design novel techniques in combination with the hardware evolution gave great results 
during the last decade. In 1983, Compact Disc, a portable storage medium was designed 
to store high quality digital sound, video and data. In 2001, a new standard was 
formalised resulting in DVD, a new storage medium for digital video. Blu-ray Disc (BD) 
and HD DVD are the next-generation optical disc formats meant for high-density storage 
o f high-definition video and data. Blu-ray has more information capacity per layer but 
may initially be more expensive to produce. In today’s society, digital video and audio 
devices are widely used, veiy small in size and veiy convenient.
1.2 What is Motion Estimation
1.2. What is Motion Estimation
While there are various research topics in the field o f digital video processing, this work 
focuses primarily on motion estimation techniques. Video processing differs fiom image 
processing in tliat most objects in the video move. Understanding how objects move 
helps us transmit, store, and manipulate video in an efficient way. Algorithmic 
development and architectural implementation o f motion estimation teclmiques have 
been major research topics in multimedia for years.
Motion estimation is the process by which tlie temporal relationship between two 
successive fiâmes in a video sequence is determined. Video coding based on motion 
estimation exploits redundancy mainly in the temporal domain.
W hen an object in a 3-D environment moves, the luminance of its projection in 2-D is 
changing either due to non-uniform lighting or due to motion. Assuming unifomi 
lighting, the changes can only be interpreted as movement. Under this assumption the 
aim o f motion estimation techniques is to accurately model the motion field. An efficient 
method can produce more accmate motion vectors, resulting in the removal o f a higher 
degree o f conelation.
Integer pixel registration may be adequate in many applications, but some problems 
require sub-pixel accuracy either to improve the compression ratio or to provide a more 
precise representation o f the actual scene motion. Despite the fact that sub-pixel motion 
estimation requires additional computational power and execution time, the obtained 
advantages settle its use essential for the most multimedia applications.
Video compression is the removal o f the statistical redundancies (Lossless coding) and 
furthermore the exploitation o f the spatial and temporal redundancies in a video 
sequence (Lossy coding). In the first case, the smallest codeword is assigned to the pixel 
that occurs most frequently. The term ‘spatial redundancy’ is referred to the conelation 
inside a fiame (e.g. uniform background). On the other hand, the tenu ‘temporal 
redundancy’ is refened to the conelation between successive fiâmes.
In a typical video sequence, there is no 3-D infoiination about the contents o f the objects. 
The 2-D projection approximating a 3-D scene is known as a ‘honiography’, and the 
velocity o f the 3-D objects conesponds to tlie velocity o f the luminance intensity on the 
2-D projection, known as ‘optical flow’. Another term is the ‘motion field’, a 2-D matrix 
o f motion vectors, conesponding to how each pixel or block o f pixels moves. General 
‘motion field’ is a set o f motion vectors and this term is related to tlie ‘optical flow’ 
term, with Üie latter being used to describe dense ‘motion fields’.
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Figure 1.2 (a) Occluded objects A1 and A2, (b) Single object A.
Finding the motion between two successive frames o f a video sequence is an ill posed 
problem, due to the intensity variations not exactly matching the motion o f the objects. 
Another problematic phenomenon is the covered objects, in which case it is efficient to 
make the assumption that the occluded objects can be considered as many separable 
objects, until they are observed as a single object, Figure 1.2. Additionally, in order to 
achieve better results it is assumed that motion within an object is smooth and uniform 
due to the spatial correlation, [51].
1.3. Objectives of the research
The overall technical objective of the research is the development o f advanced motion 
estimation algorithms capable o f determining actual scene motion from a video sequence 
in the shape o f a dense motion vector field. This research aims at building on the use of 
phase correlation and its variants. Nevertheless, the ambition is to probe far beyond the 
boundaries o f the current state-of-the-art and make a significant contribution to the 
development o f the next generation o f hardware by developing algorithms which are 
efficient, have good correspondence with scene objects and are robust in the presence o f 
archive related impairments.
Segmentation has recently emerged as a useful tool towards the identification on the 
image plane o f partitions or regions whose constituent pixels share a common attribute 
such as colour, brightness, texture and so on. While it is widely accepted that still image 
segmentation algorithms yield accurately defined boundaries, it is also well-documented 
that such algorithms suffer from over-definition o f objects in the sense that they yield 
more than one regions per scene object. Emerging research is suggesting that the 
incorporation o f a second segmentation criterion, such as motion, in addition to colour or 
brightness has the potential o f alleviating the over-segmentation problem providing a 
good trade-off between accurate boundary definition and good correspondence with
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scene objects. Region-based motion estimation and coding have the advantages of 
allowing manipulation o f image objects and often improving the quality o f the motion 
vectors and the coding performance. Segmentation or object based motion estimation is 
based on the same principles with the block-based techniques utilising either parametric 
motion models or padding approaches. The main dr awbacks o f these approaches are the 
artificial edges introduced by extrapolation and the inadequately o f parametric models to 
represent accurately real motion. In order to avoid tliese problems an approach that 
avoids extrapolation and uses information only inside the moving objects o f interest is 
introduced operating in the fr equency domain.
Quad tree structure has been widely used for object and motion segmentation due to the 
simplicity o f the implementation and the good compromise between accurate 
segmentation and low overhead. Furthermore, we intend to take advantage o f the above 
fr om a slightly different perspective by allowing segmentation to be a key feature of the 
vector assigmnent stage. W e expect that under the influerrce of a previously computed 
good quality segmentation map, the formation o f dense motion vector fields will be 
accurate especially at object bouirdaries where dense motion maps are known to be 
unreliable.
As a complement to tire above, it is proposed that this work investigates the possibility o f 
improving the performance o f baseline phase correlation by the use o f gradient or 
wavelet information, post-filtering o f the phase array and concurrent exploitatioir o f 
magnitude information. Also, improvement o f the sub-pixel accuracy can be achieved by 
using prototype variable-separable fittirrg flmctions in the vicinity o f the maximum peak 
o f tlie phase correlation sur face. In addition, this research is aimed at the solution of the 
major problems and drawbacks o f phase correlation. The lack of search window is one of 
the main disadvantages, in block matching we try to find the best match o f a small block 
in a larger area but in the frequency techniques both the current and tire reference blocks 
have to be equal in size. Another drawback of phase correlation is that it can provide 
robust and accurate results only when the block size is large enough and as a result it is 
mainly used for global motion estimation.
1.4. Contributions and novelties
This research makes seven main contributions to the state o f the art in motion estimation 
in the frequency domain and the study o f sub-pixel registration based on phase 
correlation.
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A novel technique based on a complex representation o f image gradient taking 
full account o f magnitude and phase infonnation is proposed. This method 
operates as a band-pass filter, rejecting low and high frequencies corresponding 
to plain areas and noise respectively, ensuring the selection o f useful and reliable 
features.
An algorithm for fixed size block-based motion estimation improving the 
baseline phase conelation based on quaternion algebra is suggested. The novelty 
of this work is the fiision o f all the sub-bands obtained by wavelet 
decomposition through the use o f hypercomplex cross-conelation.
A novel contribution resulting high-accuracy sub-pixel motion estimates using a 
sine fitting function is introduced operating in a variable-separable way. In 
contrast to other approaches, the functional form o f proposed fitting function 
does not allow for the development of a closed form solution, therefore 
computation o f sub-pixel shift is achieved by least squares fitting.
A quad-tree motion estimation scheme based on phase correlation is introduced 
resulting accurate scene decomposition with low computational complexity. The 
proposed variable size block-based motion estimation technique is the first that 
operates entirely in the frequency domain and uses key features o f the 
correlation surface to control the partition o f a parent block to four quadrants.
A novel arbitrary shape motion estimation algorithm based on phase correlation 
is suggested, providing more accurate motion description of a scene due to the 
object-based motion estimation and the use o f information only from moving 
objects o f interest avoiding extrapolation.
An improvement o f the baseline normalised convolution algorithm for image 
reconstruction is introduced taking into account the gradient angle at the edges 
o f an irregularly sampled image and accordingly adapts an asymmetric 
applicability filter, avoiding the selection o f inaccurate input data during the 
reconstruction.
Two novel methods for dense motion estimation in the frequency domain based 
either on texture object segmentation or on multiple overlapped block-based 
motion estimation, using phase correlation and normalised convolution are 
proposed providing fast and reliable solutions to the fundamental problem o f 
optical flow estimation.
1.5 Organisation o f tliis thesis
1.5. Organisation of this thesis
In chapter 2, applications o f motion estimation are explored and a review o f video 
coding standards is presented. Also, medical, militaiy and security applications are 
mentioned and their significance is established by examples. Motion estimation 
techniques are explored and reviewed, including block based, variable size, object based 
and dense optical flow techniques.
In chapter 3, the state-of-the-art block-based motion estimation techniques that operate 
in the fiequency domain are reviewed. Highly accurate and computationally efficient 
block-based teclmiques based on giadient and hypercomplex conelation are presented 
suitable for tlie estimation o f motion in video sequences and a novel method for 
obtaining high-accuracy sub-pixel motion estimates using phase conelation is proposed.
Variable size block-based techniques and the notion o f quad-tree motion estimation are 
introduced in chapter 4. A quad tree scheme for obtaining block-based sub-pixel 
estimates o f interfiame motion in the fiequency domain is proposed. Our scheme is 
based on phase correlation and uses key features o f tlie correlation surface as well as the 
motion compensated prediction error to control the partition o f a parent block to four 
children quadrants.
In chapter 5, object based motion estimation algorithms are reviewed and we propose a 
frequency domain scheme for obtaining sub-pixel estimates o f interframe motion for 
arbitiaiy shaped regions. The proposed method is based on phase correlation and the 
shape adaptive discrete Fourier transform without requiring extrapolation.
In chapter 6, the best-known dense motion estimation techniques are analysed and a 
novel segmentation-based optical flow method that operates in tlie fiequency domain is 
presented. Furtheiinore, a multi overlapped correlation scheme utilising either weighted 
averages or gradient normalised convolution is proposed, providing actual dense vector 
fields.
In the final chapter, conclusions are drawn and suggestions made for fiiture work.
1.6. Publications
Some o f the research conducted during this work was published in a number o f jom nal 
and conference papers, which are listed below. Furthermore, some o f om* work is still 
under review and will be published in the near future.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1. Applications of Motion estimation
2.1.1. Video Coding / Compression
Video CODECs (COder/DECoder) comprise o f an encoder and a decoder. The encoder 
compresses (encodes) video data resulting in a file that can be stored or streamed 
economically. The decoder decompresses (decodes) encoded video data (whether from a 
stored file or sti eamed), enabling video playback.
Compression is a reversible conversion o f data to a format that requires fewer bits, 
usually performed so that the data can be stored or transmitted more efficiently. The size 
o f the data in compressed form (C) relative to the original size (O) is Imown as the 
compression ratio (R= 0 /C ). I f  the inverse o f the process, ‘decompression’, produces an 
exact replica o f the original data then the compression is lossless. Lossy compression, 
usually applied to image data, does not allow reproduction of an exact replica o f the 
original image, but results in a higher compression ratio.
2.1.11. H.261 Codec
This section presents an overview o f H.261 [23] codec that was adopted as an 
international standard by CCITT (now ITU-T) in 1990. It was designed for use in video
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conferencing applications at bit rates, which are integer multiples o f 64kbps. The format 
o f the images that is used as input to an H.261 compressor must meet both colour space 
and size (width and height) requirements. In terms o f colour space, the images must be 
YCbCr images. In terms o f  size, the images must use either the Common Interchange 
Format (CIF 352x288) or the Quarter-CIF (QCIF 176x144) format, [42].
H.261 uses the 8x8 DCT, and groups together sets o f four luminance and two 
chrominance blocks into macro-blocks. Macro-blocks may be intra-coded (independent 
o f previous frame) or inter-coded (using pixel accuracy motion compensation from the 
previous frame).
2.I.I.2. H.263 Codec
The H.263 standard, published by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in 
1995, supports video compression (coding) for video-conferencing and video-telephony 
[64]. Video infoimation (and audio as well) is transmitted over telecommunication links, 
including networks, telephone lines, ISDN and radio, [114]. The H.263 standard 
specifies the requirements for a video encoder and decoder and a typical example is 
figured below (Figure 2.1).
H.263 was targeted at low bit rates (64 kbps and under), but is suitable for higher rates as 
well. Subsequent versions o f H.263 [65] include several other features and options, such 
as an advanced prediction mode. This allows each macro-block to use either 8x8 or 
16x16 pixels blocks depending on which method provides a superior rate-distortion 
performance. In addition both forward and backward motion estimation is possible, at 
half pixel accuracy.
2.I.I.3. H.264 Codec
A new compression standard, known variously as AVC (Advanced Video Coding), 
MPEG 4 part 10, and H.264, realises previously unavailable compression rates that will 
enable new video applications in products ranging from mobile phones, PDAs, video- 
iPods tluough DVDs, security and video production all the way to high definition 
television broadcast.
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H.264 video coding standard [63,55,126] was proposed in 2003 and is similar in spirit to 
other previous standards but with important differences. Enhanced motion estimation 
with variable block size (from 16x16 down to 4x4 pixels), improved de-blocking filter 
and enhanced entropy coding (CABAC, context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding) are 
some new key features. Furthermore, error resilience features in H.264, multiple 
reference frames and data partitioning result in an average bit rate reduction o f 50% 
given fixed fidelity compared to any other standard.
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Figure 2.1 H.263 Encoder and Decoder, |27).
2.1.1.4. MPEG-1 Codec
MPEG, Motion Picture Experts Group, established in 1988 [42, 114, 85]. The first 
standard developed by the group, nicknamed MPEG-1, was the coding o f the combined 
audio-visual signal at a bit-rate around 1.5 Mbit/s. This was motivated by the prospect 
(in 1988), that it was possible to store video signals on a compact disc with a quality 
comparable to VHS cassettes. In common with H.261, MPEG-1 [62] uses 8x8 DCT 
blocks and a similar macro-block structure. However, MPEG-1 uses more advanced 
motion compensation techniques, including bi-directional prediction. Three frame types 
are possible: Intra-coded (I) pictures are encoded in a similar way to still images in 
JPEG, Inter ceded (P) pictures are predicted using motion compensation from the 
preceding I or P picture and Bi-directional prediction (B) pictures, are motion 
compensated from two reference frames. Motion vectors are calculated to half-pixel 
accuracy.
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2.1.1.5. MPEG-2 Codec
Motion Picture Experts Group is the committee formed by the ISO (International 
Organisation for Standardisation) to develop MPEG-2 standard. MPEG-2 [42, 59, 85] 
was developed as the standard for digital (standard and high definition) television and it 
is currently in widespread use. It was designed to handle higher resolutions than MPEG- 
1, and the main MPEG-2 characteristics are:
• Higher Bandwidth (up to 40Mbits/sec)
• Up to 5 audio channels (i.e. surround sound)
• W ider range o f frame sizes (including HDTV)
• Can deal with interlaced video
2.1.1.6. MPEG-4 Codec
MPEG-4 is for coding o f audio-visual objects. This is a standard aimed at wide bit rate 
ranges for representation o f a wide variety o f data types, both synthetic and natural 
allowing for composition, interaction o f objects and delivery media independence. 
MPEG-4 is not aimed at a single specific task but is considered a toolbox giving multiple 
solutions. The aim was to look at the convergence o f TV, film, entertainment, computing 
and telecommunication for which some key features can be said to be content-based 
interactivity, compression and universal access, [42, 114, 85].
The MPEG-4 standard [61, 94] provides a set o f technologies to satisfy the needs o f 
authors, service providers and end users, bringing higher levels o f interaction with 
content. Evaluation tests within MPEG have shown that the combination o f these 
techniques can result in a bit stream saving o f up to 50% compared with the version 1, 
depending on content type and data rate.
2.1.1.7. MPEG-7 Codec
Accessing audio and video used to be a simple matter - simple because o f the simplicity 
o f the access mechanisms and because o f the poverty o f the sources. An 
incommensurable amount o f audiovisual information is becoming available in digital 
foim, on the World Wide Web, in broadcast data streams and in personal or professional
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databases. The value o f information often depends on how easy it can be found, 
retrieved, accessed, filtered and managed. MPEG-7 is aimed at coding o f the multimedia 
content description interface and addresses the problem o f describing multimedia content 
for searching and processing. Audiovisual documents are represented by a hierarchical 
stnicture. Visual descriptions may be divided into colour, texture, shape, motion, 
location etc. Motion is further subdivided into camera motion, object motion trajectory, 
parametiic object motion, and motion activity [60, 85].
2.I.I.8. MPEG-21 Codec
Another issue is tlie increasing difficulty o f users to identify and inteipret the different 
intellectual property rights that are associated with the elements o f multimedia content. 
The boundaries between tlie delivery of audio (music and spoken word), accompanying 
artwork (graphics), text (lyrics), video (visual) and synüietic spaces are becoming 
increasingly blurred. Solutions are required for the access, deliveiy, management and 
protection processes o f these different content types in an integrated way, to be 
implemented in a manner that is entirely transparent to the many different users of 
multimedia services. The need for technological solutions to these challenges is 
motivating tlie MPEG-21 M ultimedia Framework to enable a transparent use of 
multimedia resomces across a wide range o f networks and devices, [58, 85].
All o f H.261, H.263, MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 use block based schemes. In a block-based 
scheme, each frame is partitioned into equal size blocks. A notable departure from this 
practice has been the recently emerged H.264 standard, which allows a degree o f 
flexibility in the choice o f block size. Motion estimation and compensation are 
perfomied on each block. For these standards the residual (error) signal for each block is 
coded using Discrete Cosine Transform. M ost o f the compression is achieved tlirough 
the redimdancy removed in tliese two stages. Entropy coding further reduces the size o f 
the data. MPEG-4 can be considered an extension o f MPEG-1 and MPEG-2. MPEG-4 
has block based and overlapping motion compensation modes as well as an object- 
coding mode. The advantage o f an audio-visual object coding is that it allows random 
access o f content (enabling interaction) plus extended manipulation o f content; objects 
can be reused and reorganised; objects are coded individually allowing separate decoding 
reconstruction and content-based scalability. MPEG-7 and MPED-21 do not focus on 
actual object definition or segmentation processes, but on the mechanisms to retiieve 
content-based information, [25, 47].
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2.1.2. DTV - Digital Television
Digital television is a new type o f broadcasting technology that will transform television. 
DTV is delivered digitally, resulting in a virtually free o f interference television signal. 
DTV is also versatile, more efficient than analog, allows stations to broadcast more 
programs using less spectrum and enables broadcasters to offer television with movie- 
quality pictures and sunound sound. Ultimately, DTV will replace today’s analog 
television broadcasting system.
2.1.3. Special Effects
Digital television utilises motion estimation, technology also used by many applications 
like special effects. Channel logos, 3-D graphs added in video scene and blue screen 
used mainly in weather forecast are all types o f special effects. Some special effects also 
make use of the new technology (MPEG-4 or MPEG -7 )  in order to provide interaction 
and other utilities.
There are special effect applications able to track objects and provide information. For 
example in a soccer match, it is possible to calculate the distance between the ball and 
the goal (or between two players) or the speed o f the ball. The objects (the players) could 
be extracted and subsequently, i f  the distance between the camera and the objects is 
known, the true distances between the players and the speed can be measured, Figure
2 .2 .
Video Expert is another special effect application, still under research. This system has 
the ability to understand the rules governing a game (e.g. tennis or soccer) simply by 
watching it. In this case, the content structure could be described using graph structures. 
A graph structure is defined very simply by a set o f  nodes, each corresponding to a 
segment, and a set o f edges, each corresponding to a relationship between two nodes. To 
illustrate the use o f graphs, consider the example shown in Figures 2.3 illustrating a 
relationship graph.
This method could also provide useful information such as player statistics (e.g. ball 
possession) that can be used by intelligent video recorders to record only the interesting 
parts o f the match, [56].
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Figure 2.2 Object extraction and tracking, [56].
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Figure 2.3 Example of Video Segments and Regions, [56].
2.1.4. Medical Applications
Motion estimation is used for medical applications operating like a doctor’s assistant or 
guide. In the following example, motion estimation is used to indicate the right direction 
for the laser. Figure 2.4 shows the monitor display of the Optical Flow (OF) computation 
during interstitial laser therapy (ILT) o f a brain tumour. The predicted OF velocity 
vectors are superimposed on the greyscale images. The vectors are used to predict the
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amount and the direction o f heat deposition. On the lower right window, the predicted 
magnitude o f OF was displayed, with colour tables representing the amount o f thermal 
change [71].
Face, lips and feelings recognition are topics that use motion estimation. These methods 
can be utilised for efficient video coding (head and shoulders scene in H.263), as well as 
for entertainment. A significant amount o f effort has been put on sign language 
recognition. The motion and the position o f the hand and the fingers are estimated, and 
patterns are used to recognise the words and the meanings Figure 2.5, an application 
particularly useful for deaf-mute people, [21].
Greyscale Image DiffererKre Signal 
Intensity
I II 411 K II 111
Optical Flow Velocity
Figure 2.4 Monitor display of the OF computation during ILT of a brain tumour, [71].
Figure 2.5 Steps of hand and fingers motion estimation, [21].
2.1.5. Security Applications
Video processing and motion estimation can be used to protect humans from both active 
and passive accidents. An example is the Vehicle Tracking application. The tracking of
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vehicles has many potential applications, including road traffic monitoring (Figure 2.6), 
digital rear-view mirror, the surveillance o f car parks and other high risk or high security 
sites. The benefits are equally wide-ranging. Tracking cars on roads could make it easier 
to detect accidents, potentially cutting down the time it takes for the emergency services 
to arrive.
Figure 2.6 The output of a tracking system.
Another application o f motion interpretation in image sequences is a driver assistance 
system for vehicles driving on the highway. The aim is to develop a digital rear-view 
mirror. This device could inform the driver when a lane-shift is unsafe. A single camera- 
based sensor can be used to retrieve information o f the vehicle’s environment in 
question. Vehicles driving behind the vehicle in question limit its motion possibilities 
[78]. Therefore, the application needs to estimate their motion relative to the first car. 
This problem is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7 Observing other vehicles with a single camera, [78].
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Tracking Human Motion can be useful for security and statistic applications. For 
example, an intelligent CCTV system, Figure 2.8 (a) will be able to ‘see’ and 
‘understand’ the environment. In the shops it will be able to count the customers and to 
provide information (e.g. number o f customers on a particular day or in the last two 
hours). Robots can be utilised for indoor applications. They do not need priory 
knowledge of the building and they are able to move and perform specific operations. 
This kind of application can be used in hospitals or offices where the passages can be 
easily identified. Figure 2.8 (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8 (a) Intelligent CCTV system, (b) 3-D Indoor visual system.
The applications above are based on machine vision technology, which utilises an 
imaging system and a computer to analyse the sequences and to take decisions. There are 
two basic types o f machine vision applications - inspection and control. In inspection 
applications, the machine vision optics and the imaging system enable the processor to 
‘see’ objects precisely and thus make valid decisions about which parts pass and which 
parts must be scrapped. In control applications, sophisticated optics and software are 
used to direct the manufacturing process.
2.1.6. Military Applications
Military applications are probably one o f the largest areas for computer vision, even 
though only a small part o f this work is open to the public. The obvious examples are 
detection o f enemy soldiers or vehicles and guidance o f missiles to a designated target. 
More advanced systems for missile guidance send the missile to an area rather than a 
specific target, and target selection is made when the missile reaches the area based on 
locally acquired image data. Modem military concepts, such as ‘battlefield awareness’, 
imply that various sensors, including image sensors, provide a rich set o f information
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about a combat scene, which can be used to support strategic decisions. In this case, 
automatic processing o f the data is used to reduce complexity and to fuse information 
from multiple sensors to increase reliability.
Visual tracking is an interesting area o f computer vision with many practical 
applications. There are good reasons to track a wide variety o f objects, including 
airplanes, missiles, vehicles, people, animals, and microorganisms. While tracking single 
objects alone in images has received considerable attention, tracking multiple objects 
simultaneously is both more useful and more problematic. It is more useful since the 
objects to be tracked often exist in close proximity to other similar objects. It is more 
problematic since the objects o f interest can touch, occlude, and interact with each other; 
they can also enter and leave the scene.
Night and heat vision can be used by police to hunt a criminal. Motion estimation 
techniques and object tracking systems use these vision systems to obtain better 
performance at night and in cold areas.
Torpedoes, bombs and missiles use motion estimation to find and follow a target. Motion 
estimation is utilised by airplanes, ships and submarines along with object tracking 
systems.
Satellite object tracking is the military applications field with the most research 
programs. In this case, tracking objects can be vehicles, trains, airplanes or ships. The 
main problem in these applications is the low quality o f the pictures. These practical 
problems can be reduced when efficient algorithms are used. Satellite high-resolution 
images can also be used to produce maps and 3-D visualisation o f territory status o f a 
city. Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9 (a) Fragment of the satellite image with one-meter ground resolution, (b) Map, 
derived from the satellite image processing, (c) 3-D visualisation of the part of the city, 
obtained as the result of the high resolution satellite image processing.
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2.2. Motion estimation techniques
Motion estimation for video coding has been extensively researched over the last few 
years. The most popular techniques for motion measurement fall into one o f the 
following categories.
The ‘matching methods’ tiy to find the best match that minimises the error between 
neighbouring blocks o f pixels in successive frames. The best match indicates the motion 
vector. The techniques that fall in this category can be further separated depending on the 
domain in which they operate. Matching methods can operate either in the spatial or in 
the frequency domain. In the first case, the state-of-the-art ‘block matching’ is utilised by 
most video coding standards. Phase correlation method is an example o f the second sub­
category, used mainly for real time applications such as video broadcasting.
The ‘non-matching’ techniques were the first motion estimation algorithms and they try 
to exploit the relationship between temporal and spatial intensity changes in a video 
sequence.
2.2.1 Block based techniques
Block matching using fixed-size blocks has been arguably the most popular motion 
estimation technique for more than two decades. It is an important component in several 
video coding standards, including MPEG-1 and MPEG-2, in which 16x16 macro-blocks 
are commonly used.
In block matching techniques, both the reference and the current frame are split into non­
overlapping blocks. These algorithms assume that within each block motion is equal. 
One motion vector is assigned to all pixels within a block, thus all the pixels perform the 
same motion and the algorithm searches the neighbouring area o f the reference frame. A 
common design issue is determining the optimum block size. W hile the block size is 
large, small objects will be bunched together and the assumption o f uniform motion in a 
block is invalidated. On the other hand, if  the block size is too small, the possibility to 
determine the best match in an unsuitable position (not the actual motion) is high. In the 
popular video coding standards, motion estimation and compensation are carried out on 
8x8 or 16x16 pixels blocks.
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Block matching algorithms are based on the matching o f blocks between two images, the 
aim being to minimise a disparity measure. Each block in the reference frame is 
compared to a possible match over a local search window in the reference image. Figure 
2.10, [51,54].
Current Reference Reference
Searctifng Region
n
searching region Motion vector (u,v)
Figure 2.10 The target and the reference frame and the motion vector.
The comparison is evaluated by applying a block distortion measure. The metric usually 
used is the Sum o f Absolute Error (SAE),
N - l N - \
= f o  -  E ,i=0 j=0 (2 . 1)
Where NxN is the block size, Q  is the ij sample o f the current block and Rjj is the ij 
sample o f the reference block.
Another commonly used matching criterion for block-based motion estimation is the 
Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which provides a good approximation o f residual energy.
1
/=o y=o (2 .2)
The mean square error (MSE) is also used providing a measure o f the energy remaining 
in the difference block. MSE can be calculated as follows
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Video coder involves the following steps:
1. Calculate the selected disparity measure (e.g. MSE) between the current block 
and a set o f search positions in the previous frame.
2. Select the best match, the position that gives the lowest error.
3. Calculate the difference o f the current block and the best match region.
4. Encode and transmit (or store) the difference block (error).
5. Encode and transmit (or store) the motion vector.
In order to reconstmct the predicted frame the video decoder performs the steps below.
1. Decode the difference block and the motion vector.
2. Select the region that the motion vector indicates in the previous frame and add
the difference block.
2.2.1.1 Block matching 
Full Search Motion Estimation
In order to find the best match in the reference frame, it is necessary to perform a 
comparison o f the current block with every possible region o f the reference frame. In
practice a good match can be found in the neighbourhood o f the block position, thus the
search is limited to a search window centred on the current block position.
Full motion estimation computes the selected disparity measure at each possible location 
in the search window. The algorithm can use a raster or a spiral order to scan all the 
possible locations. The second scan method has the advantage that a good match has a 
higher possibility to occur near the centre o f the search region. In this case, a threshold 
could be used to terminate the comparison process reducing the required processing
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power and time. Generally, the search window size is 31x31 pixels and it stands for the 
most common used dimensions by the block matching teclmiques [42].
Fast Search Motion Estimation
The aim o f fast search motion estimation algorithms is to reduce the complexity and to 
provide a more efficient method to detennine the best match. The main disadvantage o f 
fast algoritlims is the high probability to find a local minimum instead o f  the best match 
tliat gives the tiue minimum residual. To tlie contrary, the fiill search algoritlun is 
guaranteed to find tlie global minimum o f the disparity measure. As a result, the 
compression ratio is higher for the full search algorithm compared to the fast methods. 
There are numerous alternative fast algorithms for motion estimation and some o f them 
are listed below.
1. Three Step Search [74]
2. 2-D Logarithmic Search [66]
3. One at a Time Search [107]
4. Cross Search Algorithm [41]
5. Orthogonal Search Algoritlun [95]
Three Step Search
This fast algorithm was not developed necessarily for three steps, it can be carried out 
with different number o f steps depending on the search window. The relationship 
between size and steps is given by Size=2^'^ (iV-step search).
The steps are:
1. Search for the location (0, 0) and perform the comparison operation.
2. Determine the step size Size=2^'\
3. Search and calculate the disparity measure for all tlie eight locations +/-S pixels 
around location (0, 0).
4. Select the location witli the smallest comparison criterion (SAE) and set it the new 
search origin.
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5. Set S=S!2.
6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 until S=l.
Figure 2.11 (a) illustrates the algoiithm with a maximum displacement o f ±6 pixels in 
both directions with an initial step size o f  3. After each stage the step size is 
decremented, allowmg the algorithm to halt in three steps (hence its name).
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Figure 2.11 (a) The Three Step Search (TSS), (b) The 2-D logarithmic (TDL) search 
converging on a position of minimum distortion, [27].
2-D Logarithmic Search
The steps o f the logarithmic method are listed below.
1. Search for the location (0, 0) and perform the comparison operation.
2. Select the initial step size.
3. Search and calculate the disparity measure for all the four positions in the 
horizontal and vertical directions, S pixels away from the (0 ,0 ) location.
4. Select the best match among the five locations and set it the new search origin.
5. If  the best match is the origin (the centre) set S=S12, otherwise S is unchanged.
6. Repeat until S~1 (go to step 3). I f  S=1 go to the next step (step 7).
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7. Search and calculate the disparity measure for all the eight locations immediately 
surrounding the best match (5'=7). The location that minimises the criterion is the 
result o f the algorithm.
An example o f this method is shown in Figine 2.11 (b), all blocks outside the search area 
are deemed to have distortion function values o f +infînity, and thus are never chosen. 
Points [0,4-4], [4-4,4-4], [4-6,4-4] are the minima at each stage and [4-7,4-4] is chosen as the 
matching block. Numbers indicate the stage during which a candidate block is first 
evaluated.
One at a Time Search
This algorithm is quite simple and the steps are listed below.
1. Set the horizontal origin to (0, 0).
2. Search and calculate the disparity measure for the origin and the two horizontal 
neighbours.
3. I f  the middle point has the smallest value then repeat the above procedure for the 
vertical direction. Else go to step 4.
4. Select the point with the smallest value and set it tlie origin. Calculate the disparity 
measure for the new location and go back to step 3.
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Figure 2.12 Match is found at position (4-2,4-6) and match is found at position (-3,4-1), (27].
The One at a Time Search (GTS) is a very simple and effective algorithm, with a 
horizontal and a vertical stage. During the horizontal stage the point o f minimum
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distortion on the horizontal axis is found. Then, starting with this point, the minimum 
distortion in the vertical direction is found.
The above Figure 2.12 illustrates the OTS finding positions o f minimum distortion. In 
the former, the position o f minimum distortion is at [+2,+6], in the later is at [-3,+!].
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Figure 2.13 (a) Example of the Cross Search Algorithm, arrows illustrate the different 
patterns used in the final stage, (b) The orthogonal search algorithm (OSA) converging on a 
position of minimum distortion at (+6,+4) , [27].
Cross Search Algorithm
This algorithm follows the same steps as the Three Step Search method. The main 
difference is the number o f points that are compared. In this case, five points are selected 
instead o f eight. The steps are:
1. Search for the location (0, 0) and perform the comparison operation.
2. Select the four locations at the comers of a rectangular (the edges o f a saltire cross 
‘X ’) with size S  where S=2^'\ Calculate the disparity measure for the five points 
and move to the next step.
3. Select the location that minimises the comparison criterion and set it the new 
origin.
4. If  S>1 then S=S/2 and go back to the step 2 else move to the next stage (5).
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5. I f  tlie best match is at the top left or bottom right location, calculate the selected
criterion for tlie four points at the corners o f the rectangular at a distance +/- 1. In 
the case o f the best match being at tlie top right or at the bottom left, calculate the 
selected criterion for the four points in the immediately horizontal and vertical 
directions. Figure 3.13 (a).
Orthogonal Search Algorithm
The Orthogonal Search Algorithm (OSA) is a hybrid o f the 2-D logarithmic (TDL) 
search and three-step search (TSS). The OSA has both a vertical and a horizontal stage, 
as illustrated in Figme 2.13 (b). After the step size has been initialised to {d+1) ! 2, where 
d is tlie maximum displacement, the centie block and two candidate blocks on either side 
o f the X axis are compared to the target block. The position o f minimum distortion 
becomes the centre o f the vertical stage. During the vertical stage, two points above and 
below the new centre are examined and the values o f the distortion fimction at these 
three positions aie compared. The position with die minimum distortion becomes the 
centie of the next stage. After one horizontal and vertical iteration, the step size is halved 
if  it is greater than one and die algorithm proceeds with another horizontal and vertical 
iteration. Otheiwise, it halts and declares one o f the positions o f the vertical stage to be 
the best match to the target block.
2.2.1.2 Fourier techniques
The Fourier techniques, based on Phase Correlation, can offer motion measurements 
with high degree of accuracy and robustness. This technique has die advantage of 
illumination changes invariability, is very fast and can estimate large translations without 
additional computational cost, [75, 92].
Phase coiTelation is a matching technique in the fiequency domain, which uses the shift 
Fourier property stating that a ‘shift’ in time domain is a ‘phase shift’ in frequency 
domain.
f ( t )  - 4  F  (CO) f ( t - t o ) e~i “ '» F(co) (2.4)
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This propeity can be extended to 2-D signals such as images. Phase correlation involves 
congélation o f two images by first performing 2-D Fourier transforms on each image. The 
corresponding frequency components are multiplied together and normalised, and then 
inverse Fourier transform is applied. The resulting correlation surface has a peak at the 
coordinates corresponding to the shift between the two pictures. Figure 2.14. The entire 
procedure is straightforward and can be expressed by the equation (2.5) below.
(2.5)
Where Z(m,n) is a 2-D Dirac delta function and IFFT is the 2-D inverse Fourier 
transform. Gf and Gf_i are the Fourier transfoims o f the two successive images
(original and shifted). **’ denotes the complex conjugate. The fraction inside the 
brackets is the nonnalised cross power spectrum and the inverse Fourier transform o f the 
cross power spectrum is the cross correlation. I f  the two images are exact replicas of 
each other, the Z(m,n) function is an impulse.
Phase correlation technique has been extended to rotation and scaling. I f  image is a
rotated version o f  the image It-\  by an angle Oq , they are related by
=/,_i(xcos^o +7sin^o,-xsin<9o +ycos6|)) (2.6)
Rotation in the space domain corresponds to rotation in frequency domain according to 
the Fourier properties. Thus, the Fourier transforms o f the input images are related by the 
same rotation angle
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Figure 2.14 The corrélation surface with a peak at the coordinates corresponding to the shift 
between the two pictures at the left side.
Let p  the magnitude and 6  the angle in a polar coordinate system
(2.8)
rotation can be found as a shift in the frequency domain.
If image / ,  is a replica o f scaled by the factors (a, b), they are related by
/ ,(x ,T )  =  y,.,(ax ; by) (2.9)
The Fourier transforms are given by
\ab\ (2 . 10)
and by taking logarithms:
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F ,( lo g  ^ ,lo g  77) =  ^F ;_ i( lo g  ^ - l o g  a, lo g  7 7 -lo g  b) (2.11)
If  logarithmic axes are used, the scaling factor can be found as a shift in the frequency 
domain [115, 97, 50].
A theorem to determine the Fourier transform when the function domain is subject to an 
affine co-ordinate transformation is presented below, [20, 76]. The affine theorem states 
that if  an image f(x,y) has 2-D FT F(u,v), then g(x,y)=f(ax+by+c, dx+ey+f) has 2-D FT
G (u ,v )  = (2.12)
where the detenninant D is given hy D - a bd e = a e -b d  , u ’ and v ' are given by
u'—(eu-dv)/D^ v ’=(-bu+av)/D and the affine co-ordinate transformation is
X =ax + by + c and y  ' =dx + ey + f
2.2.2 Variable size block based techniques
Motion estimation for video coding differs from general motion estimation in several 
respects. First, for video coding, the performance o f a motion estimator can be assessed 
using a distortion measure, whereas for the general motion estimation problem, such 
measures may not be meaningful. Second, the displacement vector field (DVF) for video 
coding has to be transmitted; therefore the best performance in terms of the distortion 
using only the available number o f bits to encode the vector field is required to be 
achieved by the coder. Third, for video coding, the resulting vector field does not 
necessarily correspond to the real motion in the scene. In contrast, the goal o f the general 
motion estimation problem is to find the two-dimensional projection onto the image 
plane o f the real world three-dimensional motion, [103].
Most o f the current video coding standards are based on a fixed block size motion 
estimation and compensation. The main advantage is the simplicity since they do not 
need to encode the position and the size o f the blocks. There are also standards (H.263
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and H.264) that allow splitting o f the 16x16 blocks into 8x8 blocks (or 4x4) if  that is 
going to reduce the transmitted error significantly due to the fact that one motion vector 
is sufficient for regions with small motion, whereas in regions with complex motion the 
vector field should be denser. As a result, a compact representation o f the vector field 
can be achieved. A lot o f work has been done m this area and many quad-tree algoritluns 
have been proposed both for video coding and for the general motion estimation 
problem.
Quad-tree techniques
Before we go on to describe some state-of-the-art attempts to find the displacement 
vector field, we would like to point out that generally it is suggested for quad-tree 
representation o f a frame’s contents to first apply fixed block size segmentation and then 
to use a quad-tree structure o f three or fbui" levels, [28]. This is preferable when motion 
estimation is used mainly for video coding, but in case of real motion measmement this 
becomes a disadvantage.
In the work presented in [104], an algorithm for motion estimation, which combines 
spatial nonlinear transformations with quad-tree segmentation, is proposed. This meüiod 
segments a frame into variable-size blocks and estimates for each one a translational 
vector and a set o f transformation parameters that define the mapping that minimises the 
mean-square enor between the block in the current frame and an irregular quadrilateral 
in the previous one.
A wide variety o f algorithms for efficient quad-tiee coding can be found in the literature 
[103, 112, 77, 102]. In this case, a Lagrange multiplier method is used to construct quad- 
ti'ee data stiuctures that optimally allocate rate with no monotonie restrictions. The 
suggested technique uses a stepwise search to find the overall optimal quad-tiee 
structure.
The basic idea is that there is no need to exhaustively consider all possible rate 
allocations in order to identify the optimal quad-tree in the set o f all possible quad-ltees. 
An efficient coding algorithm must minimise both rate and distortion. Using a Lagrange 
multiplier À > 0 ,  points in the rate-distortion plane can be found by minimising the 
objective fimction
m in  {dj^ + Àbj  ^} (2.13)
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Where fr* is the available number o f bits for region k, and dk is resulting distortion. This 
is also known as the principle o f separable minimisation.
A quad tree structure has been used in [90] to apply variable size block matching motion 
compensation for object-based video coding. In this case, the shape and the motion o f the 
objects is described by a quad tree structure. An example o f this technique is shown in 
Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15 Quad-tree structure example.
Summarising, the variable block size based decomposition o f a frame is a good 
compromise between the complex object-oriented approaches and the simple fixed block 
size based approaches. In addition, when a quad tree structure is used the overhead is 
much lower than the bit rate required to transmit the fine segmentation o f an object- 
oriented scheme. All the above techniques operate in the spatial (pixel) domain and the 
most o f them utilise an exhaustive block matching motion estimation algorithm to obtain 
the motion field. Furthermore, the mean-square error (MSE) is mainly used as the 
criterion to split (merge) or not a block into four sub-blocks according to the quad tree 
segmentation. Despite that, there are some methods using the motion information to 
create the quad tree, the algorithm subsequently merges neighbouring blocks, in case 
they have similar motion vectors. The quad tree structure is an efficient way of 
segmenting a frame into blocks o f different size. However, the motion estimation 
algorithms and the splitting (merging) criteria that are mainly used make the techniques 
inappropriate for real time applications that need low complexity and fast algorithms. 
Nevertheless, they can achieve high compression ratio and consequently very low bit 
rates.
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Hierarchical techniques
There is a number o f complex motion estimation techniques tliat have the potential to 
offer performance improvements over conventional block matching techniques. They are 
based on the same principles, but they take a more general view of the motion 
measurement problem.
Hierarchical Block Matching Algorithms
Generally, hierarchical algorithms search a sub-sampled version o f the frame, followed 
by successively higher resolutions. Hierarchical block matching techniques attempt to 
combine the advantages o f large blocks with tliose o f small blocks. The reliability of 
motion vectors is influenced by block size. The larger the blocks, the more likely to track 
actual motion and the less likely to converge on local minima. Although such motion 
vectors are reliable, the quality o f matches for large blocks is not as good as that o f small 
blocks.
Image k-1
Figure 2.16 A three level hierarchical search.
Hierarchical block matching algoritlnns exploit the motion estimation capabilities o f 
large blocks and use their motion vectors as a starting point for searches for small blocks. 
Initially large blocks are matched and tire resulting motion vector provides a starting 
point for a search for a smaller matching block. A hierarchical block matching algorithm 
is started by matching a large target block with a similar sized block in tire past frairre. 
The resultmg motion vector is then used as air estiirrate for a search using smaller target
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and candidate block. A t each stage, the resulting estimate was used as a starting point for 
the next stage o f the search, as illustrated in Figure 2.16. The size o f the block was 
reduced and a match was found at each stage o f the algorithm, until the matching blocks 
were o f desired size. It is easy to see how this algorithm might match true motion more 
easily than those that use only small blocks, but the algorithm is very computationally 
intensive [42].
Multidimensional Search Spaces
Simple block-based motion estimation does not compensate for changes due to 
illumination variation, object rotation or motion in directions other than parallel to the 
camera plane. Multi-dimensional motion compensation schemes attempt to compensate 
for these additional factors. For example, the parametric models include 2-parameter 
translation model, 4-parameter RST model, 6-parameter affine model, 8-parameter 
projective model etc. Among these methods, affine motion model is very popular as it 
provides good tiade-off between generality and ease o f estimation, [89].
2.2.3 Object based techniques
Motion estimation is important in many areas o f image processing. For example, video 
coding schemes often exploit the high temporal redundancy between successive frames 
m a sequence by predicting the current frame from the previous one, based on an 
estimated motion field. The prediction error image, which is the difference between the 
previous frame after motion compensation and the current frame, is then coded and 
transmitted. I f  the motion estimation algorithm uses information not available at the 
receiver, then the motion field is also transmitted. Typically, i f  the motion estimates are 
accurate, the prediction eiTor has much lower information content than the original firame 
allowing high data compression ratios to be achieved, [127].
Video objects are a featur e o f the latest generation o f video coding systems, particularly 
the MPEG-4 standard. Also, region-based approaches to image and video compression 
have been very actively explored in the last few years. A  lot o f  work has been done in 
this area and many object-based algorithms have been proposed both for video coding 
and for the general motion estimation problem.
An object oriented motion estimation algorithm for highly efficient moving image 
encoding, fully exploiting the temporal redundancy among the objects o f successive
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frames, is proposed by Delopoiilos and Constantinides [31]. Two-dimensional 
segmentation is performed on a composite image syntliesised from two consecutive 
frames. The conespondence problem is removed implicitly by virtue o f the fact that the 
generated composite segments correspond to successive versions o f the same objects. 
Moreover, progressive motion estimation is achieved within the segmentation process, 
which adapts to the assumed tianslational or affine model. The composite image 
technique involves three main steps: 1. Synthesis o f a composite image. 2. Application o f 
a segmentation algorithm on the composite image. 3. Application of a motion estimation 
algorithm on the generated composite objects.
Panis and Cosmas in [91] present a dynamic programming-based matching method for 
motion estimation. The proposed algoritlun optimises a Bayesian maximum likelihood 
function that consists o f two parts: a matching cost and a 2-D régularisation cost that 
enforces the motion vectors to be a monotonie function only within objects, thereby 
allowing an edge preserving transition between objects and hence object-based 
régularisation. An advantage o f this method is that it gives results more accurate than 
block-based matching since the motion boundaries are close to the actual object 
boundaries. Furtheiinore, owing to the object-based accuracy o f the motion vectors, 
block artifacts and the mosquito effect are not present.
2.2.4 Dense motion estimation techniques
In the literature, there are nmnerous different ways of estimating motion providing 
solution to the ftmdamental problem in image sequence analysis, the measurement of 
optical flow. Knowing the motion vectors at each pixel position within a fr ame allows to 
determine the motion properties o f any region in the frame. This is useful for refining 
segmentation boundaries originally based on spatial infoiination. When objects move, 
their motion can be represented with 3-D motion vectors. A dense motion vector field is 
simply a mapping o f these motion vectors onto the 2-D image plane, with one motion 
vector for each pixel in the image. In contrast, optical flow is defined as a 2-D velocity 
field that represents how pixels in a fr ame can be mapped in order to reconstiuct another 
frame in the sequence. In general, the optical flow is not unique, since it may be possible 
to map a pixel in two or more different ways (e.g. areas with little texture). Nevertheless, 
optical flow and dense motion fields are usually veiy similar for a pair o f fr ames, and the 
tenns are often used interchangeable.
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Differential techniques compute motion measurements from spatio-temporal derivatives 
o f image intensity based on the gradient constrain equation [53] defined as
d l  d l  d l  
d t
where I(x, y, t) is the intensity o f a pixel at point (x, y) and time t, and and Vy are the 
horizontal and the vertical components o f the optical flow. But the two velocity 
components are constrained by only one linear equation (2.15) and therefore, further 
constraints are necessary [53, 81, 2, 10, 48].
Second-order differential methods use second order derivatives to constrain 2-D velocity.
I^ (x ,t)u - i- Iy ^ (x ,t)v  + I^(x,t)==0
l ^ y ( X , t ) U + l y y ( X j ) V  +  l ( y ( X , t )  =  0  (2 . l  6)
However, velocity estimates from 2nd order methods are usually sparse and less accurate 
than estimates from 1st order methods, because o f the sensitivity o f numerical 
differentiation,
liras, Girosi, Verri and Torre [121] introduce a 2nd order technique based on (2.16), 
which may be solved for (u, v) wherever the Hessian H  o f I(x,y,t) is non-singular. In 
practice, for reliability, they divide the image into regions 8x8 pixels wide. Within each 
region they select 8 estimates that best satisfy the constraint ||MV/[| «  ||V/^ ||, where 
M  = (SJu,'Slv). O f these they choose the one with the smallest condition number k(H) 
o f the Hessian (2.16). Furthermore, pre-smoothing o f the image sequence is applied with 
a Gaussian kernel.
2.3. Experimental framework
In this section the fr amework used in our experiments is presented. Information about the 
test sequences and the performed experiments is provided. Additionally, to assess the 
perfoimance o f a given optical flow estimation algorithm, some quantitative error 
measure are required. The key issue on selecting a quantitative error measure relates to
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whether or not the true optical flow field is known, which unfortunately is not always the 
case. In our experiments, real world, artificial and pseudo real-world sequences are all 
considered. As a result, tlnee different enor measures are required. One o f which is for 
tlie case o f laiown tine flow fields, and the others for unknown true flow field. The 
measurements can be observed in pairs providing a better perfoimance comprehension, 
[43].
2.3.1. Data
To illustrate the efficiency and provide a comparative study of the motion estimation 
algoritlims discussed in this thesis an experimental framework is utilised. In this work, 
we used 2:1 downsampled versions o f the well-laiowii broadcast resolution (720x576 
pixels, 50 fields per second) test sequences ‘M obcal’, ‘Basketball’, ‘Garden’, ‘Foreman’ 
and ‘Y os’. These sequences were utilised to evaluate MPEG video coding standards 
providing a significant variety o f different motion contents. ‘M obcal’ contains mainly 
tianslational object motion (with the exception o f tlie object ‘ball’ which is rotating) 
Figure 2.17, very slow camera pan, synthetic textures, occasional occlusions and lacks 
any significant scene deptli. ‘Basketball’ is a more active scene containing fast object 
motion, slow camera motion and a fairly complex backgroimd, Figure 2.18. ‘Garden’ is 
characterised by significant scene deptli and projective motion Figure 2.19, natural and 
multi-colomed textures as well as significant occlusions due to the fbregiound ‘tree’ 
object. ‘Foreman’ is a head-and-slioulders scene with varying foreground and low 
background motions, Figuie 2.20. ‘Y os’ is an artificial sequence characterised by scene 
depth, projective motion and large displacements without occlusions. In this sequence 
ground truth is available and the real motion is known a priori, Figure 2.21.
In our experiments we discarded even parity fields to avoid complications due to 
interlacing and tlie estimation area was fiirther limited to the central 320x256 or 256x256 
pixels o f tlie retained field in order to facilitate the implementation o f fast Fouiier 
transform. In ‘M obcal’ and ‘Y os’ sequences first 15 frames were selected, in 
‘Basketball’ 20, in ‘Garden’ 50 and in ‘Foreman’ sequence 100 frames were used to 
evaluate the candidate algorithms. The motion model was restricted to translation witli 
only two parameters, (horizontal and vertical component) in order to retain the low 
complexity since computational time is one o f our main concerns.
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Figure 2.17 Three frames of the ‘MobcaF sequence.
Figure 2.18 Three frames of the ‘Basketball’ sequence.
Figure 2.19 Three frames of the Foreman’ sequence.
Figure 2.20 Three frames of the ‘Garden’ sequence.
t
Figure 2.21 Three frames of the ‘Yos’sequence.
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2.3.2. Evaluation criteria
2.3.2.1 Motion compensated prediction error (MCPE) in dB
In the case where the true optical flow field is not available, a more indirect approach to 
the validation o f the estimated flow field is required. In such cases, the displaced frame 
difference (DFD) is often used [9] to infer the quality o f the motion estimation result. 
The DFD o f any point can be expressed as
D F D f ( x , y )  = - I ^x + u ^f+1 (2.17)
to provide a quantitative measure o f the quality o f the estimated flow field, the root mean 
square (RMS) DFD is computed
DFD f  = (2.18)
Figure 2.22 An example of motion compensated frame differences corresponding to 1 dB
gain, (right over left frame).
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Examples o f displaced frame difference after motion compensation is shown in Figure 
2 .22, where the mid-grey value indicates low error while bright and dark areas 
conespond to positive and negative error.
As it was mentioned, performance can be assessed applying motion compensation using 
tlie estimated motion parameters and computing either the displaced frame difference 
(DFD) or the Mean-Square Error (MSE), (2.3). The above quantitative measure can also 
be expressed in decibels (dB) using the Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR),
255^PSNR =  lOlogjQ  - -  (2.19)
where I  y  and 1 y+y are the intensities o f two successive frames. In Figure 2.22 an
example o f one dB gain is shown providing an illustration o f the amount o f error 
conesponding to that performance. It should be mentioned that this gain illustration 
depends on the image quality and for more detailed frames the same amount o f gain is 
significant less visible.
2.3.2.2 Entropy in bpp
The zero-order entropy o f the motion compensated prediction enor (MCPE) and the 
zero-order two-dimensional entropy of the motion vector field are used as an indicator of 
the compression potential o f the resulting motion compensated prediction error field and j
as an indicator o f smoothness, coherence and ultimately compression potential o f the |
motion vector field, respectively. ;
I
The entropy equation provides a way to estimate the average minimum number o f  bits I
required to encode a string o f symbols, based on their frequency o f occurrence. ,
N-1
Pi (2.20)
i=0
In the above entropy equation, pi is the probability o f a given symbol. Entropy provides a 
lower boundaiy for the compression that can be achieved by the data representation 
(coding) compression step.
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Rate-distortion plots (MSE vs motion vector field entropy in bits/pixel) can also be used 
to provide a simultaneous representation o f the motion compensated prediction error and 
the two-dimensional entropy o f the motion vector field.
2.3.2.3 Angular Error in degrees
In the case where the true optical flow field is known, the error measure suggested by 
Barron et al. [9] is used. This error measure is referred to as the angular error measure, 
and is given by
^ ( [ ^  y ]^  ) = ^
1 + 14^  +c c
(2 .21)
where (Uc, v j  and (Ug, v j  represent the correct and the estimated flow value, respectively.
Figure 2.23 An example of 12 degrees angular error gain (right over left frame).
To form an estimate for the whole image, the mean value can be calculated using
2^i=0 ' (2 .22)
where Nr indicates the number o f pixels for which a flow estimate is available. An 
example o f 12 degrees angular error gain in average is shown in Figure 2.23 where dark 
areas indicate high error while brighter pixels corresponding to lower error.
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It should be noted that although there is a clear correlation between the flow field 
estimation quality and MCPE [9], other factors not directly relating to the quality o f the 
estimates could affect the MCPE measure. Methods that rely extensively on minimising 
the MCPE to provide motion measurements without giving much attention to factors 
such as spatial smoothness are likely to result in an impressive DFD error with less 
impressive motion estimates in real terms. Therefore, the DFD eixor should support the 
results obtained using the angular error measure, and provide qualitative assessment o f a 
given algorithm of real world image sequences.
Chapters. Advanced Block Based 
Motion Estimation in the Frequency 
Domain
The motion estimation part o f any encoder is one o f the most computationally expensive 
tasks, as it is an optimisation procedure wiüi a potentially very large number o f solutions. 
The standards studied in chapter 2 rely on good quality motion estimation, in order to 
achieve high compression rates. Block-based methods have been traditionally used to 
perform motion estimation and compensation. They offer the advantage o f being fast, 
easy to implement and fairly effective over a wide range o f video sequences. 
Traditionally, Fixed-Size Block M atching (FSBM) has been used to determine the 
motion o f each block in the current frame relative to a reference frame, [66].
In this chapter, the main Fixed-Size Block Matching motion estimation techniques tliat 
operate in the fr equency domain are scrutinised and their sub-pixel accuracy is discussed. 
These techniques are extended by the following novel metliods: Gradient Correlation 
(GC) and Hypercomplex Correlation in the W avelet Domain (HCWD) are proposed to 
find motion vectors faster and with improved pixel accuracy, and a method for obtaining 
high-precision sub-pixel motion estimates based on phase correlation and using a 
modified version o f a sine fimction.
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3.1. Related Work
International standards for video communications such as MPEG-1/2/4 and H.261/3/4 
employ the well-established hybrid two-component architecture, which relies on motion 
estimation and compensation, as well as on the lossy compression o f the motion- 
compensated prediction error. Motion estimation in such standards is carried out by 
means o f block matching in the data domain.
Recently, there has been a lot o f interest in motion estimation techniques operating in the 
frequency domain. These are commonly based on the principle o f cyclic correlation and 
offer well-documented advantages in terms o f computational efficiency [37] due to the 
employment o f fast algorithms. Perhaps the best-known method in this class is phase 
correlation [92], which has become one o f the motion estimation methods o f choice for a 
wide range o f professional studio and broadcasting applications [115]. In addition to 
computational efficiency, phase conelation offers key advantages in terms o f its strong 
response to edges and salient picture features, its immunity to illumination changes and 
moving shadows and its ability to measure large displacements.
A key performance issue in motion estimation is sub-pixel accuracy. It is self-evident 
that actual scene motion has arbitrary accuracy and is oblivious to the pixel grid structure 
resulting from spatial sampling at the image acquisition stage i.e. by CCD arrays or other 
A/D post-acquisition operations. Theoretical and experimental analyses [44] have 
established that sub-pixel accuracy has a significant impact on motion compensated error 
perfomiance for a wide range o f natural moving scenes. As a consequence, 
standardisation efforts in video compression have gradually embraced the principle o f 
sub-pixel motion estimation. These are commonly straightforward extensions to the 
baseline integer-pixel block-matching algorithm achieving sub-pixel accuracy mainly 
through the use o f bilinear interpolation.
Inteipolation methodologies are also applicable to frequency domain motion estimation 
methods such as phase conelation. However, in this case, interpolation can only be 
applied as a separate pre-processing step and, in contrast to data domain approaches, 
cannot benefit from the use o f fast algorithms. As a consequence, this is not a 
particularly efficient strategy in computational terms especially at higher levels o f 
accuracy. To circumvent this difficulty, alternative approaches have been developed. 
These operate in synergy with the processing steps required for cyclic correlation and 
since they are o f particular relevance to the work presented in this chapter, they will be 
discussed in detail later on.
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3.1.1. Frequency Domain Methods
In this section, we consider three state-of-the-art sub-pixel motion estimation algorithms 
that have recently appeared in the literature and briefly summarise their key 
characteristics. The methods considered are based on the phase correlation methodology 
and as such have similar computational complexity with our schemes. These competing 
schemes will be used later on for comparative performance assessment purposes.
3.1.1.1. Subspace Identification Extension (Hoge) [52]
This method is based on the observation that a “noise-free” phase correlation matrix (i.e. 
a matrix between shifted replicas of tire same image) is a rarrk one, separable-variable 
matrix. In a norr-ideal situation i.e. a “noisy” phase correlation matrix, the sub-pixel 
motiorr estimation problem carr be recast as frrrding the rarrk orre approximation to that 
matrix. This can be achieved by using singular value decomposition (SVD) followed by 
tire identification of Üre left and right singular vectors. These vectors allow tire 
construction of a set o f normal equations, which can be solved to yield the required 
estimate.
The sub-pixel registration algorithm proposed by Hoge is a low complexity techrrique 
and provides iron-iirteger pixel displacements without irrterpolation. Operates directly in 
the frequency domain trying to fit two lirres on the normalised cross-power spectrum, for 
the X - arrd y-axis in a least squares way. The slop o f each fitted line correspoirds to the 
sub-pixel shift. This method and all the techniques that operate directly in tire frequerrcy 
domain without applyhrg irrverse Fourier transform as was proved by Foroosh in [38] are
iiraccurate and unstable due to the high irrfluence o f noise. The author reports good
results with registration of M RI scairned data.
3.1.1.2. Polyphase Decomposition (Foroosh) [38]
According to this method images registered with sub-pixel shifts are assimied to have 
been acquired by irrteger pixel displacement orr a higher resolutiorr grid followed by 
subsampling. This assumption allows the analytic coirrputation of the normalised cross­
power spectrum o f a pair o f downsampled images as a polyphase decomposition o f a 
filtered unit impulse. By approximating the Dirichlet kernel with a sine function, after- 
taking the inverse Fourier transform of the cross-power spectrum, a closed-forrn solution
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for the sub-pixel shift estimate can be obtained. Since sine function does not provide a 
close solution, in [38] an approximation of this fitted function is utilised based on the 
ratio o f the second co-sided highest peak on each axis divided by the sum o f the highest 
and the second co-sided highest peak. This simplification o f the fitted function reduces 
the computational complexity and also the accuracy o f the sub-pixel estimates.
3.I.I.3. Frequency-Domain Masking (Stone) [110]
The proposed algorithm in [110] is based on discrete Fourier transform and the basic 
idea is that the phase o f the Fourier spectra o f an image pair contains enough information 
to detect a shift between the two images. Stone’s algorithm detects the aliasing spectra 
components and removes these unreliable estimators from the translation computation. 
After obtaining an integer-precision alignment o f the two input images by conventional 
means, the method aims at alias cancellation by eliminating certain frequency 
components. Elimination is based on two criteria: (i) distance from highest peak o f the 
phase conelation surface and (ii) amplitude relative to a threshold. The latter is 
dynamically deteimined as follows. Frequencies are sorted by magnitude and are 
progressively eliminated starting with the lowest. The authors claim that there exists a 
range in which the accuracy o f the computed motion estimates becomes stable and 
independent o f the degree o f progressive elimination. This range indirectly determines 
the requiied threshold. The translation is estimated directly in the Fourier domain using a 
plane fitting operation on the frequencies that have survived the above two criteria. A 3- 
D Euclidean space is considered, and œxo+vyo=0 defines a plane through the origin 
whose slopes specify the motion vector parameters. The authors report good results with 
registration o f aerial photographs.
3.1.2. Wavelet Domain Methods
Motion estimation using wavelet transform is a promising area due to the fact that the 
multidimensional nature o f wavelet transform provides a natural way to apply 
hierarchical registration exploring salient pictuie features like edges and comers. A lot o f 
work has been done in this area and many wavelet-based algorithms have been proposed 
both for video coding and for the general motion estimation problem mainly operating in 
a hierarchical sti-ucture.
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Magarey and Kingsbuiy in [82] propose a wavelet-based approach to the motion 
registration problem for digital video. In this work, a complex-valued wavelet transform 
is used to decompose each frame into a subsampled directionally bandpass filtered 
hierarchy. The tiansfbrm is defined so that at each level there is an approximate 
conespondence between local translation and coefficient phase shift. This algorithm 
aims to combine the efficiency o f region-based matching with the robustness and 
fiactional accuracy o f phase-based methods. It is hierarchical in structme, applying a 
pyramid-style transform to an adjacent pair o f frames, and then working from the 
coarsest level to the finest, refining and condensing the field o f estimates as it proceeds. 
The innovation of this work is the use o f complex-valued linear-phase FIR filters to 
implement die discrete wavelet transform (DWT). These filters are defined so that local 
translation induces predictable phase rotation in the conesponding sub-band coefficients. 
The main advantages o f the work presented in [82] by Magarey and Kingsbuiy are 
intrinsic fractional pixel accuracy and an intuitively meaningful confidence measure, 
which regulates propagation o f the estimates from coarse to fine. These advantages arise 
fr om the directional complex form o f the filters used to implement the transform.
In [22], the problem o f shift variance caused by decimation in the wavelet domain is 
introduced. The goal o f this research is to find a novel wavelet-based motion estimation 
and compensation method to perfoim  shift invariant motion estimation inside the 
wavelet transformed domain. Although shift variance still keeps perfect reconstruction as 
one of the most important properties o f wavelet transfomi, it breaks motion consistency 
between the decomposed layers. I f  motion estimation is designed to be shift invariant 
between the wavelet decomposed levels, all the tianslated motions can be detected and 
compensated, then compression efficiency will be gained. Therefore, Cai and Adjouadi 
propose in [22] a sub-decimation decomposition (SDD) motion estimation and 
compensation method.
The multi-scale block matching method proposed by Zhen et al. [129], is based on 
wavelet transform and takes full advantage o f tlie self-similarity that occurs after the 
wavelet transfomi. The registration procedme in this algorithm begins with the 
decomposition o f original images based on wavelet transform. The sub-images would be 
partitioned into several non-overlapping blocks. By applying the global matching in top- 
level sub-image, the best motion vector with maximum correlation coefficient is
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obtained. The local matching is exploited surrounding this vector and the processing will 
be iterated until the bottom level is reached.
This registration procedure is from coarse to fine and the motion vector is refined step by 
step. Furtheimore, this method trades o ff between the estimation precision and 
computational complexity by effectively reducing the searching regions.
3.1.3. Sub-pixel motion estimation
In many practical applications, accurate estimates o f  shifts among multiple frames o f 
images o f a common object are required. Image registration is an important operation 
that aligns the pixels o f one image to corresponding pixels o f a second image. The 
mapping can be a translation, rotation, zooming or an affine transform. Although in 
many applications integer pixel registration may be adequate, some important problems 
in remote sensing and medical imaging have introduced the requirement for sub-pixel 
registration.
3.1.3.1. Bi-Iinear interpolation
A wide variety o f methods and algorithms can be found in the literature for solving the 
fundamental and challenging problem o f  sub-pixel image-to-image registration. The 
mostly used spatial domain approaches are listed below.
Interpolation is applied to the frames and the factor that is used specifies the level o f sub­
pixel accuracy. For example, if  the frame size after interpolation is doubled both in 
vertical and horizontal direction, the precision achieved can be half pixel. Then, a search 
algorithm is used to find the best match in full-pixel and sub-pixel locations. In the last 
step of this procedure, the resulting motion vector is divided by the interpolation factor 
in order to obtain the sub-pixel motion vector.
Another technique used to obtain sub-pixel motion estimation is the bi-linear 
interpolation. In this method, the intensity values o f the pixels are calculated from the 
weighted values o f the neighbouring pixels. An example is shown in Figure 3.1 below 
[42]. The accuracy o f these approaches is affected by the quality o f the interpolation 
algorithm that is used.
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Another class o f sub-pixel techniques relies on the differential properties o f successive 
video frames. In tliis case, image gradient is approximated using finite difference 
methods, but the main disadvantage is that they exhibit high sensitivity to noise.
In this section we consider the state-of-tlie-art sub-pixel motion estimation algorithms 
that have recently appeared in literature. The methods considered operate in the 
fiequency domain and are based on the phase correlation methodology
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Figure 3.1 Bi-linear interpolation for snb-pixel motion.
3.I.3.2. Quadratic polynomial fit [115,1]
Phase conelation can only yield integer-precision motion estimates. Fitting prototype 
fiinctions on the phase conelation surface is a particularly powerful approach to obtain 
sub-pixel accuracy. Let be the coordinates o f the maximum o f the real-valued
correlation surface (obtained usmg (2.5)), an estimate o f the horizontal and
vertical components o f motion between two successive frames / /  and ft+i can be 
obtained as follows:
= arg max [cfj + j {kj) } (3.1)
Fitting prototype flmctions in tlie vicinity o f the maximum peak o f the phase correlation 
surface located at (/c^^,/,,,) (using (3.1)) is an elegant solution that circiunvents many of
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the problems associated with interpolation while being robust and computationally 
efficient, [115, 1].
*1 *1
Figure 3.2 An example of a horizontal triplet of quadratic fitting.
Curve fitting is applied in a variable-separable fashion, vertically as well as horizontally, 
in the neighbourhood o f the maximum o f the phase correlation surface. Using the 
notation in (3.1) above, prototype functions are fitted to the triplets:
and
(3.2)
(3.3)
i.e. the maximum peak o f the phase correlation surface and its two neighbouring values 
on either side, vertically and horizontally.
The location o f the maximum o f the fitted function provides the required sub-pixel 
motion estimate (dx, dy). For example, fitting a parabolic function horizontally to the 
data triplet (3.2) yields a closed-form solution for the horizontal component o f the 
motion estimate dx as follows:
d x = - (3.4)
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An example o f the Quadratic polynomial fitting technique is shown in Figure 3.2.
3.1.3.3. Gaussian fit [1]
Gaussian fit is another method for sub-pixel image registration, which is equivalent to 
the polynomial fit using the logarithm o f the input data, [1]. Initially, motion estimation 
in pixel level is performed using phase correlation. Then, a Gaussian function is fitted to 
a triplet centied around the peak. Figure 3.3. Fitting a Gaussian function horizontally in 
tlie vicinity o f the maximum peak o f the phase correlation surface located at (/c/h,/,,,) 
yields:
______  log [ / +7 Qcjn+ / + 7 hn)]__________  ^
2 ( 2 l o g t+I(^M +^W j-log( Cf t+j
The fractional part dy o f the vertical component can be obtained in a similar way using
(3.3) instead o f (3.2).
3.2. Gradient Correlation
3.2.1. Methodology
Sub-pixel motion estimation using gradient cross-correlation
In this section we intioduce tlie principle o f motion estimation using gradient cross­
correlation and suggest a number o f performance-enhancing features. The use o f image 
gradient infomiation for the purpose o f estimating motion is a well-established concept 
originating in veiy early work on image registiation [8, 5, 113] and today featuring in a 
number o f popular algorithms of the non-matching variety such as those that involve the 
computation o f optic flow [11]. The principle o f using the image gradient is well 
justified on the grounds that this operation isolates precisely those salient image features, 
such as dominant transitions, that provide useful reference points for motion estimation 
purposes.
Combining the natmal advantages o f good feature selection offered by gradient-based 
methods with the speed and computational efficiency that typifies fiequency domain
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processing, owing to the use o f fast algorithms, is an idea that has only occasionally been 
explored in the literature [84, 37]. In [84], fast edge detection was used to extract bi-level 
boundary maps, which were subsequently phase correlated. While such maps provide 
useful reference points for motion estimation, they do not convey edge strength 
information, which is a valuable indicator o f estimation reliability. In [37], a harmonic 
series approximation was used to induce an element o f robustness but only the 
orientation of the image gradient was taken into account.
-4x-
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Figure 3 3  An example of a horizontal triplet of Gaussian (Abdou) fitting.
C om putation o f  the im age gradient
It is common ground that the computation o f a spatial gradient o f a discrete signal can 
only provide an approximation to the ideal differentiation operator whose frequency 
response is o f the form
(3.6)
where fg is the sampling frequency. In digital image processing common 
approximations rely on the use o f forward or central pixel differencing. This has a 
frequency response o f the form
(3.7)
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which exhibits band-pass spectral selection properties. This is an intuitively appealing 
choice bearing in mind that very low spatial frequencies (i.e. DC) do not provide any 
reference points, while very high spatial frequencies typically contain noise and are 
aliased. This should be contrasted to conventional correlation where image spectra are 
left intact and, more importantly, to phase correlation where the spectra are pre­
whitened.
Using central differencing, at each pixel location of a given frame (except the
boundaiy pixels) discrete approximations to the horizontal and vertical gradients can be 
estimated as:
(x, y) = f t  (x +1, y) -  f t  {x -1 , y) (3.8)
and
g /  y) = f t  (^, T +1) -  f t  J  - 1 )  (3.9)
The two terms are combined in a single complex representation o f the form;
which retains magnitude and phase information at each pixel location. Additionally, the 
above image gradient estimation could be applied directly in the frequency domain, 
avoiding spatial convolution and complex Fourier transforms. In this case, the results 
would be deferent due to the inability to combine in a straightfor*ward way the horizontal 
and vertical components and retain both the magnitirde and phase information directly in 
tire frequency domain.
A colour-coded representation o f the image gradient is shown in Figure 3.4. Both the 
magnitude and the angle can be observed simultaneously. This is the standard 
representation tliat is used by BBC and the coloured border indicates the angle (the 
dir ection) and the intensity o f the colour conesponds to the magnitude. For exanrple, the 
direction up and left conesponds to the green colour. The horizontal gradient 
corTesponds to the first chrominance component df/dx =  U and the vertical to the second 
df/dy = V. The luminance component is equal to a fixed value e.g. 127.
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Figure 3.4 (a) The first frame o f ‘Mobcal’ and ‘Basket’ sequences, (b) A colour-coded 
representation of the image gradient for ‘Mobcal’ and ‘Basket’.
Table 3.1
Coefficient for central difference estimators up to 3'^ "' order
Order C-j C-2 C-i Ce Cl <3
1 -1 0 1
2 1/12 -2/3 0 2/3 -1/12
3 -1/60 3/20 -3/4 0 3/4 -3/20 1/60
O ptim al filtering
While central pixel differencing was the approach taken in our work above, elementary 
filter design suggests that the addition of more terms can provide a better approximation. 
Work reported in [26] demonstrated that more sophisticated discrete approximations to 
the gradient are possible by using a filter optimisation approach that favours a better 
spectral match at lower frequencies. This is intuitively plausible given that a significant 
proportion o f a typical image spectrum is clustered in a lower frequency range and 
decreases with a rate of l/f. In our work we adopt the approach advocated in [26] and
compute horizontal and vertical gradients and g]  using the filter coefficients shown
in Table 3.1. We discuss the performance implications o f those filtering options in the 
results section.
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C ross-correlation  in the  frequency-dom ain
For pairs o f consecutive frames (alternatively similar parity fields) f t  and discrete 
gradients gf and are respectively computed as above. The estimation o f motion 
relies on the detection o f the maximum o f the cross-correlation function between gt and 
. Since all functions involved are discrete, cross-correlation is circular and for
computational efficiency it can be caiiied out as a multiplication in tlie frequency domain 
using fast implementations. This is a key advantage o f our scheme and also justifies the 
choice o f competing algorithms for performance assessment purposes later on. Our 
scheme requires the computation o f
)  (3.11)
where and are respectively the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transforms o f
complex arrays and g _^^ ,^ F~  ^ denotes the inverse Fourier transform and * denotes 
complex conjugate. The co-ordmates o f the maximum o f tlie real part o f can be
used as an estimate o f the horizontal and vertical components o f motion between f t  and 
f t^j  as follows:
^  1 (3.12)
where Re{} denotes tlie real part o f complex array .
3.2.1.1 Sub-pixel m otion estim ation
Zero-padding is applied in relation to the gradient arrays in tlie frequency domain. We 
denote by Gt  ^p the two-dimensional (horizontal-vertical) symmetric extension of array
G^  carried out by inserting zeroes, where p  is the zero-padding factor (typically a power
o f  2) i.e. p = 2 denotes a doubling o f the horizontal and vertical dimensions o f G^. Zero-
padding is a well-established signal processing principle amounting to interpolation and 
does not merit any further justification. Circular cross-correlation o f zero-padded arrays
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is carried out as in (3.11) above using multiplication in the frequency domain for 
computational efficiency:
(3.13)
In this case, the estimate o f the horizontal and vertical components o f motion is given by 
! p,  / p) where are defined as in (3.12) above.
Zero-padded arrays can optionally be windowed to ensure a smooth transition between 
padded and non-padded elements and avoid ringing effects in the data domain. The 
window choice is discussed further in the experimental section.
Zero-padding as an interpolation mechanism has a number o f limitations. It cannot 
provide estimates o f floating point accuracy, only estimates whose accuracy is associated 
with negative powers o f two. W hile it could be argued that this is sufficient for some 
practical applications such as compression, it should also be taken into account that high 
values o f p carry an implementation penalty with regard to storage requirements as well 
computational complexity associated with FFT operations.
In contrast to zero padding, separable-variable fitting on the gradient correlation surface 
is free of many o f the above constraints. Our experimental evidence suggests that a 
hybrid combination o f the two methods gives the best performance without excessively 
compromising storage requirements and computational complexity and for this reason it 
is the method adopted in this work.
In addition to the above hybrid approach, the choice o f fitted function was also 
investigated. Above we applied separable-variable fitting in the neighbourhood o f the 
maximum using one-dimensional quadratic functions fitted to the triplet
section, we show that improved 
perfonnance can be obtained by using a Gaussian function fitted to the same data triplet.
3.2.2. Results
In our experiments we used the well-known broadcast resolution MPEG test sequences 
‘MobcaP and ‘Basketball’ on the one hand and the also well-known test sequence
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‘Foreman’ on the other. Only the luminance component was considered and, to avoid 
complications due to interlacing, only even-parity field data were retained. Both global 
and local (block-based) motion estimation performance was assessed. In the first case, 
tlie estimation area was limited to the central 256x256 pixels o f the retained field while 
in the second case the central 320x256 pixel area was retained and then further 
partitioned to blocks o f size 32x32 pixels. Performance was assessed by applying motion 
compensation using the esthnated motion parameters and computing the well-established 
Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) o f the motion compensated prediction eiTor. Where 
appropriate the zero-order entropy o f the estimated (block-based) motion vector fields is 
also used as an indication o f smoothness, consistency and compressibility. This is also a 
well-established criterion for assessing the quality o f motion estimation. An important 
component o f our experimental regime is perfonnance assessment in the presence of 
manually induced additive Gaussian noise o f varying power. We have experimented with 
various power levels and obtained consistent results. In this section we are only showing 
results for a noise level o f 20 dB.
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Figure 3.5 PSNR vs. frame no. for lst-2nd-3rd order filtering using Quadratic fitting.
W e start our performance evaluation by assessing the impact o f the enhancements to the 
baseline gradient-conelation metliod. This assessment is based exclusively on the block- 
based estimation o f local motion. Our results are best understood when reference is made 
to Tables 3.2 and 3.3, which provide a brief explanation o f experimental conditions and 
algoritlimic options respectively.
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3.2.2.1 Optimal filtering
In Figure 3.5 we assess the impact o f optimal gradient filters as discussed in 3.2.1. W e 
compare the 3 filters whose coefficients are shown in Table 3.1. These include the 
standard cential-differencing scheme employed in the baseline gradient-correlation 
method and two optimal filters derived in [26]. Our results obtained for a noise- 
contaminated version o f the ‘Basketball’ sequence, show that the optimal filter o f size 5 
performs consistently best by achieving the best balance between faithful spectral 
matching (with regard to the response o f the ‘ideal’ continuous gradient) at lower 
frequencies on one hand and rejection of unwanted windows o f the spectrum (i.e. 
extiemes) on the other. Similar results were obtained using the ‘M obcal’ and ‘Foreman’ 
sequences and for other noise levels.
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Figure 3.6 PSNR vs. frame no. for Gaussian and Quadratic fitting 
for (a) the F* and (b) the 2”‘‘ order Gradient filter.
3.2.2.2 Gaussian fitting
In Figure 3.6 we assess performance due to two different types o f fitted surfaces 
(Gaussian and quadratic) as discussed in 3.3.2. We plot PSNR values o f the motion 
compensated prediction error as a function o f frame number for the ‘Basketball’ 
sequence in the presence o f manually induced additive Gaussian noise of 20 dB. W e use 
variable-separable fitting independently in the horizontal and vertical dimensions. Our 
results show that Gaussian fitting provides a higher level o f accuracy when the gradient 
is obtained by central differencing, Figure 3.6 (a). However, this advantage is diminished
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when optimal filtering is applied, Figure 3.6 (b). Similar results were obtained using the 
‘M obcal’ and ‘Foreman’ sequences and for other noise power values. The observed 
improvement was less pronounced for noise-free data.
3.2.2.3 Zero-padding and windowing
In Figure 3.7, we assess the impact o f zero-padding in the fiequency domain as discussed 
in 3.3.1. We use variable-separable Gaussian fitting and the optimal gradient filter o f size 
5 both o f which yielded the best perfonnances so far. Our results, obtained for the noise- 
contaminated ‘Basketball’ sequence, show that the use of zero-padding consistently 
yields the best performance with respect to the non-zero padded baseline approach. 
Similar results were observed for the ‘M obcal’ and ‘Foreman’ sequences and for other 
noise power values. As discussed earlier, windowing o f zero-padded arrays can be used 
to ensure a smooth transition between padded and non-padded elements. W e have 
experimented with various windows and have obtained the best results with the use of 
Blaclanan type of windowing. The effect o f windowing is shown in Figure 3.7 (b).
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Figure 3.7 PSNR vs. frame no. with and Mthout (a) zero-padding, (b) Blackman windowing,
using the 2"^  order Gradient filter.
3.2.2.4 Performance assessment of variants
Table 3.4 contains a comprehensive summary o f results obtained usmg variants o f the 
baseline gradient conelation algorithm. To best imderstand the various options and
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experimental conditions, reference to Tables 3.2 and 3.3 is recommended. It should be 
noted that Table 3.4 shows Mean-Square E nor (MSE) values o f the motion-compensated 
prediction error. In addition, these were obtained by averaging over time to provide a 
single perfonnance indicator over the entire sequence length. The best case for each test 
is underlined for convenience. It can be seen that although picture content has an 
influence on performance nevertheless the trends identified above are generally 
confirmed especially in the presence o f noise.
Table 3.2 
Classes of experiments
Name Description
Testl Mobcal, Global motion
Test2 Mobcal, Local motion
Test3 Basketball, Global motion
Test4 Basketball, Local motion
Tests Foreman, Global motion
Teste Foreman, Local motion
Test? Mobcal, Local motion. Additive Gaussian noise
Tests Basketball, Local motion. Additive Gaussian noise
Test9 Foreman, Local motion, Additive Gaussian noise
Table 3.3
Short Name Description
W 30 First order gradient filter & Quadratic fitting
W 50 Second order gradient filter & Quadratic fitting
W7Q Third order gradient filter & Quadratic fitting
W5ZQ Second order gradient filter & Zero padding x2 & Quadratic fitting
W5ZBLQ Second order gradient filter & Zero padding x2 & Blackman window in frequency & Quadratic fitting
W3G First order gradient filter & Gaussian fitting
W5G Second order gradient filter & Gaussian fitting
W7G Third order gradient filter & Gaussian fitting
W5ZG Second order gradient filter & Zero padding x2 & Gaussian fitting
W5ZBLG Second order gradient filter & Zero padding x2 & Blackman window in frequency & Gaussian fitting
3.2.2.S Comparative performance assessment with phase correlation based methods
We compare the performance o f the optimised gradient correlation scheme above 
(optimal gradient filter o f size 5, zero padding o f a factor o f 2, Blackman windowing, 
Gaussian fitting) with the three recent state-of-the-art sub-pixel motion estimation 
algorithms based on phase conelation and discussed in 3.1.1, namely work reported by 
Foroosh [38], Stone [110], Hoge [52], and standard phase correlation [75]. The 
estimation o f both global (frame-based) and local (block-based) motion is considered in 
noise-free and noisy conditions.
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It should be noted that the performance assessment o f all methods was based on our own 
implementation. It is also worth noting that the algorithms in [38] and [52] do not 
involve any parameter settings that may potentially affect performance. The same applies 
largely to the algorithm in [110] although in this case there are issues with the 
determination o f a stability region inside which performance is insensitive to the number 
o f retained frequency components. Given that the authors of [110] do not propose any 
systematic way for determining this region, the results we present are the best we could 
get by tiial and error.
Table 3.4
MSE performance of variants shown in Table 3.3
Testl Tests Tests Test2 Test4 Test6 Test7 Tests Test9
W3Q 236.420 260.160 367.178 146.164 187.430 150.088 1162.49 1243.81 1230.83
W 50 234.949 259.451 367.591 145.531 184.378 144.018 1144.37 1209.07 1238.06
W7Q 238.753 260.925 368.573 149.261 192.695 149.007 1185.06 1287.40 1390.81
W5ZQ 235.234 259.285 367.283 145.323 184.899 142.462 1107.88 1186.69 1160.77
W5ZBLQ 241.535 259.445 361.916 150.222 188.132 144.237 1103.95 1176.99 1025.73
W3G 237.833 258.786 366.819 146.153 188.217 150.987 1113.06 1196.20 1171.89
W5G 234.941 259.344 367.443 145.449 184.348 144.298 1141.63 1206.38 1217.65
W7G 242.138 259.371 367.918 148.743 193.917 150.377 1117.75 1226.06 1317.88
W5ZG 235.226 259.277 367.255 145.323 184.911 142.482 1107.60 1186.28 1159.29
W5ZBLG 241.541 259.445 261.911 150.221 188.139 144.244 1103.87 1176.86 1025.52
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Figure 3.8 E rro r performance comparison for manually induced motion for a frame of
sequence ‘Mobcal’.
Table 3.5
Average motion vector and compensated MSE over all tested frames.
Sequence
Artificial Motion 
Phase Gradient 
Correlation Correlation
Global Motion 
Phase Gradient 
Correlation Correlation
Local Motion 
Phase Gradient 
Correlation Correlation
Basketball 0.15774 0.03757 251.427 242.546 201.198 178.807
Mobcal 0.15654 0.04057 230.021 218.024 155.914 135.215
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S.2.2.6 Global motion estimation
First, estimation accuracy was assessed when artificial global motion was manually 
induced and hence known a priori. Sub-pixel motion was simulated using bi-linear 
interpolation to displace test image ‘M obcal’ at desired positions. Various positive as 
well as negative sub-pixel shifts were used, whose accuracy was limited to 1/8 o f a pixel. 
Estimation eiTors for horizontal sub-pixel displacements are plotted in Figure 3.8. 
Similar results were obtained for vertical sub-pixel displacements. Visual inspection 
demonstrates the superiority o f the proposed scheme by as much as 50% in all, but 
integer and half-pixel positions where the two schemes perform identically, due to the 
interpolation scheme used. Table 3.5 summarises the results obtained for the two 
sequences, by calculating the average MSE o f the motion vectors for both directions over 
all tested frames.
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Figure 3.9 PSNR vs. frame no. for global motion compensated prediction of ‘Mobcal’.
PSNR performance for actual global motion is shown in Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 for 
test sequences ‘M obcal’, ‘Basketball’ and ‘Foreman’ respectively. Our results 
demonstrate that the optimised gradient-correlation method outperforms all other 
methods, achieving higher precision and a significantly smaller measurement error. It is 
worth noting that, in global motion estimation experiments. Stone’s algorithm [110] was 
particularly unstable and consequently establishing a threshold for rejecting frequency 
components proved problematic. This can be confirmed by inspection o f Figures 3.9, 
3.10 and 3.11. Interestingly this proved far less o f a problem for local motion.
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Figure 3.10 PSNR vs. frame no. for global motion compensated prediction of ‘Basketball’.
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Figure 3.11 PSNR vs. frame no. for global motion compensated prediction of ‘Foreman’.
Table 3.6
MSE performance of phase correlation-based methods
Testl Test3 Tests Test2 Test4 Test6 Test? Tests Test9
Foroosh 316.8 269.9 376.9 194.2 229.1 267.9 1185.7 1235.7 1350.9
Stone 374.9 334.9 479.9 315.3 342.9 345.1 1285.9 1306.1 1281.8
Hoge 276.9 273.2 392.2 236.4 278.7 360.5 1723.9 1783.5 1496.6
Gradient 234.9 258.8 361.9 145.3 184.4 142.5 1103.9 1176.9 1025.5
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Figure 3.12 PSNR vs. frame no. for local (block-based) motion compensated prediction of
‘Mobcal’.
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Figure 3.13 PSNR vs. frame no. for local (block-based) motion compensated prediction of
‘Basketball’.
3.2.2.7 Local motion estimation
PSNR performance for local (block-based) motion is shown in Figures 3.12, 3,13 and 
3.14 for test sequences ‘M obcal’, ‘Basketball’ and ‘Foreman’ respectively. Our results 
confirm the superiority o f the gradient correlation method. Figures 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 
show PSNR perfoimance in the presence o f manually induced additive Gaussian noise o f 
20 dB for test sequences ‘M obcal’, ‘Basketball’ and ‘Foreman’ respectively. Our results 
further confinn that giadient-based cross-conelation is substantially more immune to 
noise than the competing algorithms based on phase correlation. Table 3.6 contains a
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comprehensive sninmaiy o f results showing Mean-Square Error (MSE) values o f the 
motion-compensated prediction enor. These values were obtained by averaging over 
time to provide a single perfonnance indicator over the entire sequence length. The best 
case for each test is underlined for convenience. Our results demonstrate that the 
optimised gradient-conelation method consistently outperforms all other methods for all 
cases achieving higher precision and a significantly smaller measurement enor.
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Figure 3.14 PSNR vs. frame no. for local (block-based) motion compensated prediction of
‘Foreman’.
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Figure 3.15 PSNR vs. frame no. for local (block-based) motion compensated prediction of
‘Mobcal’ with Gaussian noise.
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Figure 3.16 PSNR vs. frame no. for local (block-based) motion compensated prediction of
‘Basketball’ with Gaussian noise.
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Figure 3.17 PSNR vs. frame no. for local (block-based) motion compensated prediction of
‘Foreman’ with Gaussian noise.
Table 3.7
Motion vector entropy performance of phase correlation-based methods
Test 2 Test 4 Test 6 Test 7 Test 8 Test 9
Foroosh 3.5864299 2.8209298 4.9407831 4.414523 4.411116 6.0320457
Stone 4.8358054 4.3832988 5.7250023 5.305393 5.248677 5.9196745
Hoge 2.9309682 2.2519736 4.5642267 5.022979 5.322726 6.2346732
Gradient 2.7860467 1.9111562 4.7889049 3.278353 3.537585 5.9099526
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Another metric, that was used to assess the performance o f each algorithm for block 
based motion estimation, was the entropy o f the motion vectors. The results expressed in 
bits per vector component are shown in Table 3.7 and further confirm tliat the gradient- 
based algorithm consistently outperforms all otlier competing methods for all cases 
offering higher levels o f baseline compressibility and improved motion vector coherence.
3.2.3. Conclusions
In this section a gradient-based cross-conelation tecluiique for sub-pixel motion 
estimation in the frequency domain was presented. The proposed method takes full 
account o f the magnitude and phase o f the image gradient ensuring the selection of 
useful and reliable image features. These are extiacted by virtue o f tlie band-pass 
filtering effect o f tlie gradient operator when applied on image spectra. Gradient cross­
correlation yields veiy accurate sub-pixel motion estimates for a variety o f test material 
and motion scenarios and outperforms phase correlation, which is the current motion 
estimation method o f choice for real-time broadcasting applications.
Furthermore, a performance study o f gradient correlation for sub-pixel motion estimation 
in the frequency domain was presented. By virtue o f a number o f enhancements, namely 
optimal gradient filtering, Gaussian surface fitting, zero-padding and windowing in the 
frequency domain, performance advantages over the baseline method were achieved in 
terms o f the motion compensated prediction error. These advantages were more 
pronounced in the presence o f manually induced additive Gaussian noise. In addition our 
method was shown to outperform tlie state-of-the-art in fiequency-domahi motion 
estimation using phase correlation both in ternis o f motion compensated prediction error 
and zero-order entropy o f block-based motion vector fields. The latter was considered as 
an indicator o f a higher level o f baseline compressibility and improved motion vector 
coherence. One of the most attractive features of the proposed scheme is that it enjoys a 
high degree o f computational efficiency and can be implemented by fast transformation 
algorithms in the frequency domain.
3.3. Hyper complex Correlation in the Wavelet Domain
Image analysis in the wavelet domain has emerged as a key tool in various applications 
such as compression, offering improved efficiency as well as useful fimctionalities such
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as scalability. Our work provides a natural point o f convergence for the above two key 
concepts, combining the implementation efficiency o f conelation operations carried out 
in the frequency domain with the good signal decomposition properties that have made 
the wavelet transfonn one o f the methods o f choice for many image analysis problems.
Motion estimation in the wavelet domain is attractive for a number of reasons. The high- 
pass filtering nature inherent in wavelet decompositions can contribute to the 
identification o f salient image features, which in turn can provide good reference points 
for measuring motion. Examples are prominent edges, comers and other transitions on 
the image plane, which commonly emerge in the detail sub-bands o f the wavelet 
transform. Given that there is an established link between the strength o f motion 
prediction residuals and gradient magnitude [113], the reliable and accurate identification 
o f such features can play a key role towards formulating a robust motion estimation 
stiategy. Further to the above the estimation o f motion in the wavelet domain has been 
shown to be less sensitive to photometric distortions while the multi-resolution nature o f 
the wavelet decomposition can facilitate the estimation o f  motion in a hierarchical 
framework.
Motion estimation based on the wavelet transform is by no means a novel concept and a 
significant amount o f relevant work can be found in the literature. It is worth mentioning 
work by M agarey and Kingsbuiy [82], Cai and Adjouadi [22] and Zhen et al. [129] to 
name but a few. Nevertheless, none o f the schemes reported in the literature employs a 
hyper-complex correlation framework, which is one o f the key features o f our work.
In this section, we propose a wavelet-based motion estimation method for obtaining 
block-based (non-dense), sub-pixel accuracy estimates o f  translational interframe motion 
using hyper-complex cross correlation. Our method includes two stages, namely wavelet 
transform followed by quaternion correlation o f the resulting sub-bands. The wavelet 
transform stage provides a multi-band description o f a frame extracting useful features 
for motion estimation purposes as discussed above. The second stage consists o f the 
application o f quaternion correlation filters that jointly take into account the above multi­
band decomposition and allow the estimation o f a motion vector as the location o f the 
maximum peak on the correlation surface. A t the same time quaternion correlation yields 
a measure o f  reliability obtained by the height o f the above peak at no extra computation 
and without the need to perform computationally expensive sub-pixel motion 
compensation in order to calculate the resulting prediction error.
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3.3.1. Methodology
Q uatern ion  A lgebra
Quaternions (also referred to as hypercomplex numbers) were introduced by Hamilton in 
1843 [46] and provide a generalisation o f tlie complex number concept. W hile a complex 
number has two components (one real and one imaginary), tlie quaternion has four, one 
real and three imaginary: (? =  (?,. +%  V + %  where qr, qu qj, and qk are real and
i. j, and k are complex operators which obey die following rules = j'^  =-\,
ij= -ji= k , jk=-^g=i and ki=-ik=J, while the quaternion conjugate is defined as 
q=^q,.-qri-qj-J-qk'k.
Based on the concept o f quaternion, the Quaternion Fourier Transform (QFT) has been 
introduced recently. There are many different types of QFT. The earliest definition of 
QFT is the two-sided version shown below:
^^^{Ii(x,y)} = H ^^(p ,s )-  I  |e   ^ •h(x,y)-e -dxdy (3.14)
where p and s are quaternion fiequencies and /// and p2 are two unit pure quaternions that 
are orthogonal to each other. Except for (3.14) there are also other types o f QFT. 
Recently, the left and the right-side forms o f QFT were introduced
^ ‘■{h(x.y)} = H ‘-(p,s)=  J  ■h(x,y)-dxdy (3.15)
Z^{h(x.y)}= H '^(p .s)=  \  -dxdy (3.16)
where /o  is any unit pure quaternion. There are at least tiiree types o f Discrete 
Quaternion Fourier Transform (DQFT), the two-side DQFT o f which is shown below.
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nt=0 !t=0
The cross-coiTelation o f two images f(m,n) and g(m,n) can be generally defined as 
follows [99]:
M - l N - l
Cfg(m,n)= Y , T , f ( P > ^ ) ë ( p - fn ,q - n )  (3.18)
p = 0  q=0
where the shift operation on g(m,n) is carried out cyclically using modulo arithmetic for 
the subtractions.
Many o f the following functions require the use o f quatemionic decomposition. 
Therefore, given two pure quaternions À and fi, X may be resolved into components
parallel and perpendicular to p as follows:
— —(A + fiXjii ), // J_ (3.19)
X\\ = —(X — pXp ), p  II A|| (3.20)
Using the above notation, the cross-conelation function Cf^ {k, I) can be expressed by the 
following:
C f g ( k . l )  = :s-^{F(u,v)G\\(u,v)} + ^{F (u .v )G Ju ,v )}  (3.21)
where u and v are quaternion frequencies, G denotes quaternion conjugate, 
F(u,v) = Z{f(m,n)}, G(«,v) = 3{g(/«,«)} and G(î/,v) = Gj|(«,v) + Gj^(M,v) where
G ||(î/,v ) II fi and G^{u,v)Lp.
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For example using the right-side DQFT
hd~~l —7
3 '‘{h(m ,n)}^H ’<(p.s)= ^  (3.22)
ni=0 ti=0
the cross-conelation can be defined as follows:
C fg= 4/^J)= ^~^{F ^(i!,v)(^fu ,v)}+ 3^{I'% ,v)(i(ii.v)}  (3.23)
where 3  denotes the right-side invetse DQFT and F* and denote the right-side 
foiward DQFT o f /  and g respectively. Alternatively using a combination o f left and 
right side transfonns [86], die cross-correlation can be computed using a single inverse 
DQFT operation rendering it comparable to equation (2.5)
Cj-g = c ‘^ ( k J )  = r i-A F ^ (v .v )C 7 \(u ,v )+ F -‘‘(u.v)C ,’i ( u .v } f  (3.24)
W avelet D ecom position
The wavelet transfonn decomposes the original signal into different frequency bands and 
resolutions, providing more insight into its joint space-frequency characteristics. More 
formally the wavelet transform can be written as:
n . r  (^ , y )  =  Z Z  y ) / ( 9  - x , r -  y )  (3.25)
? f
where a signal /  is decomposed using a set o f dilated and translated basis fimctions 
called wavelets in which s and z are respectively dilation and translation parameters, /  
denotes wavelet coefficient. For discrete signals, the wavelet transform is implemented 
by using specially designed low- and high-pass filters, which can be obtained using a
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number o f methodologies. In many applications, such as compression, the resulting sub­
bands can be optionally downsampled to yield a decimated version o f the above Discrete 
Wavelet Transform (DWT), which is a compromise between a data rate reduction and 
aliasing. In our work, we are not concerned with such considerations and use an 
undecimated version o f DWT instead, which yields higher estimation accuracy according 
to our experimental evidence.
The decomposition described above can be iteratively applied to the low-frequency 
signal component to generate a hierarchical wavelet decomposition, which has a tree 
structure. For 2-D signals such as images, a single-iteration, four-quadrant 
decomposition can be similarly obtained corresponding to LL, HL, LH and HH (L: low, 
H: high) frequency bands respectively. Figure 3.18. In our work, we have used the well- 
known Daubechies family o f wavelets [30], Table 3.8, in a variable-separable way, first 
horizontally then vertically, to obtain such a 4-quadrant decomposition.
Table 3.8
CoefTlcients of the Daubechies wavelet filters used.
Filter Coefficients
Low 0.035226 -0.08544 -0.13501 0.45987 0.80689 0.33267
High -0.33267 0.80689 -0.45987 -0.13501 0.08544 0.03522
7/ = ?/■ + < ?“  1 + ? /^
-F*(v,a)Gf(v.u)+F^*(v,!i)C^(v,u)
d j j }
Figure 3.18 HCWC flowchart.
W avelet C ross-correlation
The proposed method combines the image decomposition obtained using the discrete 
wavelet transform and quaternion correlation filters for fast and low-complexity motion 
estimation. Our algorithm consists o f two main stages.
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In the first stage, two successive frames /  and g  of a video sequence are selected and a 
conventional single-layer decomposition to four quadrants (LL, HL, LH and HH), using 
the undecimated DWT, is obtained for both o f them. The resulting quadrants are encoded 
into two 2-D hypercomplex arrays as follows:
and
qf=q)^+q‘l^-i + qY^  j  + q f - k (3.26)
(3.27)
In the second stage, q/ and qg are segmented into non-overlapping blocks. For each co­
sited pair o f blocks quaternion cross-correlation is performed using (3.23) or (3.24),
where = 3 ^  {q /)  and =  3 ^  • The real (scalar) part o f the resulting 2-D
quaternion array Cfg can be visualised as a 2-D correlation surface (an example shown in 
Figure 3.19), whose maximum value indicates a best match between the two blocks 
under consideration.
2 .8 -
2.2
pixels
p ixels
Figure 3.19 A sample 2-D quaternion correlation surface.
More specifically the co-ordinates (*,M,/m) o f the maximum o f the real-valued array Cfg 
can be used as an estimate o f the horizontal and vertical components o f motion at 
integer-pixel precision b etw een /and  g  as follows.
= m ax R e (&, /)} (3.28)
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Additionally, the height o f the above peak yields a measure o f reliability o f the estimated 
motion vector at no extra computation and without the need to perform motion 
compensation and calculate the resulting prediction error. Figure 3.18 shows a simplified 
flowchart o f the proposed HyperComplex Wavelet Correlation (HCWC) method.
Sub-pixel accuracy o f motion measurements is obtained by separable-variable fitting, 
performed in the neighbourhood o f  the maximum using one-dimensional quadratic 
functions as described in 3.1.3.
3.3.2. Results
To illustiate the efficiency o f the proposed scheme, we compare its performance with the 
phase correlation technique. It should be noted that our method does not yield dense 
motion fields, and as such, it cannot be assessed using synthetically generated dense 
ground truth motion data (i.e. using artificial sequences like ‘Yosemite’). As an 
alternative we provide an assessment using manually generated sub-pixel displacements 
o f a test sequence as explained in more detail below. A  further consequence o f the above 
lack o f ground truth is a rather extensive reliance on motion compensated prediction 
error measures for comparative evaluation purposes. For this very reason, we are only 
occasionally considering other pixel domain methods (such as block matching), since 
they are explicitly designed to directly minimise such error measures, while they also 
require considerably higher computational complexity compared to frequency domain 
approaches.
M obcal
—  PC
HCWC
0.02
0.01
0■6 -5.8 -5.6 -5.4 -5.2 ■5
Shift, p ixels
Figure 3.20 Error performance comparison for manually induced motion for ‘MobcaF.
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In our experiments, we used the well-known broadcast resolution test sequences 
‘M obcar, ‘Basketball’ and ‘Forem an’. Only the luminance component was considered 
and, to avoid complications due to interlacing, only even-parity field data were retained. 
Both global and local (block-based) motion estimation perfonnance was assessed. In the 
first case, tlie estimation area was limited to the central 256x256 pixels o f the retained 
field, while in the second case the central 320x256 pixel area was retained and then 
further partitioned to blocks.
3.3.2.1 G lobal M otion
First, estimation accuracy was assessed when global motion was manually induced and 
hence known a priori. Sub-pixel motion was simulated using bi linear interpolation to 
displace frames fiom ‘M obcal’ and ‘Basketball’ at desired positions. Various positive as 
well as negative sub-pixel shifts were used, whose accuracy was limited to 1/8 o f a pixel. 
Figme 3.20 shows tlie mean-square error (relative to the manually induced ground tinth) 
o f the estimation, using baseline Phase Correlation (PC) and the proposed 
HyperComplex Wavelet Correlation (HCWC) method obtained for sequence ‘M obcal’ as 
a fimction o f sub-pixel shift. Table 3.9 summarises die results obtained for the two 
sequences, by calculating the average M SE o f the estimated motion vectors over all 
frames tested (best case underlined). Similar results were obtained for otlier sequences 
suggesting that HCW C consistently outperforms PC for this type o f test.
Table 3.9
MSE performance comparison for manually induced motion.
Artificial
Motion Mobcal Basketball
PC 0.1565400 0.1577400
HCWC 0.0826869 0.0916165
CÛ M obcal
z   PC
 HCWC
5 Fram e No 10
Figure 3.21 PSNR versus frame number for local (block-based) motion compensated
prediction for ‘Mobcal’.
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S.3.2.2 Local M otion
To measure local motion, the image was partitioned into non-overlapping blocks and one 
motion vector per block was estimated. Both PC and the proposed technique were 
applied to pairs o f co-sited 32x32 pixel blocks belonging to successive even-parity 
fields. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) values of the resulting motion compensated 
prediction eiror as a function o f frame number are shown in Figures 3.21, 3.22 and 3.23 
for test sequences ‘M obcal’, ‘Basketball’ and ‘Foreman’ respectively, confirming that 
the proposed algorithm consistently outperforms PC with gains up to 1 dB. A  visual 
example of a typical motion compensated prediction residual from ‘Foreman’ is shown 
in Figuie 3.24 further illustrating the above.
m B asketball
PC
HCWC
26
225.5
25
24.5
0 ^ 1 0  15Fram e No5 20
Figure 3.22 PSNR versus frame number for local (block-based) motion compensated
prediction for ‘Basketball’.
Forem an
  PC
 HCWC
100Fram e No
Figure 3.23 PSNR versus frame number for local (block-based) motion compensated
prediction for ‘Foreman’.
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To test estimation robustness when image data are partially corrupted, additional 
experiments were performed using images artificially contaminated with additive 
Gaussian noise o f varying power. Figures 3.25, 3.26 and 3.27 illustrate PSNR 
performance as a function o f frame number for Gaussian noise o f 20 dB. Table 3.10 
summarises the results obtained for the three sequences, by calculating the average MSE 
over all tested frames (best cases underlined). Similar results were obtained for other 
noise levels in the range 20 to 30 dB. Our results demonstrate that wavelet-based cross- 
correlation is substantially more immune to noise with performance gains up to 1.5 dB.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.24 Sample motion compensated prediction error using PC (a) and HCWC (b).
Table 3.10
Real Motion Real Motion - Noise
Mobcal Basketball Foreman Mobcal Basketball Foreman
PC 157.294 204.525 116.786 252.852 308.332 230.289
HCWC 142.293 185.764 93.4392 244.237 292.263 194.632
A more comprehensive performance assessment in terms of rate-distortion characteristics 
is shown in Figure 3.28. Here the motion-compensated prediction MSE is plotted as a 
function o f varying vector field cost in bits per pixel (approximated by means o f the 
zero-order two-dimensional entropy). It can be seen that HCWC yields consistently 
lower motion prediction residuals and simultaneously smoother motion vector fields.
Next, we carry out a short computational complexity comparison based on [37] and [93] 
in terms o f the number o f real multiplications required by each scheme. For PC and 
HCWC, let MxN be the block size (or the frame size). The total amount of real number 
multiplications required is MNlog2 MN and SMNlog: MN for phase correlation and 
wavelet-based hypercomplex cross-correlation, respectively. It should be noted that for 
block-based methods that operate in the pixel domain (e.g. full-search block matching)
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with block size MxN and search area size 2Mx2N, the amount o f real number 
multiplications required is 4J!vfN^  suggesting that the computational complexity is 
significantly higher and hence not attractive for real time applications involving higher 
resolution imagery.
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Figure 3.25 PSNR versus frame number for Figure 3.26 PSNR versus frame number for 
local (block-based) motion compensated local (block-based) motion compensated
prediction %vith 20dB additive Gaussian prediction with 20dB additive Gaussian
noise for ‘Mobcal’. noise for ‘Basketball’.
Forem an
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Figure 3.27 PSNR versus frame number for local (block-based) motion compensated 
prediction with 20dB additive Gaussian noise for ‘Foreman’.
Next w e compare the HCWC and PC with a version o f the well-known full-search Block 
Matching (BM) scheme. To avoid excessive storage requirements, that would have 
occurred if  sub-pixel accuracy block matching had been implemented in an exhaustive 
fashion using fiilly-interpolated grids, we have opted for a two-step search instead: a 
integer-pixel accuracy exhaustive search, followed by a sub-pixel accuracy search using
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bilinear inteipolation in the vicinity o f the integer accuracy estimate. Our results were 
obtained for the same total number o f motion vectors and using the same block size 
(32x32 pixels). Results for different sub-pixel accuracies were obtained for the block 
matching scheme, while for PC and HCW C there is no such accuracy issue, because the 
fimction fitting procedure described in section 3.1.3 yields interpolation-free floating 
point accuracy. In Tables 3.11 and 3.12, we show averages (over all the processed 
fiâmes o f test sequences ‘M obcal’ and ‘Basketball’) o f PSNR values. The general trend 
tliat can be obseiwed is that for coarser sub-pixel accuracies, BM yields higher enor 
levels and vice versa.
M obcal HCWC
5 140
BasketballHCWC
1.5 2 2.5 3  ^ 3.5Motion Vectors (bpp) iq ®
Figure 3.28 Rate-distortion plots for ‘Mobcal’ and ‘Basketball’.
Table 3.11
Mobcal
1 pixel 1/2 pixel 1/4 pixel 1/8 pixel
PC 26.1637 26.1637 26.1637 26.1637
HCWC 26.5990 26.5990 26.5990 26.5990
BM 24.2794 26.4045 26.8409 27.0130
Table 3.12
PSNR performance comparison nith block matching for test sequence ‘Basketball’
Basketball
1 pixel 1/2 pixel 1/4 pixel 1/8 pixel
PC 25.0233 25.0233 25.0233 25.0233
HCWC 25.4412 25.4412 25.4412 25.4412
BM 22.7728 25.4405 25.6429 25.7143
Finally, it should be noted that we have not carried out any comparisons with other 
wavelet-based motion estimation methods (such as those mentioned in section 3.3) due 
to tlie fact that these eitlier operate in the pixel domain and involve significantly higher
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computational costs or are engineered to yield dense motion vector fields and hence are 
not directly comparable to the proposed method.
3.3.3. Conclusions
In this section, a wavelet-based hypercomplex cross-correlation technique for sub-pixel 
motion estimation in the frequency domain was presented. The proposed method takes 
into account the sub-bands obtained by a wavelet decomposition ensuring the selection 
of useful and reliable image features. Sub-band information is embedded in a 
hypercomplex number representation framework, which is subsequently used to 
maximise the cross-correlation function in the Fourier domain, yielding considerable 
implementation advantages such as reduced computational complexity. Our comparative 
performance evaluation results demonstrate that the proposed method offers consistently 
improved accuracy motion estimation performance, compared to phase correlation, for a 
wide variety o f scenarios, including artificially induced motion, actual motion and 
situations where image data are contaminated by noise. One o f the most attractive 
features o f the proposed scheme is that it enjoys a high degree o f computational 
efficiency and can be implemented by fast transformation algorithms.
3.4. Sub-pixel motion using phase correlation (esinc)
Sub-pixel accuracy is a key perfoimance issue in motion estimation. The most popular 
techniques for sub-pixel image registration are based on interpolation. Examples are 
intensity interpolation [116], conelation interpolation [35], phase correlation 
inteipolation [92, 116] and geometric methods [13, 45]. The accuracy o f these methods 
is variable and is largely deteimined by the characteristics o f the core interpolation 
scheme used in each case.
In many practical encoder implementations, sub-pixel motion estimation is achieved by 
straightfoiward extensions to the baseline integer-pixel block-matching algorithm mainly 
through the use o f bilinear interpolation. Interpolation in the data domain is also 
applicable to frequency domain motion estimation methods such as phase correlation. 
This can be implemented as a pre-processing step amounting to inteipolative 
upsampling. However, this is not a particularly efficient strategy either in terms o f 
storage requirements or computational complexity to the extent that some o f the
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advantages associated with operating in the frequency domain may be partially cancelled 
out especially for higher levels o f accuracy. For example, inteipolative upsampling for 
1/8-th pixel accuracy involves the storage and manipulation o f  complex aixays that are 
64 times larger than die original images being correlated. Moreover, such an approach 
cannot provide estimates o f tine floating-point accuracy, only approximations to the 
nearest negative power o f two. Similar limitations apply to zero-padding o f phase arrays 
in the frequency domain, which can be envisaged as an alternative to interpolation in the 
data domain. For this reason these alternatives have not been considered any flirdier in 
this work. To circumvent the above difficulties associated with interpolation alternative 
approaches have been developed.
3.4.1. Methodology
Fitting prototype fimctions in the vicinity o f the maximum peak o f the phase correlation 
represents another important approach to die problem o f sub-pixel motion estimation, 
and has already been discussed in section 3.1.3 above. This approach was followed in 
[115], where quadratic (parabolic) fitting was used and also in [1], where bodi quadratic 
and Gaussian fittings were considered.
F itting  a m odifed sine function
The choice o f fitted fimctions such as parabolic or Gaussian seems radier ad hoc and 
probably justifiable only on the grounds o f  the mathematical convenience associated 
with the derivation o f a closed form solution for die sub-pixel accuracy motion estimates. 
In fact, any even and imimodal function would be a sensible choice for such a puipose. 
In contrast, according to work reported by Foroosh and Zerabia in [38], when the input 
images are assumed to have been obtained by an integer pixel displacement on a higher 
resolution grid followed by subsampling, the shape o f a phase conelation surface can be 
analytically shown to conespond to a D irichlet kernel as summarised below.
Let / / ( x , y )  =  f { x ,y )  and =  be two successive fiâmes fiom
a moving sequence, which are shifted replicas o f each odier where , To ) are the 
parameters o f the shift (i.e. the horizontal and vertical components o f a motion vector). 
In this case if  (w, v) =  F{ii, v) is the Discrete Fourier Traiisfomi (DFT) of
/ ,  (x , 3^ ) then, by virtue of the well known Foiuier shift property the DFT o f (x , 3;)
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is given by v) =  F(w,v)exp(-i(wxo +  v^ q)) i.e. a two-dimensional shift in the data
domain will result in a two-dimensional phase shift in the spatial frequency domain. The 
coiTesponding DFTs after down-sampling the frames by factors o f M and  N  along x  and y  
axes respectively, will be given by
;  M - l  N - l  ( + 27vm’ V + 2nn'
M N
(3.29)
E  S / |1 l u 4-27071 V + 2toi\ ^ .
m=0 n~ 0  ^ M N
‘exp U +  27071 V +  2701M -Xq,- N ■yo (3.30)
The cross-power spectmm o f the downsampled frames is given by
C(u,v)~
1 J  U + 27071 V + 2701.\ f  .(u  + 27on v + 2to2 Y
M N r \ - \ M
1 l u  +  27071* V +  27J71'^z z/|
m '= 0 n'= 0  \
M -I N - l  /
m =0 11=0
M  N  
(  V ^ - 2 7 0 7 1 .  V - \ t 2 7 Ï Ï I  V i
where
N ■yo
(3.31)
/ u + 27071 v + 27m
M - l  N - lZ Z /m'=0 n'=0 ^
M N
U + 27071' V + 270t'
M N
(3.32)
The discrete inverse Fourier transform o f (3.31) yields a Dirichlet function
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c(x  v ) =  ^ s i i i ( ; r ( M Y - x q ) )  sin(;zr(A ^ -  To) )  _  33.
WH s i n { n : { M x - X Q ) I W ) \ m { 7 u { N y - y ^ ) !  H )
where W and H  are the frame width and height before downsampling.
In [38], it was shown that the Dirichlet kernel could be closely approximated by a sine 
fimction:
- s in ( ;r (A & -X o ))  sm(rc(Ny- y^))
Due to the fact that the two frames under consideration are not perfectly shifted replicas 
o f each otlier an additive error temi (i.e. zero-mean Gaussian) can be incoiporated to 
account for this yielding a noisy correlation suiface c,,:
■ W ' - ) ' . ) )  (3.35)
7i:{Mx -  Xq ) 7i:{Ny -  y^  )
In our method, we take into consideration the analysis in [38] and combine tlie findings 
o f that work on the one hand with the natural advantages o f fitting prototype functions 
on the phase correlation surface on die other. This leads natuially to the consideration of 
the sine as a candidate prototype function.
While usage o f the si7ie function was observed to have consistently improved motion 
estimation accuracy, our experiments have fuither shown and especially in case o f the 
presence of noise that even better performance is achievable by using a modified sine 
fimction. This modification consists o f applying exponential weighting to a conventional 
sine fimction. W e call this fimction esine and we define it as follows:
. . .  , 9.sinjïxesinc(x) = exp(-AT)  (3.36)nx
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One o f the obvious consequences o f the above exponential weighting is that the ratio o f 
the magnitude o f the central lobe to the magnitude o f the side lobes is slightly increased. 
Also, the central lobe becomes slightly narrower compared to the central lobe o f the 
unweighted sine function. These subtle shape changes yield a function which seems to be 
better tuned to approximate noisy phase correlation surfaces (i.e modelled by (3.36)) as 
well as surfaces obtained by using real video data which may additionally contain more 
unstructured noise and alias components due to temporal undersampling. We 
parameterise esine with regard to magnitude, scale and shift changes i.e. we consider a 
function o f the form A esine(B (x-C) )  and compute parameters A, B and C that provide 
the best fit to the data triplets in (3.2) and (3.3). It should be noted that in contrast to the 
parabolic and Gaussian cases, the functional form o f esine does not allow for the 
development o f a closed form solution. Therefore, computation o f parameters A, B and C 
is achieved by least squares fitting.
Let us consider the one-dimensional case (x-axis) and denote by e(x„) the maximum 
peak o f the correlation surface and by e(x,n-i )  and e(x„,+j )  the nearest neighbouring 
values on either side o f e(x„, ). The unknown parameters A ,^ Bx and Q  can be 
approximated by solving numerically the following least-squares minimisation problem:
(A^, B^, Q )  -  arg min c(x,- )  -  esinc(x,- ) f -
(3.37)
= argmin  ^  [c(X i)~A^exp(-(BJXi - C ^ ) f
The computation o f parameters Ay, By and Cy along the j^-axis can be obtained in a 
similar way.
Given the very low dimensionality o f the fitting task, this is not envisaged to present a 
problem in relation to implementation. One consequence o f least squares fitting is that 
the fitted esine function may not include one or more o f the original data points in (3.2) 
and (3.3). However, this did not prove to have an adverse effect on the accuracy o f the 
obtained sub-pixel estimates. Finally, it should be noted that in our experiments we have 
constrained the parameter that controls scale changes, so that at most one negative side 
lobe on either side o f the central lobe o f the fitted function occurs inside the data window 
in which fitting is carried out. A  simple example illustrating the fitting o f quadratic.
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Gaussian, and scale-constiained versions o f sine and esinc fimctions is shown in Figure 
3.29. In this example the maximimi peak is located at 0, the two adjacent values at -1  
and 1 respectively while all three data points are marked by circles.
GaussianQuadratic 
esinc 
sine 
 Gaussian
0 1 
Shift (P ixe ls)
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P h a se  Corelation
esinc
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Figure 3.29 (a) Simple illustration of various fitted functions, (b) Sample of the phase 
correlation surface in the horizontal axis, (c) The proposed fitted function esinc^  
(d) Gaussian fitted function, (e) sin fitted function and (f) Quadratic fitted function.
Comparing the esinc function to the Gaussian and quadratic in terms of computational 
complexity, the proposed fitted function requires more processing time due to the 
inability to provide a close solution, as in case o f tlie Gaussian and quadiatic functions. 
The amount o f this overhead depends on the values o f the fitted tiiplet, the desirable 
estimation precision and the speed o f the convergence algorithm.
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3.4.2. Results
In our experiments, we used the well-known broadcast resolution (720 x 576 pixels, 50 
fields per second) MPEG test sequences ‘M obcal’ and ‘Basketball’. Only the luminance 
component was considered and, to avoid complications due to interlacing, only even- 
parity field data were retained. It should be noted that our method does not yield dense 
motion fields and as such it cannot be assessed using synthetically generated dense 
ground truth motion data. As an alternative we provide an assessment using manually 
generated sub-pixel displacements o f a test sequence as explained in more detail below.
M obcal
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Figure 3.30 MSE performance comparison for artificially-induced motion.
3.4.2.1 Artificially-induced motion
As a first simple test, estimation accuracy was assessed when global motion was 
artificially induced and hence known a priori. The estimation area was limited to the 
central 256x256 pixels o f the retained even-parity fields. Sub-pixel motion was 
simulated using bi-linear interpolation to displace test image ‘M obcal’ at desired 
positions. Various positive as well as negative sub-pixel shifts were used, whose 
accuracy was limited to 1/8 o f a pixel. The mean-square error o f the estimation for a 
sample range o f horizontal sub-pixel displacements is plotted in Figure 3.30 for each of 
the three fitting schemes namely quadratic, Gaussian and the esinc. Similar results were 
obtained for vertical sub-pixel displacements and for other displacement ranges. Visual 
inspection demonstrates the superiority o f the proposed scheme in terms o f  both the 
overall and the maximum mean-square eiTor over the sample displacement range. An
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example o f fitting quadratic, Gaussian and the esinc fimctions along with the 
coiTesponding absolute error values is shown in Figure 3.31, In this case, the tnie value 
o f the displacement is -5.125 pixels and is indicated in the figui e by a vertical line.
M obcal
Error
 Quadratic 0.0819
 esinc 0.0223.
 Gaussian 0.0707
-6.5 -5.5 •5•6 -4.5 ■4 -3.5
Shift (P ix e ls)
Figure 3.31 Example of function fitting for artificially-induced motion.
3.4.2.2 Local motion
Next we turn our attention to block-based estimation o f local motion occurring in co­
sited blocks in consecutive even-parity fields o f the test sequences. This is arguably a 
more relevant perfonnance assessment fiamework due to the proliferation of block-based 
motion estimation schemes in hybrid, two-component video compression architectures.
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Figure 3.32 PSNR vs frame number 
performance comparison with alternative 
fitted functions for test sequence ‘Mobcal’.
Figure 3.33 PSNR vs frame number 
performance comparison with alternative fitte 
functions for test sequence ‘Basketball’.
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A common design issue is detennining the optimum block size. Larger blocks may 
contribute to more reliable measurements by virtue o f the simple fact that they contain 
more data. On the other hand, they also have a higher likelihood o f including more than 
one moving objects and hence a single motion estimate may not be sufficiently 
representative o f the motion content o f the entire block. In such cases, it is possible that 
despite the fact that the accuracy o f the obtained estimate is high, the motion 
compensated prediction error for that block remains high. Our experimental evidence 
suggested that a good balance between the two opposing considerations above is 
achieved for a block size o f 32x32 pixels. This agrees with the findings o f other workers 
in the area [115] and was used for the remainder o f our experiments. The central 
740x256 pixel area was retained and then further partitioned to 32x32-pixel blocks. 
Performance was assessed by applying motion compensation using the estimated motion 
parameters and computing the Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) o f the motion 
compensated prediction enor.
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Figure 3.34 PSNR vs frame number 
performance comparison >vitli state-of-the-art 
sub-pixel motion estimation algorithms using 
phase correlation for test sequence ‘Mobcal’.
Figure 3.35 PSNR vs frame number 
performance comparison with state-of-the-art 
sub-pixel motion estimation algorithms using 
phase correlation for test sequence ‘Basketball
Table 3.13
Time-averaged MSE performance comparison with alternative fitted functions.
MSE Mobcal Basketball Mobcal noise Basketball noise
esinc 146.222 333.040 252.774 416.383
Quadratic 150.378 338.831 261.093 424.205
Gaussian 153.461 338.992 257.593 420.563
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Table 3.14
Time-averaged MSE performance comparison with state-of-the-art sub-pixel motion 
estimation algorithms using phase correlation.
MSE Mobcal Basketball Mobcal noise Basketball noise
esinc 146.222 333.040 252.774 416.383
Foroosh 178.208 353.179 285.569 441.45
Stone 731.050 920.134 889.18 1083.8
Hoge 445.557 562,100 681.971 783.827
We present two sets o f results. First, performance comparisons are made using the three 
fitting schemes namely quadratic, Gaussian and the esinc. Results are shown as PSNR 
values plotted against frame number in Figures 3.32 and 3.33 for test sequences 
‘M obcal’ and ‘Basketball’ respectively. Then esinc is separately compared against the 
state-of-the-art algorithms in [52, 38, 110] reviewed in this chapter and the results are 
shown in Figures 3.34 and 3.35. The corresponding MSE values averaged over all the 
processed frames are shown in the first two data columns of Tables 3.13 and 3.14 
respectively. In those tables, tlie lowest M SE values have been underlined.
Oui" results show that the use of esinc offers a small but consistent advantage over the 
two competing fitting schemes. More importantly, the use of esinc consistently 
outperforms the state-of-tlie-art methods by as much as 2 dB.
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Figure 3.36 PSNR vs frame number 
performance comparison with alternative 
fitted functions for test sequence ‘MobcaP in 
the presence of artificially-induced additive 
Gaussian noise.
Figure 3.37 PSNR vs frame number 
performance comparison with alternative fitte 
functions for test sequence ‘Basketball’ in tin 
presence of artificially-induced additive 
Gaussian noise.
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Table 3.15
Time-averaged zero-order entropy performance comparison Mth state-of-the-art sub-pixel 
motion estimation algorithms using phase correlation.
ENTROPY Mobcal Basketball Mobcal noise Basketball noise
esinc 3.3043553 2.7951233 3.4380093 3.2708717
Foroosh 3.6538312 3.6654390 3.7991231 4.0524807
Stone 6.1250425 6.2682382 6.3103670 6.5689116
Hoge 3.8271115 3.1946844 4.3081350 4.4066632
3.4.2.3 Noise
We tested the performance o f the proposed scheme in relation to artificially induced 
additive white Gaussian noise o f varying power. As in section above, we present two sets 
o f results: one comparing only fitted functions and another using the state-of-the-art 
algorithms in [52, 38, 110]. Results are shown in Figures 3.36, 3.37, 3.38 and 3.39 for a 
PSNR o f 30 dB. The corresponding MSE values averaged over all the processed frames 
are shown in the last two data columns o f Tables 3.13 and 3.14 respectively. Again, the 
lowest MSE values have been underlined. Our results underline the superiority o f the 
proposed scheme both in relation to the two fitting alternatives as well as the state-of- 
the-art methods. In the latter comparison, differences by as much as 1 dB can be 
observed in favour o f the proposed scheme. Similar trends were observed for other levels 
o f artificially induced noise in the range o f 20-30 dB.
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Figure 3.38 PSNR vs frame number performance 
comparison with state-of-the-art sub-pixel 
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Figure 3.39 PSNR vs frame number 
performance comparison with state-of-the-ar 
sub-pixel motion estimation algorithms using 
phase correlation for test sequence ‘Basketbal 
in the presence of artificially-induced additiv* 
Gaussian noise.
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3.4.2.4 M otion vector coherence
The quality o f block-based motion estimation was also assessed from a different angle 
by considering the coherence o f tlie resulting motion vector field per processed field. 
W hile coherence may appear to be a rather vague teim, it is intuitively associated with 
propeifies such as smootliness, consistency and compressibility o f the resulting motion 
vector field. Compressibility is especially relevant to video coding applications and in 
particular to hybrid, two-component schemes employing motion-compensated 
prediction. For this purpose, and in common with other studies in the field, we used as a 
simple criterion die zero-order two-dimensional enti opy o f the estimated motion vector 
field. The results expressed in bits per vector component are shown in Table 3.15 and 
fiuther confirm that the proposed technique consistently outperfoims the state-of-the-art 
methods for all cases.
3.4.3. Conclusions
In this section, we presented a function fitting approach towards obtaining high-accuracy 
sub-pixel motion estimates using phase correlation. Our approach was based on fitting a 
suitably modified sine type o f function to data located in the neighbouihood o f die 
maximum peak o f die phase correlation surface. Fitting was performed in a variable- 
separable way, horizontally and vertically and the location o f the maximum o f the fitted 
fimction deteimined die required sub-pixel motion estimate. Our results have shown diat 
die proposed method outperfoims other popular fimction fitting alternatives as well as 
the state-of-die-art in sub-pixel motion estimation using phase correlation. Perfonnance 
gains were observed bodi in teims o f measured motion-compensated prediction error as 
well as zero-order entiopy o f die resulting motion vector fields. The latter was used as an 
alternative indicator o f motion estimation quality related to vector field coherence. 
Performance gains were observed consistently for a variety o f scenarios including 
artificially induced global motion, actual inter-frame motion estimated in a block-based 
fashion as well as artificially induced additive white Gaussian noise.
3.5. Discussion
Summarising the observations and the results o f die methods presented in diis chapter, it 
could be inferred that the gradient and hypercomplex correlation techniques improve the
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baseline phase coiTelation both in teims o f motion compensated prediction error and the 
entropy o f the vector field providing better adaptation to the scene contents. The gradient 
technique has simpler implementation and lower complexity with similar performance to 
hypercomplex correlation. Furthermore, the latter is not stable and the estimates depend 
both on the wavelet filter and the type o f the selected hypercomplex discrete Fourier 
tiansfonn due to the fact that multiplication is not commutative in quaternion algebra. 
Therefore the gradient correlation algorithm is used for the remaining o f our work when 
it is desirable to improve the perfonnance and the accuracy o f the estimates. The 
hypercomplex method is suitable for hierarchical and multi-resolution approaches due to 
the stmcture o f  wavelet decomposition and its ability to combine the information o f all 
the sub-bands obtained after decomposition.
The proposed fitted function improves significantly the sub-pixel accuracy o f phase 
conelation resulting estimates with higher precision. Combining the esinc function with 
gradient or hypercomplex correlation does not provide significant gain compared to other 
fitted functions with lower complexity. That was expected due to the fact that both 
gradient and hypercomplex correlation surfaces differ significantly from phase 
correlation surface, for which it was proved analytically that can be represented by a sine 
function.
Chapter 4. Variable Size Block Based 
Motion Estimation in the Frequency 
Domain
International standards for video connmmications, such as M PEG-1/2/4 and H .261/3/4, 
employ die well-established hybrid two-component architecture, which relies on motion 
estimation and compensation as well as on the lossy compression o f the motion- 
compensated prediction error. M otion compensated prediction in such algorithms is 
based on regular block-based partitions o f source frames, while the emerging H.264 
standard provides additional flexibility in diat respect. One o f the main advantages of 
regular partitions is that they require mminial overhead information to be communicated 
to the decoder. On the other hand, tiiey provide little or no adaptation to picture content 
in the sense that areas containing substantial amounts o f complex motion would 
obviously benefit from smaller blocks while relatively inactive areas or areas o f uniform 
motion could be accounted for using a rather sparse motion description scheme.
Motion estimation usmg non-regular, non-block based partitions has been an active area 
of research over the past few years, culminating in a wide range o f proposals including 
mesh-based, polygon-based and object-based schemes. Such schemes achieve a higher 
degree o f adaptation to picture contents and are better suited to portray the evolution of
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moving objects in a dynamic scene. Unfortunately, they also require considerable 
overhead infonnation as well as computational complexity in order to identify the 
inherently more complex structural elements they utilise and subsequently describe their 
evolution with time. It has often been argued that these disadvantages are partly 
responsible for having prevented the proliferation o f object-oriented motion estimation 
schemes in practical implementations.
4.1. Related Work
Motion estimation based on quad-tree partitions achieves a good balance between a 
degree o f adaptation to motion content on the one hand and low-complexity, low- 
overhead implementation on the other. Indeed, quad-tree image partitions can be 
described veiy economically, while offering a wealth o f useful features for practical 
implementations. Such features relate to the inherent hierarchical relationships among 
the various structural elements o f a quad tree. Quad-tree hierarchies allow a natural and 
efficient portrayal o f  motion at different levels i.e. from global (corresponding to the root 
o f the quad-tree) to local (corresponding to the leaves). Another important consequence 
o f hierarchy is the potential for progressive or embedded coding o f motion parameters, a 
feature which is very desirable in coding applications.
Quad-tree motion estimation is by no means a novel concept and a significant amount o f 
relevant work can be found in the literature. An exhaustive review would be outside the 
scope o f this work, but it is worth mentioning work by Strobach [111], Nicolas and Labit 
[88], Jensen and Anastassiou [67], Banham et al. [7], Sullivan and Baker [112], Seferidis 
and Ghanbari [104], Lee [77], Schuster and Katsaggelos [103], Packwood et al. [90], 
Tredwell and Evans [117] and Cordell and Clarke [28], discussed in detail in chapter 2. 
Nevertheless, none o f the schemes reported in the literature operates in the frequency 
domain, one o f the key features o f  our work.
The problem o f region based motion estimation using deterministic relaxation schemes 
has been analysed in [88]. A relaxation method for compact quantitative motion 
estimation using a hierarchy o f motion models is presented. A compact motion 
representation is generated using affine models from which a pixel-based apparent 
motion field can be deduced. The algorithm uses a quad-tree segmentation to reduce the
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motion information. This spatio-temporal segmentation is initialised with a squared giid 
or a motion-based segmentation using a previously estimated motion field.
In [117], Tredwell and Evans present a method for producing an embedded motion bit 
sti eam, which can be used to control the proportion o f the overall bandwidth dedicated to 
tlie motion component. This idea is based on the fact that some low-bit rate video coders 
use a fixed scheme to compress their motion descriptors. There is also lack o f flexibility 
in controlling the bits allocated for the motion vectors. For example we camiot obtain the 
optimal quad-tree for a fixed bit-budget. Furthermore, this technique operates in the 
same manner as a wavelet coder and enables the user to describe a vector field with fixed 
number o f bits, obtaining the best performance for this specified number o f bits.
The method o f quad-tree structured difference pulse code modulation (QSDPCM) 
introduced in [111] as a technique in inter-Aame image sequence coding, involves a 
quad-tree mean decomposition o f tlie motion compensated frame-to-frame difference 
signal.
Quad-tree structure is mainly used to describe scenes, providing a good approximation o f 
the moving objects. Another field that a quad-tree structure can be utilised is for the 
deinterlacing o f television-image sequences, [67].
In [7], a low bit rate video-coding technique using robust motion vector regeneration in 
the decoder is presented. In this work, the authors utilise an MPEG style codec in which 
the anchor (intia) frames are encoded with a hybrid approach using quad-tree, DCT and 
wavelet-based coding techniques. A quad-tree structure is also utilised for the interfi-ame 
information. Another characteristic o f this method is that the motion vectors can be 
regenerated at the decoder with a coarsely quantised error term created in the encoder. 
Thus, tlie proposed algorithm does not require the overhead associated with the explicit 
tiansmission o f the motion vectors and that makes it especially suitable for low bit rate 
coding applications.
Furthermore, fast hierarchical motion estimation techniques offering similar features to 
the above quad-tree algoritlims have been implemented in the wavelet domain [22, 24, 
128]. These exploit the multi-resolution decomposition o f the signal and were also 
shown to benefit from better resilience to occlusions. These methods operate in a coarse- 
to-fine fashion by propagating the estimate across the scales in the wavelet domain, 
providing either block-based or dense vector fields. It should be noted that the inter­
dependency o f layers could be a drawback for coai-se-to-fiiie hierarchical motion 
estimation. For example, consider a block-matching type of search and a motion estimate
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at a coarser layer providing the seed location for a search at a finer layer. Any substantial 
estimation eiTor at the coarser layer has the potential o f biasing the search range at the 
finer layer to an extent that a more accurate estimate is impossible to obtain. 
Additionally, the shift variance property o f the wavelet transform combined with the 
effects o f cascaded subsampling makes it rather hard to enforce any element o f 
consistency between motion estimates at various layers o f the decomposition [22].
In this chapter, we propose a quad-tree scheme for obtaining block-based sub-pixel 
estimates o f interframe motion in the frequency domain. Our scheme is based on phase 
conelation and uses key features o f the phase correlation surface as well as the motion 
compensated prediction error to control the partition o f a parent block to four children 
quadrants. The partition criteria are applied iteratively until a target number o f motion 
vectors or a target level o f motion compensated prediction error is achieved or, 
ultimately, i f  no more than a single motion component can be identified. The partition 
criteria can also guarantee a monotonie decrease o f the motion compensated prediction 
eiTor with an increasing number o f iterations making our scheme suitable for 
progressive/embedded coding applications. Furthermore, quad-tree gradient correlation, 
and an advanced parent block selection feature were introduced improving significantly 
the performance o f the base line quad-tree algorithm. Based on the results, our scheme 
outperforms fixed block size phase correlation in terms o f rate-distortion characteristics 
by providing lower levels o f motion compensated prediction error for the same number 
o f motion vectors and vice versa. It is also demonstrated that our scheme yields sparse 
motion vector fields, which provide a better level o f adaptation to scene contents and are 
more coherent in terms of zero-order entropy and hence less expensive to code in 
comparison to fixed block size schemes.
4.2. Quad-tree motion representation
The quad-tree is a hierarchical data structure for describing two-dimensional regions 
with the following important properties. First, it allows a straightforward representation 
o f size and shape. Second, it is appropriate for adaptive segmentation and facilitates 
efficient description o f very complex two-dimensional structures. Quad-tree is a tree- 
structured representation in which each node, unless it is a leaf, generates four children. 
Each child occupies a quarter o f its parent’s area, [104]. Figure 4.1 (a) shows an example 
o f quad-tree segmentation o f an image containing a dominant transition. The quad-tree
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partition attempts to adapt the block size to image smoothness resulting in smaller blocks 
at the vicinity o f the hansition and vice versa. The subdivision operation (each block can 
be subdivided into four smaller) can be repeated many times, until no further subdivision 
is needed. In the resulting quad-tree structure, each node corresponds to a sub-block that 
is uniquely determined, both in size and location, by its position in the tree. The 
tr aditional construction o f the quad-tr ee representation starts with the assumption that the 
whole image can be represented by only one node (root), and an initial hypothesis test 
decides whether Anther splitting is needed. At each node a test is performed to see if  the 
sub-block presented by the node is homogeneous in the property o f interest. I f  the test is 
positive, the node becomes a leaf, other'wise tlie children o f the node are generated and 
examined in turn. Figure 4.1 (b) is the coiTesponding quad-Aee o f the segmented region. 
It can be encoded via a variable length code with very little redundancy, Figure 4.1 (c). 
Using stmctiues like quad-trees, data decomposition into sub-blocks whose size, shape 
and location are predetermined can be achieved with a small overhead.
The construction o f quad-trees described above is based on the use o f a criterion in order 
to subdivide or not the current block. Another possibility o f consAucting a quad-Aee 
exists when the merge operation is employed. In such an approach, four adjacent sub­
blocks are tested to determine if  they are homogeneous with respect to some criterion. If  
tire test is positive, tlie four sub-blocks are merged to a new sub-block, which is four 
times larger tlian its predecessors, [111]. The procedure can be repeated recursively until 
the image size or the largest possible block size is reached. This is called bottom-up 
construction o f the quad-tree in conAast to the subdividing method, which is called a top- 
down construction. Figure 4.2 illusAates the two procedures for the consAiiction o f a 
quad-Aee.
Quad-tree motion estimation and motion compensation algoritluns can be used for digital 
ti ansmission o f image sequences at very low bit-rates, for example videophone and video 
conferencing. It is preferable to use quad-Aee structures for low bit rates, since in this 
case the overhead o f tire motion vectors is noticeable in comparison to the motion 
compensated prediction error images that are Aansform coded and AansmiAed, [111]. 
Quad-Aee segmentation provides similar or better results tlian the fixed block size 
algorithms but with remarkable reduction o f the number of the motion parameters. In 
videophone and video conferencing applications, the quad-Aee techniques can be 
adjusted to yield better performance for head and shoulders sequences. An example of 
quad tree motion estimation o f a head and shoulders video is shown in Figure 4.3 (b).
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Figure 4.1 Quad-tree based regular decomposition and its description (a) Segmented region 
(b) Corresponding quad tree (c) Generation of a variable wordlength quad tree code, [102].
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Figure 4.2 (a) Top-down construction of a quad tree based on the subdivide operation, (b) 
Bottom-up construction of a quad tree based on the merge operation.
E3
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3 An example of fixed block size and of variable block size segmentation based on
quad tree structure, |102].
In this example, larger blocks occupy plane areas without complex motion and moving 
objects. On the other hand, smaller blocks describe areas that contain objects, shadows 
and edges with considerable and complex motion, Figure 4.3 (a), (b). The advantage o f 
variable block size over a constant block-size approach is that, in most image sequences, 
motion does not exist uniformly throughout the frame, [67]. Various-sized objects tend 
to move within the picture, and the use o f a constant block size tends to oversample the 
motion representation o f larger objects and simultaneously undersample the more 
detailed motion manifested by smaller objects.
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4.3. Quad Tree Phase Correlation
4.3.1. Methodology
Baseline phase correlation operates on a pair o f images or, more commonly (i.e. for 
video processing applications requiring a measure o f local motion), a pair o f  co-sited 
rectangular blocks f j  and o f identical dimensions belonging to consecutive frames
or fields o f  a moving sequence sampled respectively at t and t+\. The estimation o f 
motion relies on the detection of the maximum o f the cross-correlation function between 
f i  and f i ^ i , as described in (2.5) in chapter 2.
The starting point for a quad-tree partition o f frame involves a global phase 
correlation operation between f f  and . We assume that is the target frame 
(the frame whose motion we seek to estimate) and f t  is a reference frame (typically the 
cunent frame in an ordered sequence). This global operation yields a measure o f global 
motion by identification o f the maximum (highest peak) o f the resulting correlation 
surface as expressed by (3.12). This can be further refined to obtain sub-pixel
accuracy by prototype function fitting as in (3.4) or (3.5) in chapter 3.
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Figure 4.4 Average peak ratio for all the test sequences.
Partition criteria
The next step is to examine whether target frame should be partitioned or not to
f 1four quadrants |/ /+ ]  \ i = This is determined by applying suitable criteria.
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We have experimented with a number of potentially useful criteria and, in the remainder 
o f  this chapter we will consider the two most effective ones. The first criterion is derived 
from the identification o f dominant peaks on the phase correlation smface and is 
computationally less demanding. The second criterion is based on the computation o f the 
motion compensated prediction error, requires more computations but guarantees a 
monotonie decrease of the error with an increasing number o f iterations making our 
scheme suitable for progressive/embedded codmg applications.
P eak  ra tio
At this point, a key property o f  needs to be revisited; namely that, in addition to 
the highest peak, which corresponds to the prim aiy motion component between f f  
and f f ^ j , secondary peaks also conespond to other dominant motion components.
Another key property, which is veiy relevant to our puiposes, is that the height o f each o f 
these peaks is a good measure o f reliability o f the coiTesponding motion component. For 
example, high and sharp peaks can be relied upon to conespond to real motion, while 
low and/or blimt peaks may be the result o f noise or crosstalk. Experimental evidence 
suggests that it is at most tlie highest 2-3 peaks that can be relied upon. These properties 
can be taken into account to formulate a sensible quad-tree partition criterion. Assummg
a ranking o f peaks according to height i.e. |  where
is the highest peak, j the second highest and so on, we use the ratio o f the highest to 
the second highest peak i.e.:
c"' ,r  = -Af±l (4.1)m - \9.^ +1
as a quad-tree partition criterion. I f  the ratio is higher relative to a threshold, we assume 
drat there is only one dominant motion component in the scene and the algorithm does 
not proceed any furtlier, otheiivise the target frame is partitioned to foiu quadiants. It has 
been found experimentally that the ratio tlueshold depends on block size. As the block 
size becomes smaller, the ratio o f the two highest peaks reduces exponentially. In Figure
4.4 the average peak ratio for different block sizes ranging fiom  256x256 to 16x16 pixels
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is shown. Therefore, the threshold depends on block size and best results were obtained 
using settings higher by 15%-25% relative to the average ratio (for a given block size).
M otion com pensated prediction error
This criterion uses the translational motion parameters (A^+c/j;/^+£(0 obtained by (3.12), 
(3.4) and (3.5) to form a motion compensated prediction ft+\ o f using f t  i.e.
f t + \  (•«> y )  + Ki + d x , y  +  hn + d y )  (4.2)
where (x,y) are pixel locations.
A motion compensated prediction is also formed for each o f the four quadrants as 
follows:
//+1 y )  = f t  + 4  +dy'] i = h *",4 (4.3)
where (fr,', + + c/y ' ) are sub-pixel accurate motion parameters for each o f  the four
quadrants.
Finally, i f  the mean squared motion compensated prediction enor (MSE) o f the split is 
lower than the MSE error before the split, which is equivalent to the following holding 
tme:
E fUx(x,y^ [ <z ft+\[^ >y)-ft+\{^ y^)
i=\ x,y X,y- (4.4)
then the target image/block is allowed to split into four quadrants. This criterion 
guarantees a monotonie decrease o f the motion compensated prediction error with an 
increasing number o f iterations making our scheme suitable for progressive/embedded 
coding applications. While this is an attractive feature it should be noted that it incurs a 
higher computational cost relative to the first criterion.
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C orrelating unequal size im age blocks
Assuming that the target frame has been partitioned as above, motion parameters need to 
be estimated for each o f the resulting four quadrants. One obvious comse o f action 
would have been to partition the reference fiame f t  in a similar maimer i.e. to four
quadrants (f/ j / = l, ••■,4 and perform phase correlation between co-sited quadrants
/ / ' and / ,+ ] .  However, this would have restiicted the range o f motion parameters
accordingly i.e. inside the ;-th quadrant. A  consequence o f this would be that the motion 
parameters o f a fast moving object traversing quadrant boundaries during a single frame 
period would be impossible to estimate. For this reason, it is preferable to correlate 
quadrant in the target frame with the entire reference flame f . Nevertheless, this
has the obvious disadvantage o f requning a phase coiTelation operation to be perfoimed 
between two images o f imequal sizes i.e. the reference being four times larger than the 
target. One straightforward way to go roimd this problem would be to increase the size of 
the target image by a factor o f 2 in each dimension by zero-order (constant-value) 
extrapolation i.e. by symmetiic (top-bottom, left-right) insertion o f zeros or mid-grey
values to the imknown pixel locations outside until the latter assmnes equal 
dimensions to f t . In our work, we have opted to implement this in the frequency domain 
by inteipolative upsampling o f i.e. the Fourier transform of . W e have used
bilinear interpolation to obtain Ff^  , whose dimensions are now identical to Ft , hence
allowing the phase conelation operation described by (2.5) to be implementable without 
any further modifications. Interpolative upsampling in the frequency domain has the 
obvious practical advantage that the Fourier transform o f the target image requires far 
less computations than otherwise.
Further iterations
The algoiitlim proceeds in an iterative fashion to determine whether or not each quadrant 
will be partitioned any frniher. We will assume that each subsequent partition is
denoted by an additional index i.e. ) U = ,4 so that the cardinality
o f the superscript set is equal to the levels o f partitions carried out. For example |
denotes they-th quadrant (at the 2'"^  level o f partition) of the z-th quadrant (at the level 
o f partition). Due to tlie fact that some quadrants may occasionally fail the criteria and
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hence remain undivided not all |  will exist for all possible combinations of
i, - = I, " ,4 .
Using the above notation, during a second iteration o f the algorithm, quadrant / /^ j is
further partitioned to four sub-quadrants |  y = l, - - ,4 . Reference frame / ,  is also
partitioned to four quadrants \ft\ i = l , - - ,4 and target sub-quadrant is phase-
correlated with its co-sited parent quadrant / /  according to subsection above.
The algorithm can be allowed to proceed to a natural termination point i.e. until all sub­
quadrants contain no more than a single motion component or until blocks can no longer 
provide the minimum area o f support required for phase correlation to work properly. 
Experimental evidence suggests that this point is typically reached for 16x16 pixel 
blocks.
f t
(a)
//+ ]
(b)
0 4 -|
Figure 4.5 Artificially created reference and target frames with three translating objects 
(top) and corresponding correlation surface (bottom).
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It should be noted that this restriction only applies to frequency domain methods such as 
phase correlation. Further partitioning to smaller size blocks can always be 
accommodated by other methods such as block matching in the data domain, which are 
no longer disadvantaged by high computational costs precisely because the block size is 
small. Returning to our scheme, quad-tree evolution can be terminated prematurely either 
because a number o f target motion vectors has been reached or because a target level of 
motion compensated prediction error has been achieved.
ft^X
4  + 1 / /  + ! 7  +  1 7  + 1
Figure 4.6 Partitioning of target frame (top) and extrapolated quadrants (bottom).
32 0
1
32 32
Figure 4.7 Correlation surfaces between reference frame and second extrapolated quadrant 
(left) and third extrapolated quadrant (right).
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Figure 4.8 Second iteration: partitioning of the reference frame to four quadrants (top) and 
partitioning of the second quadrant of the target frame to four sub-quadrants (bottom).
16 16
Figure 4.9 Correlation surface between the third quadrant of the target frame and the
3 3third quadrant of the reference frame.
A simple example illustrating the quad tree partitioning scheme is shown in Figures 4.5- 
4.10. Figure 4.5 shows two artificially created consecutive frames o f a moving sequence 
each containing three simple geometric objects translating according to the motion 
vectors shown attached to each object. A global phase correlation operation between 
these two frames yields the surface shown below them. As expected, this contains three 
sharp peaks, each corresponding to a motion component in the scene. Assuming that the 
criteria used are favoring target frame partitioning. Figure 4.6 shows the resulting 
partition and the zero-order extrapolated quadrants. The original size o f each quadrant is 
indicated by a dashed square and constant-value extrapolation o f outside that frame is 
achieved by bi linear interpolation in the frequency domain as explained above.
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Corresponding correlation swfaces between the reference frame on the one hand and 
each o f the two extrapolated quadiants o f the target fr ame that contain motion are shown 
in Figure 4.7. As expected, the shape o f  the conelation smfaces reflects motion content 
in each case. In Figure 4.8 one furtlier iteration is illustrated. The reference frame is 
partitioned to four quadrants, while the second quadrant o f the target frame is partitioned 
to four sub-quadiants each o f which is shown extrapolated. In Figure 4.9 a sample
correlation smface is shown between the third quadrant //* o f the target frame and the
third quadrant o f the reference frame. As expected, only one peak (motion
component) is featuring on the phase correlation surface. A global view o f the quad-tree 
partitioning process is shown in Figure 4.10. In this figure, pairs o f vertically adjacent 
images are being phase conelated and the number o f resulting motion components 
(vectors) ai'e shown at the bottom. W hen only one motion component is present, no 
further action is taken.
4.3.2. Enhancements of Quad-Tree Phase correlation
In this section, improvements of QTPC are presented. In the first part, a more efficient 
parent block (window) selection is introduced in order to provide a better ‘search area’ to 
the children blocks and furthermore a tlueshold is used to avoid over-splitting highly 
textured areas. Another hnprovement o f die standard Quad-Tree Phase Conelation 
algorithm is its combination with the Gradient Cross Conelation motion measurement 
method presented in section 3.2.
According to the previous implementation o f QTPC, the parent block was split into four 
children. Each child was enlarged using either zero-padding in the pixel domain or 
interpolation in the frequency, and phase correlation was applied between each child and 
tlie parent block. In Figure 4.11, tlie parent block (green coloured) is split into four 
quadrants ql, q2, q3 and q4. Observing this example, it can be hifened that tlie green 
coloured parent block is not the best parent block for q3^  since it does not contain any 
further information for tlie left -  bottom side o f q3. In order to relieve diis problem, an 
alternative way to select the parent block is intioduced. According to this improvement, 
another parent block is selected with the same size as the previous one, but centred 
around the cuiTent child block. In tliis example, tlie red block is chosen to be the parent 
o f q3, instead o f tlie green one. It can be observed that this new feature o f QTPC cannot 
be applied to the boundary blocks, thus it is used only when possible.
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Figure 4.10 Global view of the quad tree partitioning process indicating the number of 
motion vectors (MV) estimated at each iteration and its influence on quad tree evolution.
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q3
Figure 4.11 An example of the improved way for parent block selection.
Furthermore, the splitting criterion, based on the ratio o f the dominant peaks on the 
phase correlation surface, may over-split a highly textured area. In order to avoid this 
problematic case, a threshold determining the homogeneity of the resulting four motion 
components is used. This threshold is defined either by the mean vector gradient relative 
to each o f the four motion parameters or the location o f the peaks in the resulting 
correlation surface.
4.3.2.1 Q uad-Tree G radient C orrelation
A major improvement o f QTPC is its combination with the Gradient Correlation 
algorithm for motion measurement. Gradient Correlation is based on the maximisation of 
the spatial gradient cross-correlation function, which is computed in the frequency 
domain and therefore can be implemented by fast transformation algorithms. In the first 
step of this technique, spatial gradients o f the current and the previous frame are 
calculated using central differencing for the internal pixels and forward and backward 
differencing for the boundary ones. Then, cross correlation is applied in the frequency 
domain and sub-pixel accuracy is obtained using separable-variable fitting on the 
gradient correlation surface.
According to this new feature, gradient cross correlation is applied between the parent 
block and each child instead o f phase correlation. The advantage o f this combination is 
that gradient correlation exhibits good noise rejection performance by virtue o f the 
spectral shaping properties o f the gradient operation. In addition, it takes full account o f 
gradient magnitude and phase, which ensures the selection o f good and reliable features 
for motion estimation.
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4.4. Results
4.4.1. Initial Experiments
In our initial experiments, the well-known MPEG test sequences, ‘Mobile and Calendar’ 
and ‘Basketball’ were used. Figure 4.12. Only the luminance component was considered 
and in order to avoid complications due to interlacing only even-parity field data were 
retained. In Figure 4.13, a small area o f the ‘Basketball’ sequence is enlarged in order to 
reveal interlacing and noticeable especially at vertical edges, where combing can be 
observed. A simple way to deal with interlacing is to discard every other line.
The ‘M obcal’ sequence was further sub-sampled along the time axis, so one field in 
every four is retained. The purpose o f this sub-sampling is to consider larger frame 
differences and motion vectors, in order to be able to amplify performance gains between 
larger (32x32 pixels) and smaller blocks (16x16 pixels).
The method presented in the previous section was exhaustively tested through a set of 
experiments. Firstly, experiments were performed in order to distinguish if the algorithm 
and the general concept work properly. The first frame o f the ‘M obcal’ sequence was 
artificially shifted using bilinear interpolation. The parameters o f the translation were -3  
pixels horizontally and -5.625 pixels vertically. This experiment compares standard 
phase correlation with quad tree phase correlation (QTPC) using either zero-padding in 
the pixel domain or interpolation in the frequency domain for a set o f different block 
sizes (256x256 down to 4x4).
J. 4 5 6 7 8
11 12 O V» fe
Figure 4.12 The first frame of the two test sequences ‘Mobcal’ and ‘Basketball’.
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Figure 4.13 Enlarged area of ‘Basketball'.
The first column in Table 4.1 shows the estimated motion vectors for each block size 
using fixed block size phase correlation. The notation ‘256vs256’ means correlating 
pairs o f blocks where the first block is 256x256 pixels and the second also 256x256. The 
second and the third columns show the resulting motion vectors using QTPC with either 
interpolation in the frequency domain or zero-padding in the pixel domain. Examples of 
the lower resolution frames undergoing correlation for the case ‘256vsI28’ and for the 
case ‘I28vs64’are shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, respectively. Observing the results in 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 below, it can be inferred that for artificial motion the smallest block 
size providing reasonable motion vectors is 32x32 pixels and for real motion it is 16x16. 
This can be explained by the fact that the artificial shift is relatively large, and so there is 
relatively small overlap. This problem becomes more pronounced when the block size is 
reduced. On the other hand, the motion vectors in the real sequence are smaller in 
magnitude (about one pixel) and reasonable results can be obtained using 16x16 blocks.
Figure 4.14 (a) The first frame (256x256) o f ‘Mobcal’ and an example of 
quad tree decomposition.
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Figure 4.14 (b) The artificial shifted top-left block (128x128) of the first frame with 
interpolation in the frequency domain, (c) The artificial shifted top-left block (128x128) with 
zero-padding in the spatial domain. Zero-padding of gradient maps (d) in the frequency 
domain and (e) in the pixel domain.
The same experiment was performed again, for real motion this time. Two successive 
frames o f the ‘M obcal’ sequence were selected and the techniques were tested in order to 
find their limits against the block size. It has been mentioned above that in QTPC the 
blocks that are used for motion estimation are not equal. The term depth o f the quad-tree 
means how much larger the first block can be comparing with the second one and still 
the obtaining measurements will be acceptable.
Examples o f blocks o f different depth are shown in Figure 4.16. In this case, the size o f 
the first frame. Figure 4.14 (a) is fixed (256x256) and so is the second one, but the block 
size inside the second frame (the non-zero area) is changing (128x128 down to 2x2 
pixels) and consequently the interpolation factor in the frequency domain.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.15 (a) The top-left block (128x128) of ‘Mobcal’. (b) The artificial shifted top-left 
child (64x64) of the first frame with interpolation in the frequency domain, (c) The artificial 
shifted top-left child (64x64) with zero-padding in the pixel domain.
Figure 4.16 (a) The artificial shifted top-left block of the first frame (128x128) of ‘Mobcal’ 
with interpolation in the frequency domain by factor two. (h) The artificial shifted top-left 
block of the first frame (64x64) with interpolation in frequency by factor three, (c) The 
artificial shifted top-left block of the first frame (32x32) with interpolation in frequency by a
factor four.
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Table 4.1
The estimated motion vectors using standard phase correlation, QTPC 
the frequency and QTPC ivith zero-padding in the pixel domain for
with interpolation in 
artificial motion.
Artificial Motion
Block Size
Phase Correlation 
Fixed Block Size Block Size
QTPC 
Frequency Domain
QTPC 
Pixel Domain
X y X y X y
256vs256 -2,9990 -5,8318 256vsl28 -2,99100 -5,84210 -2,99780 -5,83560
128vsl28 -2,9982 -5,8288 128vs64 -3,00380 -5,86860 -2,99710 -5,84940
64vs64 -3,0012 -5,8261 64vs32 -2,95600 -5,81880 -2,96740 -5,86170
32vs32 -2,9445 -5,7482 32vsl6 -1,88572 -5,03970 -7,03210 1,17273
16vsl6 -2,1651 -0,0190 16vs8 2,26222 2,12648 -2,17360 0,01211
8vs8 -2,0299 -0,1117 8vs4 -0,96085 0,20994 1,62926 -0,29500
4vs4 -1,1509 -0,8177 4vs2 -1,00000 -1,00000 0,05446 -0,02540
Table 4.2
The estimated motion vectors using standard phase correlation, QTPC with interpolation in 
the frequency domain and QTPC with zero-padding in the pixel domain for real motion.
Real Motion
Block Size
Phase Correlation 
Fixed Block Size Block Size
QTPC 
Frequency Domain
QTPC 
Pixel Domain
X y X y X y
256vs256 0,62999 -0,065660 256vsl28 0,75910 -0,01340 0,75400 -0,01070
128vsl28 0,73730 -0,000460 128vs64 0,78830 -0,05820 0,74590 -0,00520
64vs64 0,71091 0,004147 64vs32 0,78180 0,01870 0,64040 0,01590
32vs32 0,69734 -0,005220 32vsl6 0,78662 0,21602 0,67229 0,01191
16vsl6 0,51063 -0,009690 16vs8 3,78265 -3,78200 0,11328 -0,13980
8vs8 0,12273 -0,048190 8vs4 -0,06312 -1,83530 0,17459 -3,97600
4vs4 -2,00000 -2,000000 4vs2 -1,00000 -1,00000 -0,87300 -0,13860
In Table 4.3, the results o f the depth limits test, for the proposed algorithm are shown 
and it can be noticed that the maximum ‘depth o f the quad-tree’ is three levels. In this 
experiment motion vectors are still acceptable, when the large block (first frame) is 
256x256 pixels and the small one (second frame) is 32x32 pixels. This combination is 
not further examined and for all the other experiments the depth is always one (one 
parent generates four children).
Table 4.3
The estimated motion vectors using QTPC with interpolation in the frequency and QTPC 
with zero-padding in the pixel domain for artificial motion using different depth levels.
Artificial -  Depth
Block Size Frequency Domain Pixel Domain
X y X y
256vsl28 -2,9910 -5,8421 -2,9972 -5,8375
2S6vs64 -3,0038 -5,8737 -2,9906 -5,8520
256vs32 -3,0080 -5,8540 -2,9600 -5,8620
256vsl6 -5,8625 -1,8430 -65,8950 -55,9100
256vs8 -43,8722 -26,9550 -193,9800 -183,8000
256vs4 -94,1577 -112,0200 -90,7730 -51,1780
256vs2 -127,0000 -127,0000 -79,9650 -126,9700
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4.4.2. QTPC Experimental Results
In this section, tlie two proposed splitting criteria are compared undergoing a variety of 
experiments. Again, the well-known broadcast resolution (720 x 576 pixels, 50 fields per 
second) MPEG test sequences ‘M obcal’ and ‘Basketball’ were used. For our test 
sequences only tlie luminance component was considered and to avoid complications due 
to interlacing, only even-parity field data were retained. Fiu themiore, tlie estimation area 
was limited to the central 256x256 pixels o f the retained even-parity fields to facilitate 
quad-tree partitions employing square blocks. For comparison purposes, we employ as a 
yardstick block-based motion estimators with a fixed block size. These operate in the 
frequency domain and employ conventional phase conelation. In our experhnents, we 
have also considered the addition o f noise to our source pictui'es in order to test how 
much motion estimation accuracy is compromised when image data are partially 
cormpted. Finally, we have also included comparisons with a spatial domain quad-tree 
motion estimation method employing conventional block-matching.
Fixed M SE
In Figures 4.17-4.20, we compare a conventional fixed block size phase correlation 
scheme (Fixed PC) with the two variants o f the proposed quad-tree scheme, which 
employ either the peak ratio (QTPC Peak) or the motion compensated prediction mean 
squared error (QTPC MSE) as partitioning criteria. The fixed block size scheme uses 
16x16 pixel blocks yielding 256 motion vectors per frame. The quad-tree schemes are 
tuned to yield approximately the same amount o f MSE as tlie fixed scheme. In Figures 
4.17 and 4.18, we plot the number o f motion vectors per frame as a frmction o f  frame 
number for all tliree schemes and for both test sequences and we observe that quad-free 
motion estimation is far more efficient, requiring just a fraction o f motion infonnation 
for the same amount of distortion. Similar advantages can be observed when our source 
sequences are contaminated with artificially induced additive white Gaussian noise o f 
varying power. Results obtamed for noise power o f  30 dB are shown in Figures 4.19 and 
4.20.
Figure 4.21 shows the partitions achieved by tlie 3 schemes for frame 4 o f the ‘M obcal’ 
sequence. In tliis figure, the degree o f adaptation to scene motion is evident. For 
example, the top-left quadrant o f the frame, which corresponds to imiformly moving 
backgiound has been conectly prevented from further partitioning. On the other hand, 
blocks that contain more than one motion components, such as in areas on either side o f
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the boundary between the calendar and the background, have been correctly allowed to 
subdivide further. Nevertheless, it should be noted that this figure only illustrates the 
evolution o f the quad-tree up to the point that the equal (relative to the fixed scheme) 
MSE condition is reached. This can explain why some blocks that contain more than one 
motion components have been prevented from further partitioning. Similar observations 
can be made by inspection o f Figure 4.22 showing the partitioning o f frame 10 o f the 
‘Basketball’ sequence.
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Figure 4.17 Constant MSE; number of motion 
vectors as a function of frame number for 
‘Mobcal’.
Figure 4.18 Constant MSE: number of motion 
vectors as a function of frame number for 
‘Basketball.
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Figure 4.19 Constant MSE: number of motion 
vectors as a function of frame number for 
‘Mobcal’with noise.
Figure 4.20 Constant MSE: number of motion 
vectors as a function of frame number for 
‘Basketball with noise.
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Figure 4.21 Vector fields for the 4th frame of ‘Mobcal’: (a) Fixed block size (16x16) (b) Quad­
tree using the peak ratio criterion (c) Quad tree using the MSE criterion.
Fixed number of motion vectors
In Figures 4.23-4.26, we plot PSNR values (in dB) o f the motion compensated prediction 
error when the three competing schemes are tuned to employ the same number of motion 
vectors. In Figures 4.23 and 4.24, we show results obtained for the two test sequences 
under consideration, while in Figures 4.25 and 4.26, we show results obtained after the 
addition o f white Gaussian noise o f 30dB power. Our results show that quad tree motion 
estimation is more effective yielding lower distortion by as much as 1.5 dB for the same 
amount o f motion information.
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B
Figure 4.22 Vector fields for the 10th frame of ‘Basketball: (a) Fixed block size (16x16) (b) 
Quad tree using the peak ratio criterion (c) Quad tree using the MSE criterion.
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Figure 4.23 Constant motion vectors: PSNR Figure 4.24 Constant motion vectors: PSNR :
as a function of frame number for ‘MobcaP. function of frame number for ‘Basketball’
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Discussion
Results averaged over all tlie processed Rames, for both test sequences, with and without 
noise and for both cases above are summarised in Table 4.4. Each table entry contains 
two values: tlie MSB value (upper) and the corresponding number o f motion vectors 
(lower), while the variable which was kept fixed or near-fixed is shown in brackets. Best 
performance values are shown underlined. These results confinn the advantages o f the 
proposed quad-tiee schemes both in terms o f employing fewer motion vectors for the 
same level o f motion compensated precision error as well as a lower level o f PSNR for 
the same number o f motion vectors.
Table 4.4
Summary of results averaged over all processed frames.
Fixed Scheme
Mobcal Basketball
W/out With 
Noise Noise
W/Out With 
Noise Noise
MSE
Fixed PC (176.59)256
(289.12)
256
(222.84)
256
(331.72)
256
QTPC
Peak
(174.77)
57
(288.09)
42
(222.09)
42
(330.91)
M
QTPC
MSE
(176.34)26 (288.97)22 (222.53)64 (330.93)40
MVs
Fixed PC 196.49(64)
302.46
(64)
238.00
(64)
341.43
(64)
QTPC
Peak
166.26
(64)
277.86
(64)
215.39
(64)
317.57
(64)
QTPC
MSE
154.92
(64)
266.31
(64)
222.53
(64)
319.99
(64)
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Table 4.5
Zero-order entropy of motion compensated prediction error for a fixed 
number of motion vectors.
Mobcal Basketball
Scheme Without With Without With
Noise Noise Noise Noise
Fixed PC 4.972397(64)
5.985332
(64)
4.780004
(64)
5.949161
(64)
QTPC 4.868959 5.946487 4.683881 5.919119
Peak (64) (64) (64) (64)
QTPC 4.885338 5.926996 4.682557 5.919564
MSE (64) (64) (64) (64)
Table 4.6
Zero-order entropy of motion vectors for fixed MSE.
Scheme
Mobcal 
Without With 
Noise Noise
Basketball 
Without With 
Noise Noise
Fixed PC 1.6629e-2 1.9046e-2 1.523 le-2 1.81440-2
QTPC Peak 4.0366G-3 2.7018e-3 2.5416e-3 2.02520-3
QTPC MSE 1.6467e-3 1.3771e-3 3.21860-3 2.19980-3
In Table 4.5, we show averages (over all the processed frames) in bits/pixel o f the zero- 
order entropy o f the motion compensated prediction error for a fixed number o f motion 
vectors. The entropy is used here as an indicator o f the compression potential o f the 
resulting motion compensated prediction error field. This would be relevant for instance 
in a conventional two-component hybrid video coding architecture. In this context, the 
proposed schemes achieve more compressible motion residuals.
In Table 4.6, we show averages (over all the processed firames) in bits/pixel o f the zero- 
order two-dimensional entropy of the motion vector field. The entropy is used here as an 
indicator o f smoothness, coherence and ultimately compression potential o f the motion 
vector field. This would be also relevant in a conventional two-component hybrid video 
coding architecture. Our results show that the proposed schemes achieve more 
compressible motion descriptions for the same amount o f residual error.
Rate-distortion plots (MSE vs motion vector field entropy in bits/pixel) for ‘M obcal’ and 
‘Basketball’ are shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28 underlining the superior performance 
characteristics o f the quad-tree approach.
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Figure 4.27 Rate-distortion plots for 'Mobcal'.
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Figure 4.28 Rate-distortion plots for 'Basketball'.
Figure 4.29 Motion compensated prediction error for the 4th frame of'M obcal': (a) Fixed
block size (16x16).
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Figure 4.29 Motion compensated prediction error for the 4th frame of'M obcal': (b) 
Quad tree using the peak ratio criterion (c) Quad tree using the MSE criterion (d) The 
difference |(a)| -  |(b)|. (e) The difference |(a)| -  |(c)|.
Figure 4.30 Motion compensated prediction error for the 10th frame of'Basketball’: (a)
Fixed block size (16x16).
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Figure 4.30 Motion compensated prediction error for the 10th frame of 'Basketball’: (b) 
Quad tree using the peak ratio criterion (c) Quad tree using the MSE criterion (d) The 
difference |(a)| -|(b)|. (e) The difference |(a)| -  |(c)|.
Finally, Figures 4.29 and 4.30 provide a visual illustration o f the motion compensated 
prediction error for each o f the three schemes namely the fixed block size and the 
proposed quad tree schemes (in (a), (b) and (c) respectively). In (d) and (e), we provide 
an illustration o f the gain achieved by using the proposed schemes. In these figures, mid­
grey shades indicate regions o f no gain, black shades indicate regions, where the 
proposed schemes yield an improvement, and white shades indicate regions, where the 
proposed schemes result in loss o f performance relative to the fixed block size scheme. It 
can be seen that there is no noticeable performance loss, while significant gains can be 
observed in critical areas such as moving picture detail. Overall, our results confirm that 
quad tree estimators improve motion portrayal in all areas by better adaptation to motion 
content while no visible degradation can be observed in any other area.
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4.4.3. QTPC Results Using Improved Variants
In order to evaluate the efficiency o f the improved parent block selection enhancement, 
the best case o f the standard QTPC was selected and it was used for experiments. For the 
parent block selection feature, the two algorithms were tested, retaining either the mean 
square eiTor constant or the number o f the motion vectors. Observing the results in Table 
4.7, it can be infeiTed that the new parent block does not provide any significant 
improvement. These results can be explained by the fact that motion compensation is 
performed at the whole frame and the size o f the blocks is large enough to provide 
accurate motion estimates. Furthermore, the improvement o f this feature can be better 
observed for sequences containing rapid motions.
Table 4.7
All the results for standard QTPC and its improvements.
SAME CASE
Mobcal 
Without With 
Noise Noise
Basket 
Without With 
Noise Noise
MSE
Fixed
PC
176.598
(256)
289.122
(256)
222.843
(256)
331.724
(256)
QTPC 176.347(26)
288.978
(22)
222.533
(64)
330.936
(40)
Centre
QTPC
176.654 288.877
(22)
222,885
(66)
330.819
(43)
MVs
Fixed
PC
196.492
(64)
302.464
(64)
238.000
(64)
341.435
(64)
QTPC 154.928(64)
266.312
(64)
222.533
(64)
319.990
(64)
Centre
QTPC
154.194
(64)
267.779
(64)
223.738
(64)
322.954
(64)
To illustrate the efficiency o f the second improvement (Gradient Correlation), the same 
set o f experiments was performed but two extra sequences were added. In this case, we 
used 2:1 downsampled versions o f the well-known broadcast resolution (720x576 pixels, 
50 fields per second) test sequences ‘M obcal’, ‘Basketball’, ‘Garden’ and ‘Foreman’. 
We discarded even parity fields to avoid complications due to interlacing. The resolution 
was further restricted to the central 256x256 pixels to facilitate the computation o f the 
Fourier transform and for easier implementation o f the quad-tree partition, w ithout any 
loss o f generality, because gradient correlation can be applied either on square or on 
rectangular blocks.
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Figure 4.31 Motion vectors vs frame number for a constant level of motion-compensated 
prediction error for ‘Mobcal’ and ‘Basketball’ with and without noise.
The proposed algoritlmi is compared with fixed block size phase correlation that uses 
16x16 pixel blocks (and consequently 256 motion vectors per frame) as well as Quad- 
Tree Phase Conelation (QTPC), a scheme we proposed in section 4.2.1.
Figure 4.31 provides a perfoiinance comparison among fixed block-size Phase 
Correlation, QTPC and Quad-Tree Gradient Correlation (QTGC) schemes. For tliis 
comparison, we have allowed quad-tree partitioning (in both QTPC and QTGC) to 
progress to the point that the two quad-tiee schemes yield approximately the same 
motion-compensated prediction enor per frame as the fixed-block size scheme. We plot 
tire number o f motion vectors required for equal error levels as a flmction o f fiame 
niunber for test sequences ‘M obcal’ and ‘Basketball’ and observe that QTGC achieves a 
substantial economy o f description o f motion content requiring 20% or less vectors. In 
our experiments, we have also considered the addition o f noise to our source pictures in
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order to test how much motion estimation accuracy is compromised when image data are 
partially conupted. Figure 4.31 shows results obtained by artificially induced additive 
white Gaussian noise o f power amounting to 30 dB. Similar observations as before can 
be made underlining the fact that the proposed scheme is very efficient in terms o f 
motion portrayal.
For the next set o f experiments, we have adjusted the partition criterion so that all three 
competing schemes yield the same number o f motion vectors (on this occasion this was 
set to 64). Figure 4.32 shows Peak Signal-to-Noise (PSNR) plots as a function o f frame 
number for all test sequences. We can see that substantial savings (up to 2 dB) can be 
achieved using QTGC both for noise-free and noise-induced pictures.
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Figure 4.32 (a) PSNR vs frame number for the same number of motion vectors for ‘MobcaP 
and ‘Basketball’ (with and without noise).
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Figure 4.32 (b) PSNR vs frame number for the same number of motion vectors for ‘Garden’ 
and ‘Foreman’ (with and without noise).
A more comprehensive perfonnance assessment in terms of rate-distortion characteristics 
is shown in Figure 4.33. Here the motion-compensated prediction enor is plotted as a 
function o f varying smooüiness o f the vector field estimated by means o f the entropy of 
the median prediction enor. The median prediction scheme used was based on the H.264 
scheme, using the three neighbouring motion vectors residing on the top, left and top- 
left. All motion vectors apart from the ones on the topmost row and leftmost column 
were predicted as such and tlie enor was entropy coded. It is clear to see that QTGC 
offers superior rate-distortion characteristics over tlie entire experimental range in 
comparison to the other two schemes.
Figures 4.34, 4.35 and 4.36 provide a visual comparison of motion compensated 
prediction enor fields between a fixed block size PC scheme and QTGC for test 
sequences ‘M obcal’, ‘Garden’ and ‘Forem an’ respectively. It can be seen that prediction
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errors, especially in critical areas such as moving edges and strong textures are 
significantly reduced using QTGC.
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Figure 4.33 Rate-distortion plots for 'Mobcal', 'Basketball', 'Garden' and Foreman'
(with and without noise).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.34 Motion compensated prediction error of the fourth frame of Mobcal' using (a) 
fixed block-size (32x32) phase correlation and (b) Quad tree Gradient Correlation (QTGC).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.35 Motion compensated prediction error of the fourth frame of Garden' using (a) 
fixed block-size (32x32) phase correlation and (b) Quad tree Gradient Correlation (QTGC).
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Figure 4.36 Motion compensated prediction error of the tenth frame of Foreman' using (a) 
fixed block-size (32x32) phase correlation and (b) Quad tree Gradient Correlation (QTGC).
In Table 4.8, we are providing a summary o f MSE performance for all three competing 
schemes and for all test sequences by averaging MSE values obtained for single frames 
over time. Numerical values shown in the upper half are numbers o f motion vectors 
obtained for each method for a near-constant level o f MSE shown in brackets. Values 
shown in the lower half o f the table correspond to MSE o f residuals resulting from the 
use o f a constant number o f motion vectors shown in brackets. Best cases are shown 
underlined confirming the superiority o f our scheme.
Table 4.8
MSE performance comparison between fixed block size phase correlation Quad tree Phase 
Correlation (QTPC) and Quad tree Gradient Correlation (QTGC), with and without additive 
Gaussian noise (30dB). Upper half: Number of motion vectors for near-constant MSE residuals 
(in brackets). Lower half: MSE residuals for constant number of motion vectors (in brackets).
FIXED CASE
Mobcal 
W/Out With 
Noise Noise
Basket 
W/Out With 
Noise Noise
Garden 
W/Out With 
Noise Noise
Foreman 
W/Out With 
Noise Noise
MSE
Fixed
PC
(176.59)
256
(289.12)
256
(222.84)
256
(331.72)
256
(225.106)
256
(332.067)
256
(139.906)
256
(240.283)
256
QTPC (176.34)26
(288.97)
22
(222.53)
64
(330.93)
40
(225.398)
24
(332.577)
17
(139.554)
5
(241.631)
4
QTGC (176.95)24
(287.76)
19
(222.77)
26
(331.28)
19
(225.791)
16
(332.973)
12
(139.052)
4
(240.302)
2
MVs
Fixed
PC
196.49
(64)
302.46
(64)
238.00
(64)
341.43
(64)
208.243
(64)
309.891
(64)
135.402
(64)
246.573
(64)
QTPC 154.92i64i
266.31
(64)
222.53
(64)
319.99
(64)
193.096
164)
297.620
(64)
112.193
(64)
205.505
(64)
QTGC 140.19(64)
238.53
(64)
194.03
(64)
303.15
(64)
158.712
(64)
259.731m 66.3731(64) 158.566(64)
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111 Table 4.9, we are providing a measure o f compressibility o f the resulting motion- 
compensated prediction error obtained for the same number o f motion vectors for all 
three competing systems. This would be relevant in applications involving a 
conventional two-component hybrid video coding architecture. For this purpose, we have 
tabulated the zero-order entiopy o f the residual error averaged over time. From the 
results it can be seen tliat the proposed scheme achieve more compressible motion 
residuals.
Table 4.9
Zero-order entropy of motion compensated prediction MSE (64 MVs).
CASE
Mobcal 
W /Out With 
Noise Noise
Basket 
W /Out With 
Noise Noise
Garden 
W /Out With 
Noise Noise
Foreman 
W /Out With 
Noise Noise
Fixed PC 4.972 4.780 5.949 5.985 5.0741 5.9821 4.6103 5.8142
QTPC 4.885 4.682 5.919 5.927 5.1033 5.9932 4.4259 5.7309
QTGC 4.825 4.645 5.893 5.872 4.9981 5.9257 4.2364 5.6066
Table 4.10
Two-dimensional zero-order entropy of motion vectors for near-constant MSE.
Mobcal Basket Garden Foreman
CASE W/Out Witb W /Out With W/Out With W/Out With
Noise Noise Noise Noise Noise Noise Noise Noise
Fixed PC 3.752e-4 \ 4.583e-4 1.849e-4 1.382e-4 1.116e-4 7.079e-4 8.151e-5 9.354e-4
QTPC 2.658e-4 I 2.405e-4 1.582e-4 1.643e-4 5.117e-5 5.l28e-4 2.976e-5 3.737e^
QTGC 2.210e-4 1 1.898e-4 1.352e-4 1.179e-4 4.432e-5 4.425e-4 2.229e-5 3.433e-4
Table 4.11
PSNR performance comparison ivith quad-tree block matching for various motion vector
sub-pixel accuracies.
PSNR (dB) Mobcal Basketball
Resolution 1/1 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/1 1/2 1/4 1/8
QTGC 27.0740 27.0740 27.0740 27.0740 26.1353 26.1353 26.1353 26.1353
QTPC 26.4427 26.4427 26.4427 26.4427 25.3227 25.3227 25.3227 25.3227
QTBM 25.3034 26.4170 27.1416 27.2719 25.2141 26.1227 26.3922 26.4681
PSNR (dB) Garden Foreman
Resolution 1/1 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/1 1/2 1/4 1/8
QTGC 27.1380 27.1380 27.1380 27.1380 31.8899 31.8899 31.8899 31.8899
QTPC 26.3427 26.3427 26.3427 26.3427 28.8226 28.8226 28.8226 28.8226
QTBM 22.8157 26.4639 27.1803 27.3886 31.8600 33.1452 33.4675 33.5443
In Table 4.10, we are providing a measure o f compressibility o f motion vector fields 
tabulating the entropy o f the prediction en o r averaged over time and for the same 
amount o f residual enor for all three competing systems. As above, the entropy is used 
as an indicator o f smootlmess, coherence and ultimately compression potential o f the 
motion vector field, which would be also relevant in a conventional two-component
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hybrid video coding architecture. Our results confirm that the proposed scheme achieves 
more compressible motion descriptions for the same amount o f residual error. 
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the ‘Garden’ and the ‘Foreman’ sequences 
provide lower entropy, as it was expected, due to the fact that mainly only one motion 
type is present.
Table 4.12
Complexity and time comparison with quad tree block matching for a worst-case scenario
Complexity Sec
Fixed PC 4'M N  log [Mg Ng) , where [Mg,Ng) is the block size 2.5600
QTGC 3 /2 m '{ 4 lo g ! ( M N ] + 9 L ^ o g lM > l) - L ^ 9 L ^ - 7 } , 6.8370
QTPC M v(4log2(M V )+ 9 i„„ log2(A < W )-i 3.9910
QTBM
1/i _ .   ^ 1 max +1 ''
—  •A/ N  ■ 1 -  j  + (^max +1)A^M N 13.5190
In Table 4.11, oui" assessment regime additionally involves a spatial-domain method 
based on conventional block-matching. In particular, we have considered a Quad-Tree 
Block Matching (QTBM) scheme operating under the same quad-tree formation rules as 
the frequency-domain schemes. It is important to note that a PSNR-based performance 
comparison, with techniques based on exhaustive block-matching, is a priori biased in 
favour o f the latter, since that scheme by definition reaches the global minimum error in 
teims o f distortion metrics like the MSE, which provides the basis for the PSNR 
calculation. Our results were obtained for the same number o f motion vectors for each of 
the three competing schemes (256 vectors). Results for different sub-pixel accuracies 
were obtained for the block-matching scheme, while for QTPC and QTGC there is no 
such accuracy issue because the function fitting procedure described in 3.1.3 yields 
interpolation-free floating-point accuracy. From the table we can see that QTBM has a 
slight advantage for accuracies in the range 1/4 -  1/8, while for other accuracies QTGC 
is the better performing scheme.
Finally, Table 4.12 contains a computational complexity comparison for a worst-case 
scenario (i.e. fully-developed quad-trees) based on [37] in terms o f  the number o f real 
multiplications required by each scheme. For QTPC (Appendix A) and QTGC, MxN is 
the maximum block size i.e. frame size. For QTBM, MxiVis the search area size relative 
to a maximum block size o f M/ZxN/2. The relationship o f block size between 
QTPC/QTGC on one hand and QTBM on the other was determined on the basis o f 
establishing the same motion vector range for all three schemes. A takes values in
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{2,4,8} for 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 sub-pixel accuracy respectively and L,„ax is the maximum 
number o f levels. According to this table, for a worst-case complexity scenario, for 
parameter values M=N=256 and for any sub-pixel accmacy, QTGC is approximately 667 
times less complex tlian QTBM. The second column of Table 4.12 contains a 
comparison o f average execution times in seconds for all the test sequences over the first 
seven frames with experiments rim on a Windows platfonn using Matlab 6.5 and a 2.6 
MHz processor with 752MB RAM.
4.5. Conclusions
A quad-tiee motion estimation scheme operating in the frequency domain was presented. 
The scheme uses key features o f the phase correlation surface as well as the resulting 
motion compensated prediction error to control the partition o f a parent block to four 
children quadrants. The partition criteria are applied iteratively until a target number of 
motion vectors or a target level o f  motion compensated prediction enor is achieved or, 
ultimately, if  no more than a single motion component can be identified. The paitition 
criteria can also guarantee a monotonie decrease o f the motion compensated prediction 
en o r with an increasing number o f iterations making our scheme suitable foi- 
progressive/ embedded coding applications. Furthermore, a quad-tree motion estimation 
algorithm based on gradient conelation (QTGC) was presented, improving the 
performance o f the initial quad-tree phase conelation method. Oui' results have shown 
that our schemes outperfomi fixed block size phase conelation in tenns o f total motion 
compensated prediction enor for the same number o f motion vectors and also in terms of 
number o f motion vectors for the same level o f motion compensated prediction error. 
Om* schemes yield sparse motion vector fields, which provide a better level o f adaptation 
to scene contents and yield superior rate-distortion characteristics in comparison to fixed 
block size schemes. Compared to exhaustive block matching, we achieve substantial 
computational savings in return for a modest performance reduction at higher degrees of 
accuracy.
One inherent limitation o f our scheme is that the smallest block size allowable during 
quad-tree evolution is constiained to 16x16 pixels. This is due to the fact that smaller 
blocks do not provide sufficient support (in terms o f number o f pixels) for reliable 
correlation operations to be carried out in the fiequency domain. Related to that, one 
flirther contributing cause can be attiibuted to the cyclic nature of correlation, which 
often requires the use of windowing (prior to correlation) m order to avoid edge effects.
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However, it is important to appreciate that such limitations on the minimum block size 
are by no means a real disadvantage o f our scheme. I f  further block partitioning (i.e. 
beyond the above minimum size) is deemed necessary, this can always be achieved by 
spatial-domain approaches applied only during the latter stages o f quad-tree evolution 
thereby complementing frequency-domain approaches applied at initial and intermediate 
stages o f quad-tree evolution. In fact, such a hybrid approach makes a lot o f sense from a 
computational complexity viewpoint, as it would resort to frequency-domain operations 
at a stage when block sizes are relatively large and consequently spatial-domain 
techniques would requhe a prohibitive amount o f computational effort.
Chapter 5. Object Based Motion 
Estimation in the Frequency Domain
The most commonly used motion estimation scheme is the full search block-matching 
algoritlmi, which searches for the best candidate block among all blocks in a search area 
o f larger size, in tenns of either the mean-square error or the mean o f the absolute frame 
difference. Such block-based approaches offer well-documented implementation 
advantages such as low implementation complexity and low overheads mainly due to 
tlieir regularity. On the other hand, they have a number of significant limitations. A 
block may contain more moving objects than just one, in which case a single motion 
vector derived from the most dominant object will cause large motion compensation 
errors in areas occupied by the remaining objects. Conversely, a moving object may be 
contained in more blocks than one. Any errors in estimating motion vectors for those 
blocks are likely to cause blocking artefacts. For tliose reasons, various attempts to 
depart from established block-based approaches have been made recently, m ost notably 
in the latest generation o f video coding systems like MPEG-4. W hile motion estimation 
is not a normative element, m ost compliant architectures implement arbitrary shape 
motion estimation in the pixel domain using suitable modifications to the well-known 
block-matching algoriüims, such as extrapolation o f the arbitrary shaped area until the 
limits o f a bounding rectangle are reached. Such pixel-domain modifications inherit 
some o f the disadvantages o f baseline block matching such as complexity, assuming an
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exhaustive search strategy for the identification o f the minimum error location. In the 
wider literatuie object-based motion estimation is well represented [31, 91, 70], albeit 
most approaches operate in the pixel domain.
In this chapter, we propose an arbitrary-shape motion estimation algorithm based on PC. 
While in [49] a solution using conventional extrapolation was proposed i.e. by padding 
with the average (mean) intensity o f  the arbitrary-shaped object, in this work we present 
an extrapolation-free algorithm using the Shape Adaptive Discrete Fourier Transform 
(SA-DFT) methodology [109].
5.1. Related Work
Despite the ease o f the human visual system to recognise motion and boundaries o f 
moving objects, computer-assisted motion estimation is still an open problem. This is 
partially due to the fact that motion estimation is an inverse problem, [83]. Under some 
ideal conditions, one can assume constant intensity along motion trajectories. However, 
due to the aperture problem, this assumption is generally still insufficient to determine 
motion fields uniquely [36]. Hence, additional assumptions concerning the image 
sequence and the motion field, as well as theh  relationship, become necessary.
Several motion models are reported in the literature, which may roughly be classified 
mto two main categories. In the first, referred to as parametric motion model, the state 
space o f motion fields is restricted by fitting the motion o f  a considered region o f  the 
image into a parametric model. The simplest example for parametric motion models is 
the model o f a 2-D rigid object moving parallel to the image plane. This leads to a 
constant 2-D motion field, which can be represented by two parameters describing 
horizontal and vertical motion, respectively. More sophisticated models assume rigid 3- 
D motion o f planar objects, leading to the affine six-parameter model under parallel 
projection and the eight-parameter model in [118] under perspective projection. Those 
models have been extended to quadratic surfaces resulting in a model w ith 12 parameters 
[33]. Parametric models are extensively employed for applications in pattern recognition 
and image sequence coding. M ost video codecs, including current standards H.261, 
H.263, MPEG-1 and MPEG-2, involve blockwise estimation and transmission o f  small 
sets o f motion parameters.
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With the emergence o f  multimedia applications, functions such as access, searching, 
indexing and manipulation o f visual information at the semantic object level [80], are 
becoming very important issues in research and standardisation efforts, such as MPEG-4. 
In MPEG-4, each object is represented by tliree sets o f parameters, shape, texture and 
motion, so that the object can be encoded, accessed and manipulated in arbitrary shape. 
In order to support these fimctions, object-based representation, compression and motion 
estimation o f video signals are required.
Object segmentation and motion estimation are critical components o f  image sequence 
processing, and particularly for video coding. In applications related to pattern 
recognition, the estimation o f motion fields and tlieir segmentations are often primary 
tasks, e.g. object tracking. In other applications, the knowledge o f motion is not the 
ultimate goal, but only a tool to improve efficiency o f some subsequent operation.
Although the MPEG-4 standard addresses the above issues [108], its framework does not 
depart too far from a block-based hybrid coding structure proposed in M PEG -1/2. To 
address tlie region-based access, alpha planes that identify the spatial location o f regions 
have been introduced in MPEG-4. The introduction o f such planes pemiits a division o f 
each block into arbitrarily shaped parts for the purpose of independent texture coding and 
motion estimation and compensation. Clearly, object boundaries can be handled more 
efficiently in this approach, than in standard block-based coding. However, any region is 
still divided into blocks, and therefore an independent estimation o f the motion and 
coding o f tliese blocks is likely to result in a distortion or in inaccurate motion vectors 
inside the region. It is believed that a jo in t processing o f all pixels in a region would be 
more beneficial both fiom  the motion estimation and compression point o f view than the 
current block-based proposal o f MPEG-4. For instance, to perfomi an object query by 
example, only a few transform coefficients could be used to reconstruct a coarse content 
of the region against which a coarse representation o f the query example could be 
compared; eliminating rapidly unlikely matches.
Region-based motion estimation and coding have the advantages o f allowing 
manipulation o f image objects and often improving tlie quality o f the motion vectors and 
the coding perfonnance, [12]. In a region- or object-based scheme, a segmentation of the 
image into regions (alpha planes in MPEG-4) is known before encoding and is 
transmitted along witli the object texture. Based on Üiis information o f the objects shape 
in a video sequence, motion computation could be more accurate especially at tlie object 
boundaries and in case o f occlusions, providing simultaneously a smoother and more 
detailed vector field.
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Motion estimation based on shape information provided by a segmentation map could be 
applied either in a block-based manner describing each object by blocks similarly to the 
alpha planes in MPEG-4 or all the pixels o f each region could be used in order to 
estimate the motion o f the whole object. The application o f an object oriented motion 
estimation algorithm has two basic pre-requh ements : the segmentation o f successive 
frames so that 2-D objects are generated and the establishment o f a correspondence 
between the objects o f successive frames allowing a predictive scheme to be applied. 
Additionally, in order to ensure the efficiency o f the predictive scheme, the boundaries o f 
the corresponding objects should be matched. The independent application o f a 
segmentation algorithm on two successive frames satisfies partially the second basic 
requirement and usually results in pairs o f objects that differ significantly [15]. The 
causes for that kind o f mismatch can be classified in two categories: actual and virtual. 
Object distortion caused by the relative movement and the non-rigidity o f the object as 
well as the appearance o f new or the disappearance o f existing ones are all actual causes. 
On the contrary, noise present in the original images and slight changes in the 
illumination forcing regions to appear with different shapes in successive frames are 
virtual causes. The effects o f the first categoiy factors have to be preserved in order to 
maintain the accuracy o f the representation. However, the effects o f  the second category 
factors decrease the efficiency o f the predictive scheme without improving the quality o f 
the reconstruction, therefore these effects should be eliminated.
5.1.1. MPEG-4
In the past, the Motion Picture Experts Group has focused on limited application fields. 
MPEG-1 for example was targeted towards consumer-oriented applications like CD-I 
etc. MPEG-2 today forms the core o f digital TV and digital broadcasting. Recently, 
MPEG-2 was extended to professional studio applications like post-production, video 
editing etc. MPEG launched the MPEG-4 programme that aims to establish a new 
integrated framework for multimedia communication. MPEG-4 not only supports 
broadcast and studio applications, but also makes the move to interactivity and object- 
based coding. One very remarkable feature is the ability to integrate natural and synthetic 
data into a hybrid-coding scheme. The objective is a flexible coding scheme that allows 
synchronised transmission o f video streams, related 3-D models or other synthetic 
infoiTnation, [87].
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Central to the design o f MPEG-4 is the concept o f video object planes. The Video Object 
Planes (VOP) correspond to entities in the bit stream that the user can access and 
manipulate (cut, paste...). The encoder sends together with the VOP, composition 
information to indicate where and when each VOP is to be displayed. At the decoder 
side, the user may be allowed to change the composition o f the scene displayed by 
interacting on the composition information.
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F igure 5.1 Q u ad -tree  s tru c tu re  fo r grey scale shape coding, |87 |.
The encoder is mainly composed o f two parts: the shape coder and the traditional motion 
and texture coder applied to the same VOP. A grey-scale alpha plane is encoded by 
quad trees. An alpha plane is partitioned into 16x16 alpha blocks and the encoding 
process is done per alpha block. Figure 5.1 shows the quad tree structure for grey-scale 
shape coding.
VOP
transparent pixels 
macroblock
ixels for polygon 
matching
F igure 5.2 Polygon m atch ing  fo r an  a rb i tra ry  shape V O P, |87 |.
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In order to perform motion prediction on a per VOP basis, the motion estimation o f the 
blocks on the VOP borders has to be modified from block-matching to polygon 
matching. Figure 5.2. In addition to the default motion estimation and compensation 
mode, two additional modes are supported, namely, the unrestricted and the advanced 
mode. The default mode differs from the unrestricted motion mainly by restricting the 
motion vectors inside the bounding box o f the VOP. The advanced mode allows multiple 
motion vectors in one macroblock and overlapped motion compensation.
The intra VOPs and the residual data after motion compensation are coded using the 
same 8x8 block DOT scheme. DOT is done separately for each o f the luminance and 
chrominance planes. There are two types o f macroblocks that belong to an arbitrarily 
shaped VOP: 1) those that lie completely inside the VOP shape and 2) those that lie on 
the boundary o f the shape. The macroblocks that lie completely inside the VOP are 
coded using a technique identical to the technique used in H.263. The blocks that belong 
to the macroblocks lying on the border o f the VOP shape are coded using the shape- 
adaptive DOT algorithm. In the area o f  texture coding, the shape-adaptive DOT (SA- 
DCT) improves the coding efficiency o f  arbitrarily shaped objects. The SA-DCT 
algorithm is based on predefined oithonormal sets o f one-dimensional DOT basis 
functions. Subjective evaluation tests within M PEG have shown that the combination o f 
these techniques can result in a bitstream saving o f up to 50% compared to version 1, 
depending on content type and data rate.
5.1.2. Shape Adaptive Coding Algorithms
For many video coding algorithms and standards (MPEG-4), the separation o f the video 
content mto segments or objects has become an emerging key technique to improve 
video quality for very low bit rate applications. Sikora and Makai in [106] present a low 
complexity shape-adaptive DCT algorithm suitable for coding pixels in arbitrarily 
shaped image segments. In contrast to other techniques, this algorithm is based on 
predefined orthogonal sets o f DCT basis functions and does not require more 
computations than a normal block DCT.
Based on this method, an image is separated into non-overlap blocks and they are being 
encoding using a standard Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) only in case they fall 
entirely within a segment region. Otherwise, the suggested shape-adaptive DCT (SA- 
DCT) in [106] is used to encode blocks containing more than one moving objects (e.g.
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tlie boimdaiy o f segmented regions). Furthermore, the SA-DCT coefficients can be 
quantised and run-length coded with a standard hybrid-coding scheme. Contour 
parameters are transmitted to the receiver prior to sending the DCT coefficients.
In Figure 5.3, the methodology o f the work in [106] is outlined through an example of 
coding an arbitrarily shape image segment contained within an 8x8 reference block. 
Figure 5.3 (a) shows an image block segmented into two regions, foreground (black) and 
background (white). Initially, the length (vector size N) o f each column o f the foreground 
is calculated, and the columns are shifted and aligned to the upper border o f  tlie 8x8 
reference block Figuie 5.3 (b). Subsequently, a DCT transfomi (DCT^y) related to the 
vector size N  o f each particular coliuiin o f the object, containing a set o f N DCT^y basis 
vectors is applied.
N -J
D C T ^ ( k )  -  C ( k ) ' ^ x ( n )  ‘ C O S  
11=0
n (  2n +1 )k
2 N 0 < k < N - l  (5.1)
Where,
f or  k  = 0 or N
— , f or  1 < k < N - l  N
(5.2)
After the vertical part o f  the SA-DCT, tlie lowest DCT coefficients (DC values) for the 
object colimins are located along the upper border of the reference block. Figure 5.3 (c). 
The next step is similar and the horizontal DCT transfomiation is performed, Figuie 5.3 
(e). Again, the length o f each row o f the new shaped object is calculated, and the rows 
are shifted to the left border o f the reference block. A horizontal DCT adapted to the size 
o f each row is then calculated using (5.1) and (5.2). It should be noted that horizontal 
SA-DCT transformation is performed along vertical SA-DCT coefficients with the same 
index (i.e. all vertical DC coefficients are grouped together and are SA-DCT transformed 
in horizontal dimension). Figure 5.3 (f) shows the final location of the resulting DCT 
coefficients within the image block.
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Figure 5.3 Successive steps involved to perform a SA-DCT forward transformation on an 
arbitrarily shaped image foreground segment.
In this algorithm, the final number o f DCT coefficients is identical to the number o f 
pixels contained in the image segment. The coefficients are located in equivalent 
positions as in a standard block-based cosine transform. The DC coefficient is found in 
the upper left comer o f the reference block, and the remaining coefficients are 
concentrated around the DC value depending on the actual shape o f the object region. 
Since the contour o f the segment is transmitted to the receiver, the decoder can perform 
the shape-adapted inverse DCT as the reverse operation
N -1
l D C T ^ ( n ) = Y , C ( k ) X ( k ) c o s
k=0
7t(2n + l  )k
2N 0 < n < N - l  (5.3)
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in both the horizontal and the vertical direction. The SA-DCT algorithm has low 
complexity and has been proved to be efficient over a wide range of bit rates suitable for 
generic coding o f segmented video.
Based on the tlie SA-DCT algorithm above, Belloulata, Stasinski and Nonrad m [12] 
proposed a tm ly region-based method for image coding. In contiadiction to the previous 
compression approach, partitioning the image into adjacent blocks is not required and an 
image is compressed region-by-region, based on a prior segmentation, and individual 
regions can be decoded without flill image decoding. Comparing region based coding 
and standard block-based, it can be argued that the first allows manipulation o f image 
objects without complete decoding o f tlie bit stream and it often improves the quality o f 
coded images. In both cases, the segmentation map is known a priori and is transmitted 
along with the object texture.
Katana, Ito, Aono and Kusao in [69] proposed an arbitrarily shaped image region 
transform coding approach, called object-based wavelet transform (OWT). The 
suggested algorithm is regarded as a smooth extension o f regular wavelet transform and 
is characterised by sufficient implementation simplicity. Object-based wavelet transform 
is a two-step algorithm. Initially, an extrapolation phase for regular wavelet transform is 
accomplished followed by a handling coefficients phase for eliminating redundancy 
caused by the extrapolation.
In [80], Lu and Pearlman suggested the object-based set partitioned embedded block 
coder algoritlmi (OB-SPECK) for wavelet coding o f arbitrary shaped video objects. The 
proposed coding framework operates as a motion prediction coding system. Block-based 
motion estimation in the pixel domain is initially utilised to measure the object motion, 
then the video object and the motion residual are coded based on an object-based wavelet 
transform, which applies a proper sampling methodology in order to retain the number o f 
wavelet coefficients o f the original object and the spatial correlation within tlie object is 
preserved.
Based on the object-based wavelet tiansfom i different down-sampling methods are used 
for the segment lines which start at an even-numbered row (or colunm) position and 
different for the ones starting at an odd-numbered row (or column) position. When the 
segment line starts at an even-numbered row (or column) position, the even-numbered 
samples are retained. In contrast, when the segment line starts at an odd-numbered row 
(or column) position, the odd-niuiibered object samples are reserved. The above cases 
are subdivided based on the length o f the segment line. According to the algorithm, when 
the length is odd, one more pixel is added to extend the length o f the segment line to
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even either at the right or the left-hand side depending on the position o f the starting 
segment line.
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Figure 5.4 In the parent-child relation in the OB-SPECK algorithm, the branches , which 
correspond to the nodes outside the object (represented by the dash arrows), are pruned 
before the coding process begins, |80].
The coding algorithm in [80] proposed by Lu and Pearlman belongs to a class o f tree 
structured mapping schemes [105, 98, 57], based on a hierarchical decomposition, e.g. 
wavelet transform. Therefore, a quad tree formation is developed by successively 
splitting o f a sub-band block into four quadrants in order to represent the hierarchical 
structure, Figure 5.4. A straightforward extension to coding o f video objects o f arbitrary 
shape is that o f setting all the coefficients outside the object in each sub-band to zero, but 
a more efficient was introduced instead o f that technique. According to that method, the 
shape information is decomposed in the same quad-tree manner and transmitted to the 
decoder providing in this way, the regions which belong to the object.
The algorithm prunes nudes and branches, which are outside the video object before the 
coding process and therefore, no information about these nodes and branches is 
transmitted. When the encoder and decoder scan these nodes and branches, they are 
informed by the shape mask and skip over them. Furthermore, arithmetic coding is 
suggested to improve the coding efficiency o f this method especially at very low bit-
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rates. The algorithm can also encode and decode the video objects independently, so that 
each object can be accessed and manipulated in the compressed domain.
5.1.3. Shape Adaptive Phase Correlation using Padding 
Techniques
In [49], a shape adaptive phase correlation algorithm was presented using padding 
techniques. Hill and Vlachos suggested the use o f conventional extrapolation i.e. by 
padding either with zeros (zero-padding) or the average (mean) intensity o f the arbitrary- 
shaped object. The use o f the mean instead o f zeros for padding reduces the artificial 
edges caused by the segmentation and padding, resulting in better and more accurate 
estimates. For two successive frames f l  and ^2 o f a video sequence, the steps o f the 
motion estimation algorithm proposed by Hill are listed below and an example is 
illustrated in Figure 5.5.
• Shape segmentation and extraction
• Zero- or Mean-padding
• Phase Correlation
Step 1 & 2
Phase Correlation
Figure 5.5 Steps of shape adaptive phase correlation algorithm using padding techniques.
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This method provides accurate results especially when more than one moving objects are 
present in the scene. On the other hand, one o f the main drawbacks is the fact that even 
the use o f the mean value for padding cannot eliminate the artificial edges created by 
extrapolation. Additionally, the possibility to have a good match at the padded area 
(background) is not negligible, resulting in wrong and inaccurate estimates.
5.1.4. Shape Adaptive Phase Correlation Based on SA-DCT
In our first attempt to design and implement a shape adaptive motion estimation 
technique operating in the frequency domain, the idea and the principles o f shape 
adaptive discrete cosine transform SA-DCT were used. Based on this coding scheme, as 
seen in Figure 5.6, instead o f  applying DCT on each column and row of the object, an 
FFT tiansfoim was selected. The steps o f  the SA-FFT transform are listed below:
• Vertical shift
•  FFT at each column
•  Each pixel is a complex number
• Horizontal shift
•  FFT at each row
• The DC value is in pixel position (0,0)
Let f l  and f2  be two successive frames in a video sequence and sfl and sf2 the segmented 
objects, Figure 5.7. The steps o f the proposed method based on SA-FFT are:
Apply object segmentation on f l
The same object shape is selected both for f l  and f2  in order to avoid the 
correspondence problem
SA-FFT is applied both on sfl and sf2
The coiresponding frequency components are multiplied together and 
normalised, then an inverse Fourier transform is applied on the result using (2.5).
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Figure 5.6 The steps of the SA-FFT transform that was utilised.
Figure 5.7 Two successive frames in a video sequence and the segmented objects.
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Figure 5.8 Flow chart of SAPC using SA-FFT.
In Figure 5.8, we can see the flow chart o f SAPC algorithm based on SA-FFT. The 
major problem o f this algorithm is that due to the large number o f shifts, both 
horizontally and vertically, the motion information enclosed in the phase o f the Fourier 
transform is not accurate anymore. As a result o f the phase information corruption, the 
peak o f the correlation surface is often located at the upper-left comer making the 
method unstable.
5.2. Arbitrary Shape Phase Correlation
5.2.1. Methodology
In this section, an Arbitrary-Shape Phase Correlation (ASPC) algorithm is analysed 
providing solution to the problem discussed above. The proposed scheme assumes that 
an object mask is available (i.e. obtained using segmentation) for an object o f interest in 
the target (i.e. next) frame. The motion o f  this object needs to be estimated relative to the 
reference (i.e. cmrent) frame. The ASPC algorithm consists o f two main steps. First, 
Shape-Adaptive Discrete Fourier Transform (SA-DFT) is applied to pixel values inside 
the object mask both in the target and reference frames. Then, phase correlation is 
perfoimed using (2.5), (3.12) and (3.4) in order to obtain motion estimates o f sub-pixel 
accuracy.
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Shape A daptive D iscrete F o u rie r T ran sfo rm
SA-DFT is based on the notion that tlie DFT o f a vector can be interpreted as the 
transform o f a periodic signal, one period o f which is processed. The signal does not 
need to be shifted, it suffices to be periodically extended and to compute the DFT 
starting fiom the beginning o f a row/column.
For a one-dimensional vector x(n) o f size TV, in which Ns samples belong to the object 
mask, with the remaining samples being considered to belong to the background, tlie 
application of SA-DFT consists o f the following steps:
Extend periodically the object mask samples, i.e. if x(ii) is such a sample, then 
&Q\.x(n+kNs)=x(n), k=..,,-1,0,1,..., 0<=ii+Ws<N.
Compute the Ns-point DFT (or FFT).
Scale the results. In this case, the scaling factor is 1 / .yfNg , which makes tlie 2-D 
transform orthogonal [109,108].
The above can be extended to two dimensions in a variable-separable fashion (i.e. 
application of the above steps first horizontally then vertically). This allows the 
computation o f SA-DFT for any arbitiaiy-shaped region.
Given an arbitraiy-shaped region mask in frame t+1 (i.e. the next fiame), motion is 
estimated between the image data f,i] inside this mask and image data ft inside a co-sited 
mask in fiame t (i.e. die current frame). I f  F , and F(+j denote respectively the SA-DFT of 
ft and /+ / , the final step is to apply the phase correlation method using (2.5), (3.12) and 
(3.4).
5.2.2. Expansions and restrictions of ASPC
Intuitively, it can be inferred from the above that ASPC provides different results in tlie 
case we apply the procedure first horizontally and then vertically, than in the case the 
vertical transform is followed by the horizontal. Fuitheimore, it is observed that for 
vertically oblong objects Figure 5.9 (c), (d), the first case (horizontally —> vertically) 
provides better results, while the second case is suggested for horizontally oblong 
shapes. In order to improve the accuracy of the proposed algoritlim, both cases were used
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providing two estimates for each object. Then, the best o f them in terms o f motion 
compensated prediction error was selected for motion estimation and compensation.
Figure 5.9 Examples of Horizontal and Vertical Extended Objects (a) Zero-Padding of the 
object (b) Mean-Padding of the object (c) Extend Horizontally (d) Extend Vertically.
The main restriction o f the proposed algorithm is that the number o f pixels in each row 
and column o f the objects should be even. This restriction is introduced due to the fact 
that the zero motion vector (0,0) is located in different position at the correlation surface 
if the number o f pixels is odd or even. Furthermore, the algorithm performs better for 
convex objects but breaks down for very small segments. However, the last restriction 
applies to all shape adaptive motion estimation techniques that operate in the frequency 
domain based on the phase correlation and the shift property o f the Fourier transform.
5.3. Results
5.3.1. initial Experiments
In our initial experiments, we used the well-known broadcast resolution (720 x 576 
pixels, 50 fields per second) MPEG test sequences ‘Mobcal’ and ‘Basketball’. Only the 
luminance component was considered and, to avoid complications due to interlacing, 
only even-parity field data were retained.
We highlight the principles underlying our scheme using an artificial example. We 
manually segment the ‘ball’ object from a single frame o f ‘M obcal’, we overlay it on the 
‘calendar’ object from the same sequence and we create an artificial sequence by 
displacing the two objects relative to each other by known sub-pixel amounts which we 
then use as ground truth. We consider two cases (shown in Figure 5.10) corresponding 
respectively to accurate and inaccurate segmentation o f the ‘ball’ object to reflect the real
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possibility o f a segmentation algorithm providing variable quality results. In Figures 5.11 
and 5.12, we show a magnified portion o f the correlation surface for the conventional 
phase correlation and the proposed ASPC scheme. While for conventional phase 
correlation two peaks would have emerged (each corresponding to the motion o f each of 
the two objects ‘ball’ and ‘calendar’), for ASPC only a single peak emerges 
corresponding to the motion o f the ‘calendar’ object. This becomes a critical 
consideration when the motion parameters o f two (or more) objects are similar (but not 
identical) and hence the proximity o f the corresponding peaks on the correlation surface 
may prevent the accurate extraction o f the dominant motion parameters.
it B n n “ «BO* z a ' a a  *a ma a a a#1 «»?i27a •
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.10 Artificial example: (a) original current frame, (b) accurate segmentation mask 
and (c) inaccurate segmentation mask relative to the new object location in the next frame.
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Figure 5.11 Correlation surface using conventional PC
We compare the proposed scheme with conventional PC and the Shape Adaptive Phase 
Correlation (SAPC) algorithm presented in [49], which is based on extrapolation using 
the average intensity of the mask contents. In Table 5.1, we show the average MSE 
relative to the ground truth sub-pixel displacement parameters (computed over the total 
number o f frames) obtained for both accurate and inaccurate segmentation scenarios of 
object ‘calendar’. Overall, these results demonstrate (best cases underlined) that the 
proposed scheme achieves consistently higher accuracy compared to both alternative 
schemes.
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Figure 5.12 Correlation surface using ASPC (inaccurate mask).
Table 5.1
Average ground truth MSE performance comparison for artificial motion.
‘calendar’
Artificial Motion Accurate Inaccurate
mask mask
PC 0.1363671 0.1363671
SAPC 0.1316538 0.1302917
ASPC (proposed) 0.1277144 0.1268891
5.3.2. Real motion -  Artificial segmentation
Next, we turn our attention to the estimation o f real motion. We apply arbitrary-shaped 
masks to objects o f interest such as the ‘train’ object in ‘M obcal’ and the ‘player’ object 
in ‘Basketball’. The masks are determined manually and are shown in Figure 5.13. We 
have deliberately allowed the masks to be inaccurate i.e. not following closely the outline 
o f the object under consideration or even omitting part(s) o f it. This is a reflection o f the 
fact that object mask definition will always be inaccurate in a practical situation whether 
this is obtained by manually-assisted or automatic segmentation.
Performance is compared to conventional PC using a rectangular block (of the same size 
in pixels as the arbitrary-shaped mask), which includes a large section o f the object. For 
example, if  the object contains 4096 pixels a block o f size 64x64 is placed at the centre 
o f the rectangular enclosing the shape. Performance is assessed either using the motion- 
compensated prediction MSE (average values computed over the total number o f frames 
are shown in Table 5.2) or the Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) as a function o f frame 
number (shown in Figure 5.14) for the two sequences under consideration. The 
abbreviations SAPC-M and SAPC-Z stand for the method proposed by Hill in [49] using
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mean and zero padding respectively. Our results confirm the superiority o f the proposed 
scheme i.e. by as much as 2 dBs compared to conventional phase correlation.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.13 Object masks for ‘train’ (a) and ‘player’ (b).
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Figure 5.14 PSNR vs frame number for conventional phase correlation and ASPC for 
objects player’ (Basketball) and train’ (Mobcal).
m
(a) (b)
Figure 5.15 Objects masks obtained by JSEG (a) ‘Basketbal’, (b) ‘Mobcal’.
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m
(C) (d)
Figure 5.15 Objects masks obtained by JSEG (c) ‘Yes’ and (d) ‘Foreman’.
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Figure 5.16 PSNR vs frame number for SAPC with mean and zero padding and ASPC for
fully segmented frames.
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Figure 5.17 PSNR vs frame number for SAPC with mean and zero padding and ASPC for
fully segmented frames.
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Figure 5.18 PSN R vs fram e n u m b er fo r SA PC  w ith m ean and  zero padd ing  an d  A SPC  for
fully segm ented  fram es.
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Figure 5.19 PSN R vs fram e n u m b er fo r SA PC  w ith m ean and  zero padd ing  and  A SPC  for
fully segm ented fram es.
5.3.3. Real motion and segmentation
Finally, we show results obtained from the application o f our algorithm to all segments 
o f a given frame (Figure 5.15), which has been previously fully segmented using the 
JSEG algorithm [32]. Results for four well-known test sequences are shown in Figures 
5.16-5.19, while time-averaged results are summarised in Table 5.3. In these figures the 
motion compensated prediction error in dB is plotted versus the frame number for 
‘M obcal’, ‘Basketball’, ‘Foreman’ and ‘Y os’ respectively. A colour coded representation 
o f the optical flow and the resulting motion compensated prediction error for all test 
sequences are shown in Figures 5.20-5.23. These figures are obtained using the same 
method presented in section 3.2.1 and both the magnitude and the angle can be observed 
simultaneously. The colour indicates the angle and the intensity the magnitude at each
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pixel position. The motion compensated prediction error for each o f  the tested sequences 
and the object based motion estimation algorithms are shown below the dense vector 
fields, where the grey coloured areas correspond to low error, while dark and bright 
pixels indicate high positive and negative error respectively. For the ‘Y os’ sequence, for 
which ground truth is available, w e also show in Figures 5.24 and 5.25 motion vector 
angular errors either as a function o f  frame number or a grey-scale representation. In 
Figure 5.25 dark areas correspond to high angular error in contrast to the mid-grey 
locations indicating better motion vector estimates compared with the ground truth. In all 
cases, the superiority o f  our scheme is confirmed.
Table 5.2
Average motion-compensated prediction MSE performance comparison for real motion.
Real Motion train’ ‘player’
PC 312.856572 266.257170
SAPC 181.317667 202.621286
ASPC (proposed) 153.140966 201.528410
Table 5 3
Average motion-compensated prediction error and the angular error for real segments.
Real
Sequence Mobcal Basket Foreman Yos
Yos
Angle
SAPC-M 175.39 208.32 486.94 204.26 13.95°
SAPC-Z 237.27 282.61 1358.9 472.29 24.31°
ASPC 167.99 193.64 265.38 125.27 i,2-2r
Figure 5.20 A colour coded representation of the optical flow and the resulting MCPE for 
the ‘Mobcal’ sequence (left) SAPC-M, (middle) SAPC-Z, (right) ASPC.
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Figure 5.21 A colour coded representation of the optical flow and the resulting MCPE for 
the ‘Basketball’ sequence (left) SAPC-M, (middle) SAPC-Z, (right) ASPC.
Figure 5.22 A colour coded representation of the optical flow and the resulting MCPE for 
the Foreman’ sequence (left) SAPC-M, (middle) SAPC-Z, (right) ASPC.
Figure 5.23 A colour coded representation of the optical flow and the resulting MCPE for 
the ‘Yos’ sequence (left) SAPC-M, (middle) SAPC-Z, (right) ASPC.
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Figure 5.24 Angular error vs frame number for SAPC-M, SAPC -Z and ASPC for real
segmentation.
Figure 5.25 A grey-scale representation of the angular error for the ‘Yos’ sequence, with 
dark areas indicating high error,(left) SAPC-M, (middle) SAPC-Z, (right) ASPC.
5.4. Conclusions
In this chapter, an arbitrary-shape motion estimation algorithm based on phase 
correlation was presented. Our approach enjoys a high degree o f computational 
efficiency, avoids extrapolation and uses information only from moving objects o f 
interest, thereby yielding higher accuracy motion estimates. The arbitrary shape phase 
correlation method does not require extrapolation either using mean or zero padding and 
therefore avoids the introduction o f artificial edges resulting more accurate estimates. 
Compared with the block based phase correlation a significant improvement is obtained 
due to the fact that the influence o f secondary motions present in the background is 
diminished both in case o f accurate and inaccurate segmentation. Our results have shown 
that the proposed method outperforms conventional phase correlation as well as shape 
adaptive phase correlation using extrapolation, both for artificially-induced motion using 
manually extracted object masks as well as actual interframe motion. In order to improve 
further the performance o f the object based methods gradient correlation (section 3.2) 
could be used instead o f phase correlation. In this case, zero-padding does not influence 
the accuracy since the mean o f the image gradient is zero, resulting similar performance 
with the proposed method.
Chapter 6. Fast Dense Motion 
Estimation in the Frequeney Domain
Two-dimensional image motion is the projection o f the three-dimensional motion of 
moving objects onto an image plane, relative to an acquisition system. Image sequences 
allow the measurement o f projected two-dimensional motion either as instantaneous 
image velocities or discrete image displacements. The terms optical flow field or the 
image velocity field are mainly used to describe them. An accurate optical flow field, 
providing a reliable approximation o f two-dimensional image motion, may be used to 
recover the three-dimensional motion and structiue of the scene. As optical flow can 
arise fiom  relative motion o f objects and tlie viewer, it can give important information 
about the spatial arrangement o f the objects viewed and the rate o f change o f this 
arrangement. Optical flow discontinuities offer useful information in order to segment 
images into regions that conespond to different moving objects. A dense image velocity 
field may also be useful in motion detection, object tracking and motion compensated 
encoding.
Recently, optical flow computation has been significantly improved, but its estimation 
accuracy remains difficult due to various tlieoretical and practical reasons. Theoretically, 
optical flow is believed to be an approximation o f image motion, mainly determining the 
lower boundary o f accuracy. In addition, most models o f image motion cannot 
effectively deal with events such as reflectance, transparency and occlusions.
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The optical flow term is often used to describe a dense motion field with vectors at each 
pixel, as opposed to block-based motion estimation or compensation, which uses vectors 
for blocks o f pixels, as in MPEG video standards. Many methods for computing optical 
flow have been proposed -  others continue to appear. Most o f the well-known 
approaches are mostly being comprised o f three processing stages: pre-filtering in order 
to extract signal structures o f interest and to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, 
measurement extraction o f the basic image structures, such as spatio-temporal 
derivatives or local correlation surfaces and measurement integration either by 
correlation or a least-squares computation.
In this chapter, the fundamental problems o f optical flow estimation and a short review 
of the best-known dense motion estimation techniques are presented. Furthermore, this 
chapter describes two methods o f dense motion estimation in the frequency domain 
based either on texture object segmentation or on multiple overlapped block-based 
motion estimation using phase correlation and an advanced normalised convolution 
technique.
6.1. Related Work
A primary problem in video analysis is the measurement o f optical flow or image 
velocity. As mentioned above, the objective is the estimation o f a 2-D motion field (the 
projection o f 3-D velocities) from image intensity. The problem with optical flow 
estimation originates from the fact that many assumptions o f the world are violated in 
practice. Two main constrains are usually used: data conservation and spatial 
consistency. The former expresses the fact that the intensity structure of most regions is 
preserved in time. This assumption is obviously violated on motion boundaries and when 
shadows or specular reflections are present. Additionally, it does not stand for 
occlusions, transparency effects, noise and other distortions. Spatial coherence assumes 
that neighbouring pixels are likely to belong to the same object and therefore should 
result in similar displacements. The presence o f multiple simultaneously moving objects 
and the complexity of the scene motion that cannot be described by the model being used 
(e.g. rotation is modelled as translation) tend to violate the spatial coherence assumption. 
The consequence o f these violations is significant errors in the optical flow estimation, 
[14, 122].
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In this section, a brief review and description o f well-known dense motion estimation 
algorithms is presented, including instances o f differential methods, robust region-based 
matching and phase-based techniques.
6.1,1. Differential techniques
Differential techniques compute velocity from spatio-temporal derivatives o f image 
intensity or filtered versions o f the image using low pass filters. The first methods used 
first order derivatives and were based on image translation i.e.
I(x , t)  = l ( x -  vt,0 )  (6.1)
where v =  (ul, it2 f  and ill, u2 are the motion vector parameters at the horizontal and 
vertical direction. Generally, from an assumption of conservation o f intensity in (6.1), 
dl(x,t)/dt=0 the gradient equation is easily derived
(V l(x , t ) f  v + If (x. t)  = 0 (6.2)
where V l(x ,t )  = ( Iy .(x ,i) ,I ,^ (x j)y  . In (6.2) the two components o f v are 
constrained by only one linear equation therefore, further constraints are required.
Differential techniques assume that l ( x , t )  is differentiable. This suggests that temporal 
aliasing should be avoided and that numerical differentiation must be done cautiously. 
The often stated restrictions required in gradient-based techniques, image velocities less 
than one pixel per frame and linear intensity, result fiom the use o f two fiames, poor 
numerical differentiation or input signals corrupted by temporal aliasing. Numerical 
difference of two frames is accurate only when the input is highly over-sampled or 
intensity stiucture is nearly linear. Assuming that aliasing cannot be avoided in image 
acquisition, coarse-fine techniques are applied to circumvent the problem.
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H orn  and Schunck [53] combined the gradient constraint (6.2) with a global 
smoothness term to constrain the velocity field, minimising
defined over a domain of interest D, where X reflects the influence o f the smoothness 
term.
In more detail, Hora-Schunck method introduces a global constraint (6.3) o f smoothness 
to solve the aperture problem. The above global energy function is required to be 
minimised, and this function can be re-written as
/  =  \((V I -V + 1, /  +  Af|V r j f + \ V V y f  ))dxdy (6.4)
where VI = [ I  y are the derivatives o f the image intensity values along the x  and
y  dimensions, V is the optical flow vector with the components F» The parameter X 
is a régularisation constant. Larger values o f X lead to a smoother flow. From (6.4) it can 
be derived
àv,-x-‘ijiy,+iy^+i,)=o
AVy - X - ’l / i y ,  +lyVy + I ,)  = 0 (6.5)
where A denotes the laplace operator so that AV^ = —------—, AV^ = —------—.
Solving these equations for the flow components F» Vy based upon the Jacobi method 
gives an iterative scheme
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where V/" refers to the average o f Vj  ^ in the neighbourhood of the current pixel 
position.
Advantages o f the Hom-Schimck algorithm include yielding a high density o f flow 
vectors, i.e. die flow information missing in inner parts o f homogeneous objects is filled 
in from tlie motion boundaries. In contrast, it is more sensitive to noise and cannot 
provide acciu'ate estimates for large displacements.
Lucas and  K anade in [81] suggest an optical flow method that tries to calculate the 
motion between two image frames which are taken at times t and / + <5/ at eveiy pixel 
position. Let a pixel at location (x, y, t) with intensity I(x, y, t) be moved by &c, ôy and ôt 
between tlie two frames, the following image constraint equation can be derived
I(x, y. t) = I(x +  &Û, y  y  ôy,t->r ôt) (6.7)
Assuming the movement to be small enough, the image constraint at I(x,y,t) can be 
developed with Taylor series resulting in
I(x 4- ôx, y  +  ôy, t +  ôt) — I(x,yyt)  ôx H ôy  H ôt (6.8)dx dy dt
The equations below are derived
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Ë L sx .^ S y .Ê L st = 0 =>dx dy dt dx St dy St dt (6.9)
where Vx, Vy, are the x  and y  components o f the velocity or optical flow o f I(x, y, t) and 
d l / dx, d l / dy are the derivatives o f the image at (x, y, t) in the corresponding 
directions. The derivatives can be written as A, ly and //. Thus
(6.10)
This is an equation in two unknowns and cannot be solved as such. To find the optical 
flow we need another set o f equations, which is given by some additional constraint. The 
solution as given by Lucas and Kanade is a non-iterative method, which assumes a 
locally constant flow.
Assuming that the flow (Vx, Vy) is constant in a small window o f  size mxm with m > 1, 
centred at pixel x, y  and numbering the pixels as L..«, a set o f equations is obtained
^x2^x +^y2^y -~ h 2
J V + T V =-7  ^xn' x '   ^yn' y  ^ In (6.11)
More than two equations for the two unknowns are available, thus the over-determined 
system below is obtained
' I x l 4 / - h i
1x2 42 - 1 ( 2
1 xn 1 yn
. 4 .
r h t .
AÜ = -b (6.12)
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To solve the over-determined system o f equations tlie least squares method is used
Â^AÎi = Â ^ (-b )  => ü = (A^A)~'Â^(-b) (6.13)
or
Ê 4i=l i=l
-1
“ S 4 4
_ w - /= /
(6.14)
This means that tlie optical flow can be found by calculating the derivatives o f the image 
in all three dimensions. A weighting function W(i, j), with i,j  e  [1,...,7«] could be added 
to give more prominence to the centre pixel o f the window. Gaussian functions are 
prefeiTed for this pmpose, but other fiuictions or weighting schemes aie also possible. 
Besides, for computing local translations, the flow model can be extended to affine 
image deformations.
One o f the characteristics o f the Lucas-Kanade algorithm is that it does not yield a veiy 
high density o f flow vectors, i.e. die flow information fades out quickly across motion 
boundaries and the inner parts o f  large homogenous areas show little motion. Its 
advantage is die comparative robustness in presence o f noise along with low complexity.
6.1.2. Robust Motion estimation techniques
W ithin a finite image region, only one single motion is assumed to be present in most 
approaches for estimating optical flow. This assumption is violated in conniion situations 
involving independently moving objects, shadows and reflections. To robustly estimate 
optical flow, the single motion assumption must be relaxed.
B lack and  A nandan  [16, 17, 18] propose a framework based on robust estimation that 
addresses violations o f the brightness constancy and spatial smoothness assiunptioiis 
caused by multiple motions. Most current techniques for recovering optical flow exploit
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two constrains on image motion: data conservation and spatial coherence. The data 
conservation constraint is derived from the observation that surfaces generally persist in 
time and, hence the intensity structure o f a small region in one image remains constant 
over time, although its position may change. The spatial coherence constrain embodies 
the assumption that surfaces have spatial extent and hence neighbouring pixels in an 
image are likely to belong to the same object. Therefore, a smoothness constrain on the 
motion o f neighbouring points in the image plane can be imposed.
Black and Anandan as mentioned above, describe how the single motion assumption, as 
well as the constant brightness constrain are not always valid. They discuss how these 
assumptions can be relaxed in order to develop a more robust estimation framework. 
Robustness is achieved by detecting and rejecting outliers reformulating the 
minimisation problem to account for outliers by using robust functions.
A coarse-to-fine strategy is employed in order to cope with motions larger than a single 
pixel. A pyramid o f spatial filtered and sub-sampled images is constructed and beginning 
at the lowest spatial resolution, with the optical flow being zero, the changes in the flow 
estimate are computed. The new flow field is then projected to the next level and the first 
image at that level is compensated toward the later image using the flow information. 
The motion compensated image is then used to compute the flow estimate at this level. 
The process is repeated until the flow has been computed at the full resolution.
6.1.3. Phase-based methods
Phase-based methods utilised the shift property o f the Fourier transform and phase 
coiTelation is the best-known motion estimation technique operating in the frequency 
domain.
Thom as in [115] suggests a vector measurement method that has the accuracy o f the 
Fourier technique described in section 2.2.1.2, combined with the ability to measure 
multiple objects’ motion in a scene. The method is also able to assign vectors to 
individual pixels if  required.
In the first stage, the input frames are divided into fairly large blocks (64x64 pixels or 
even bigger) and a phase coiTelation is performed between corresponding blocks in 
successive frames, resulting in a number o f correlation surfaces describing the movement 
present in different areas o f the frame. Each correlation surface is searched to locate
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several dominant peaks resulting from the motion o f the objects within each block. As a 
result, several motion vectors could be measured by each correlation process, providing a 
list o f motion vectors likely to be present in the scene.
The second stage o f the process involves the assignment o f the possible vectors 
measured in the first stage to appropriate areas of the frame. This can be achieved by 
applying motion compensation and calculating the motion compensated prediction error 
for each estimated motion vector. This process produces error siu'faces, equal in number 
to vectors obtained at the first stage, indicating how well the motion vector fits each area 
o f the frame. The vector resulting in tire lowest error is assigned to each area. Areas 
where sufficiently low error cannot be produced by motion vectors correspond to enatic 
motion or uncovered background. Therefore, a different motion estimation algoritlnn 
should be used for such areas or additional motion vectors from neighbouring areas 
could be attempted.
The conceptual basis o f the method is the trial o f a limited number o f motion vectors 
obtained in the phase correlation stage. It eliminates the necessity to assign vectors on a 
block-by-block basis and minimises the area of the frame used to deteiinine if  a vector 
fits or not, since the number o f  tiial vectors is limited and distinguished.
6.2. Segmentation Based Dense Motion Estimation
In this section, an object-matching-based motion estimation teclniique providing dense 
vector fields is presented. The principal aim o f this work is to provide an accurate optical 
flow operating in the frequency domain with precise moving object border identification 
and segmentation and with low computational costs.
The suggested segmentation-based dense motion estimation method consists o f six main 
steps. Initially, the frames are segmented based on textiue information and then object- 
based motion estimation is carried out providing multiple motion vectors per segment. 
Neighbouring objects with similar motion are merged and objects witli high non-uniform 
motion compensated prediction error are further segmented. The best motion estimates 
o f  each object are tested in pixel level and finally a vector filter is applied to eliminate 
noisy estimates.
In more details, at the first step object segmentation is performed without using motion 
infonnation and the JSEG algorithm [32] was utilised. According to this method, the 
intensity in the image is initially quantised to several representing classes, used to
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differentiate regions in the image, without considering the spatial distributions. 
Afterwards, a class-map o f the image is formed trying to identify possible boundaries 
and interiors o f texture regions. A region growing method is then used to segment the 
scene based on the multi-scale images. Examples o f the JSEG algorithm on real videos, 
with different input parameters, resulting in various numbers o f video objects are shown 
in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Examples of the JSEG algorithm on real videos, with different region merge 
threshold resulting in average column (a) 30, (b) 60 and (c) 90 objects per frame.
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In the second step, shape adaptive motion estimation is applied for each object and 
several motion vectors are obtained using different techniques providing a list o f motion 
vectors likely to present in the object. All the methods used operate in the frequency 
domain and are listed below:
• Phase / Gradient Correlation
• SAPC / SAGC using Zero-Padding
• SAPC / SAGC using Mean-Padding
• ASPC / ASGC Horizontally/Vertically
The standard block-based phase and gradient correlation techniques are applied to each 
object’s circumscribed block. Furthermore, the shape adaptive algorithms presented in 
chapter 5 are applied to obtain the motion parameters o f each segment, based both on 
phase and gradient correlation. It should be mentioned that the same segmentation 
surface is used for each pair o f successive frames in order to avoid the correspondence 
problem.
*W Ê
Figure 6.2 An example of the merging stage for an object in the second frame of the 
‘Mobcal’ sequence. The current object with the green arrow will be replaced by the best red
candidate motion vector.
The third and the fourth stages involve merging and splitting operations. Neighbouring 
objects with similar motion are merged to create a new object, reforming the 
segmentation surface. This step is applied only to objects with high motion compensated
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prediction error, and the neighbouring vector with the higher resulting error reduction is 
selected for the current segment. Figure 6.2 shows a merging stage example for an object 
in the second frame o f the ‘M obcal’ sequence. The same approach is used at the fourth 
step and, if the motion compensated prediction error remains high and the error surface is 
non-uniform, the object is further segmented using JSEG. The segmentation algorithm at 
this stage is forced to split the object, retaining the initial circumscribed shape, Figure 
6.3. In both the third and the fourth step, predefined thresholds are used to determine if  a 
merging or splitting procedure will be performed.
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Figure 6.3 An example of an object the is further segmented using JSEG. (a) The yellow- 
green object is an example of incorrect segmentation and the red line corresponds to the 
ideal boundaries, (b) The resulting non-uniform motion compensated prediction error 
surface, (c) The incorrect motion vector field.
The fifth stage o f the process involves taking the list o f possible vectors measured in the 
second stage and assigning them to appropriate areas o f the frame. The list contains the 
motion vectors o f the current and all the neighbouring objects. Similar vectors are 
discarded and only the most significant, in terms o f resulting compensated error, are 
retained and tested. Additionally, the motion vectors are weighted based on the size o f 
the object, giving an advantage to the current segment, if it occupies an area larger than a 
predefined threshold. Commonly, we view opaque objects o f finite size undergoing rigid 
motion, in which case neighbouring points on the objects have similar velocities and the 
optical flow varies smoothly. Based on the above smoothness constrain assumption, the 
weighted list o f possible vectors is assigned to appropriate small areas (5x5 pixels 
overlapped window) o f the frame. This process would produce an error surface for each 
trial, indicating how well the vector fits the selected area. The motion vector resulting in 
the smallest weighted match error is assigned to the corresponding area.
At the final step, a vector median filter (Appendix B) is applied on the resulting optical 
flow to reduce the noisy vectors. Summarising, in the proposed method objects are
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selected instead o f blocks and a list o f trial displacements is obtained in the measurement 
stage o f the algorithm. This allows the nimiber o f trial vectors to be kept to a minimum, 
while still enabling large object displacements to be measured accurately. In addition, tire 
area o f the frame used to determine i f  a motion vector fits or not could be reduced, due to 
the limited number of accurate candidate vectors.
6.3. Normalised Convolution based on gradient 
information
In this section, in order to provide solutions and improve the performance o f the fast 
dense motion estimation algorithm suggested below hr section 6.4, a review o f the best- 
knowrr irregularly sampled image recorrstnrction techniques along with a novel one are 
presented. The proposed dense rrrotiorr estimation method based on spatial and terrrporal 
rrrotiorr gradient defirres specific pixel locations where tire vectors would be estimated. 
The resultirrg locatiorrs are hr gerreral rarrdorrr depending orr the scene corrtents. The 
rernahring motion vectors are calculated using the iriegulariy sampled image 
reconstruction tecluriques presented irr tlris section both for tire horizorrtal arrd vertical 
corrrporrerrts resulting the derrse vector field.
The problerrr o f signal estimatiorr for sparsely arrd inegularly sampled sigrrals is dealt 
with using either non-iterative rrrethods or methods that deal with irregular sarrrples and 
their urrcertairrty, through Normalised Convolution. This is a general rrretlrod for filtering 
incorrrplete or uncertain data, based on the separation o f both data arrd operator into a 
sigrral part arrd a certainty part. It has beerr proved that rrorrrralised corrvolution produces 
a description of tire neighbourhood, which is optirrral botir in an algebraic arrd a least 
square sense. Irr this sectiorr, based orr Normalised Convolution, a rrovel reconstruction 
rrretlrod o f irregularly sampled signals, utilising arr asyrnrrretric, rotated applicability filter 
is presented. The experirrrental results have verified the errharrced performairce o f the 
proposed algorithrrr irr a least square sense, retaining the edges especially in rare sampled 
two-dirrrerrsional signals.
6.3.1. State-of-the-art image reconstruction techniques
The reconstmctrorr o f images, which have beerr sparsely arrd irregularly sarrrpled, is a 
non-trivial task. Non-uniform sanrpling arises in marry scientific fields, such as
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astronomy, oceanography, medical imaging, motion compensated prediction with sub­
pixel accuracy and speech processing. Possible causes for unavailability o f signal values 
are defective sensor elements, detected transmission enors, and lack o f confidence in 
results obtained from earlier processing. Furthermore, one o f  the m ost important, and 
rather ubiquitous case o f uncertainty, is missing data outside the border of the signal, so 
called border effect.
W hile reconstruction in the case o f uniform sampling is well understood, less attention 
has been given to the problem o f irregular sampling. M ost o f the work so far focused on 
the reduction o f the irregularly sampled signal into a regular lattice so that common 
methods o f analysis developed for uniform sampling become applicable. This process is 
known as giidding [96] and in this class belong well-known recursive anisotropic 
filtering methods [3, 40]. Furthermore, there is a large family o f non-iterative methods 
that are dealing with the problem o f non-uniform sampling based on the use o f the 
Fourier transform [101, 34]. In contrast to these approaches. Normalised Convolution 
(NC) [72] addresses the problem within a framework o f signal uncertainty and has 
shown good potential in image analysis applications.
Primarily developed by Knutsson and W estin [72, 73, 124, 4], the conceptual basis o f 
NC is that it deals separately with signal values on the one hand and the certainty o f  the 
measurements on the other. In case o f very low sampling densities, NC is known to over­
smooth salient image features such as edges resulting in significant loss o f detail.
In this work, in an effort to overcome such limitations, we propose a gradient-based 
normalised convolution scheme. This utilises an asymmetric, rotatable applicability 
filter, which is steered by the gradient angle in each location o f a two-dhnensional image 
data field. Oui method includes two stages. First estimation o f the gradient o f the 
inegularly sampled image and second normalised convolution using the asymmetric, 
rotatable applicability filter.
Non-uniform Discrete Fourier Transform (NDFT)
One o f the best-known non-iterative methods for analysis o f irregularly sampled data is 
based on the use o f  the Fourier transform. This method formulated in [101, 34, 100] is 
applicable to data with arbitrary sampling and it allows one to explicitly compute the 
Fourier coefficients By computing the Fourier coefficients at all required discrete 
frequencies followed by the inverse Fourier transform an approximate signal 
reconstruction can be obtained.
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Cornparirrg the Discrete Fourier Transform o f a non-uniform and a regular sampled 
signal, in case o f latter, we have a finite number N  o f samples o f a continues signal p(x) 
taken at regular intervals o f duration T^ . Consequently, not only the signal is known at 
discrete points, but also its Fourier transform is defined only at certain regularly spaced 
fiequencies . Therefore, the samples ) are regularly spaced, so that all
samples are multiples o f a dominant frequency 1/T, that is = m (27u/T), for 
m = where T = NTs.
In the general case, the definition o f the Non-uniform Discrete Former Transform 
(NDFT) is the same as uniform one, but in contradiction we are taking into consideration 
that the samples can be taken at irregular intervals botli in time (space) (x„) and/or in 
fi equency ( ). In practice, tlie case where the samples are irregularly taken in the time
(space) domain % but regularly taken in the fiequency domain at multiples o f a fixed 
quantity zf/c, is taken in consideration. The definition o f the non-uniform discrete Fourier 
transform is as follows:
P(m) =  ^ p(n)e  (6.15)
J i = 0
and zl/c can be substituted by 2jv/T  where T is the range o f extension o f samples x„. In this 
case the formulation o f the NDFT is very similar to the one o f the DFT except for the 
presence o f tlie spatial coordinates x„ instead o f nidex n. The NDFT is defined as
. 27T^-1 ~ j — niXfjP{m) = ^ p ( } i ) e  ^  (6.16)
Let us now consider the case we want to reconstmct a signal p(t) fi'om a collection of 
irregularly placed samples using the mverse NDFT. The points o f the sampling pattern /, 
which coirespond to the irregular sampling coordinates, have to be used in the 
computation of NDFT, Now it is possible to calculate the regular inverse DFT o f 
Pi(f), which provides a reconstruction pi,(t) o f tlie original signal p(t). This retains to a 
certain degree features o f the original signal but stiictly speaking is not an interpolation 
o f it, as the original values are not always recovered.
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N orm alised C onvolution (NC)
In contrast to Fourier-based approaches, NC [72] involves the separate processing o f the 
signal and certainty components. M issing data in irregularly sampled series are handled 
by setting the certainty o f the data equal to zero.
Let us consider an image f(x,y), which is sampled at random positions (x^ , for 
s=l,..„S, o f a regular two-dimensional grid, and a smoothing filter g(x,y). A certainty 
map c(x,y), which is a binary matrix having the same dimensions as f(x,y), can be 
associated with the image and is defined as
i f  y )  = ’ ys ) -yoTMe f  E [1, S']
, . f l  i f{x,y)=-{x,,y^)forsomes^[\ ,S]
0 otherwise
In order to reconstruct the image from the available samples, NC involves initially the 
convolution o f the in  egularly sampled image, f(x,y), weighted by the certainty map c(x,y), 
with the filter g(x,y), is calculated
y)  s  ( / ( x ,  y)  • c(x , _y) ) * g (x , y)  (6.18)
where * denotes convolution. At the next step the certainty map c(x,y) is convolved with
filter g(x.y)
NC(x, y) = c(x, y )  * g (x , y)  (6.19)
and the reconstructed image is given by the following point by point division
The reconstruction filter is given by a family o f filters refened to as the applicability 
function and for x , y e  [—N,...,0,...N] is expressed as
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Tirr ^  c o s^  (—^ — ) i f  r < i\
0 otherwise
where r = -\jx^ + y'^ , and a and are some positive integers. One of these filters is 
shown in Figure 6.4 (a).
6.3.2. Gradient Normalised Convolution (GNC)
In this section, we inti'oduce a method that enhances the performance o f NC and provides 
better quality reconshuctions by avoiding over-smoothing and retaining to a greater 
extent salient miage features such as the edges. This algoritlmi is composed o f two main 
stages.
Firstly, the gradient o f a randomly sampled image is estimated. This can be achieved by 
calculating either the derivative o f NC [68] or using the Nonnalised Differential 
Convolution (NDC) [125]. The process o f the estimation o f the derivative o f Normalised 
Convolution is defined as the application o f a differential operator D (e.g. forward 
difference) to the normalised convolution, given by equation (6.20), as
D " C ^ D { C ) x N C ~ D { N C ) x C (6.22)
In the same maimer, if  D is the differential operator along the x-axis, we have
A . C C^xWC-7/C^xCN C ) NC^ (6.23)
where C^ = (x g ) * o f  and ^  (x g ) * a , while if  D is the differential operator along 
the y-axis, we have
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r  C "i C ^ x N C - N C ^ x C
' W c j ' (6.24)
where Cy=  (yg) * c f  and NCy = (yg) * c
The other method suggested in order to obtain the gradient o f an irregular sampled image 
is Nonnalised Differential Convolution (NDC) and it is defined as
(6.25)
where  ^ is the inverse o f the 2x2 matrix which is defined as follows,
^Nyx Nyy ^ (6.26)
where =  NC  x ((x ^ g ) * c) -  /V C j, N^y Ny^ =  N C x {{xyg) * c) -  NC^ x NCy, 
and Nyy = N C x(fy^  g)* c ) -N C ^ .  Also, the vector is defined as
Df^{x,y) = {D^,Dy]^ the elements o f which are calculated as 
Dx =  N C xC x-N C ^  XC and Dy =  N C x C y -N C y  x C .
Subsequently the gradient angle at each significant point can be calculated. A  point is 
regarded as significant if  and only if  its gradient is higher than a predefined threshold. In 
this case, filter g  ' is defined based on equation (6.21) as follows
s '(^e> ye) =
r ^ co s^(  i f  r<r„2r.
otherwise
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where ( x ^ . y ^ )  = (x ,y ) cos( 0 ) sin( 9 )-  sin( 9 ) cos( 9 ) (6.27)
At the second part o f the proposed algorithm, Normalised Convolution is applied only at 
the significant pixels using a new applicability function g  ' defined by equation (6.27) but 
in this case x^ and y^  e  [ - M ]  , where M<N. An example
o f the proposed applicability function is shown in Figure 6.4 (b). Furthermore, at each 
significant point, the new applicability function g  ’ is rotated according to that’s position 
gradient angle 9, Figure 6.4 (c).
m
(a) (b)
F igure  6.4 (a) T he defau lt sym m etric  app licab ility  function (b) T he proposed  asym m etric
app licab ility  function.
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Figure 6.4 (c) In p u t im age, non-un ifo rm  sam pled and  reconstruc ted  from  left to rig h t (d) T he 
new applicab ility  function  ro ta ted  accord ing  to g rad ien t angle.
The characteristics o f the new applicability function and its ability to adapt to the 
properties o f the image providing more accurate estimates o f the original signal, avoiding 
over-smoothing and reducing the border effect. In addition, the proposed method 
provides more accurate reconstruction especially at very low sampling densities, using 
only the significant information retaining edges and comers. The complexity o f the 
proposed method is slightly higher than NC depending mainly on the percentage o f the 
significant points.
T ab le  6.1
T he resu lts ob tained  fo r the test im ages and  fo r all the  selected sam pling  ra tes  by calcu lating  
the  P eak to S ignal to Noise R atio  (PSN R)
baboon b a rb a ra
C onv N U FT NC G N C C onv N U FT NC G N C
10% 6.43 10.82 19.29 19.29 6.74 10.95 20.39 20.42
5% 5.99 10.12 18.48 18.49 6.29 10.17 19.33 19J4
2.5% 5.79 9.16 17.20 17.23 6.08 9.27 17.63 17.70
1% 5.67 7.29 12.52 12.82 5.97 7.45 12.58 12.87
0.75% 5.65 6.70 10.77 11.03 5.94 6.91 10.75 10.97
0.5% 5.63 6.25 9.21 9.46 5.92 6.59 9.46 9x68
boat cam eram an
C onv N U FT NC G N C C onv N U FT NC G N C
10% 6.21 10.68 21.55 21.55 6.44 10.74 21.42 21.42
5% 5.75 9.88 20.30 20.31 5.99 9.98 19.97 19.97
2.5% 5.55 8.99 18.50 18.55 5.79 9.17 18.26 18.36
1% 5.42 6.98 12.33 12.64 5.66 7.14 12.26 12.57
0.75% 5.40 6.40 10.53 10.85 5.63 6.61 10.37 10.67
0.5% 5.38 6.11 9.04 9.26 5.62 6.31 9.05 9.30
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Table 6.2
The results obtained for the test images and for all the selected sampling rates by calculating 
the Peak to Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
lena peppers
Conv NUFT NC GNC Conv NUFT NC GNC
10% 6.36 10.89 24.72 24.73 8.02 12.25 24.01 24.01
5% 5.91 10.12 22.81 22.82 7.57 11.57 22.19 22.21
2.5% 5.70 9.16 19.49 19.77 7.37 10.67 19.83 19.97
1% 5.58 7.13 12.91 13.30 7.24 8.75 13.76 14.00
0.75% 5.56 6.48 10.66 10.98 7.22 8.31 12.46 12.75
0.5% 5.54 6.23 9.17 9.43 7.20 7.82 10.67 10.89
6.3.3. Results
In our experiments, we used the well-known (256x256 pixels) test images ‘baboon’, 
‘barbara’, ‘boat’, ‘cameraman’, ‘lena’ and ‘peppers’. The images have been degraded so 
that only 10%, 5%, 2.5%, 1%, 0.75% and 0.5% o f the pixels remain while the 
unavailable pixels were selected randomly from a uniform distribution spanning the 
original greyscale.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.5 Reconstructed image o f ‘cameraman’ using (a) Convolution,
(b) NUFFT, (c) NC and (d) GNC.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.6 The reconstruction gain (Figure 6.5 (d)-(c)) using GNC over NC for the test 
image (a) cameraman’ and (b) lena’.
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lena
X- Conv
NUFFT
-  GNC
1,10
0.5% 0.75% 1% 2.5%
Degradation
10%
Figure 6.7 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio for the test image ‘lena’ versus the sampling rate.
Conventional convolution with a smoothing filter, shown in Figure 6.4 (a), leads to a 
veiy poor approximation shown in Figure 6.5 (a), due to the lack o f  adaptation to the 
variation in local sampling density. The results obtained using the reconstruction 
algorithm based on non-uniform Fourier transform are shown in Figure 6.5 (b). Results 
obtained using NC and the proposed Gradient based Normalised Convolution are shown 
in Figures 6.5 (c) and (d), respectively. Figure 6.6 shows the gain o f the reconstructed 
image using GNC over NC for Tena’ and ‘cameraman’, where the mid-grey intensity 
coiTesponds to low or no gain, while dark pixels indicate areas where the proposed 
method outperforms. Tables 6.1-6.2 summarise the results obtained for the six test 
images and for all the selected sampling densities by expressing the approximation error 
in terms o f the Peak to Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). More precisely, Figure 6.7 shows 
a direct comparison among the tested reconstruction algorithms illustrating the 
superiority o f  the proposed gradient-based Normalised Convolution especially at very 
low sampling densities. It can be seen that with increasing sampling densities the 
performance o f the proposed scheme becomes similar to NC.
6.3.4. Conclusions
In this section, a novel reconstruction method o f irregularly sampled signals, utilising an 
asymmetric and rotated applicability filter, was presented. The proposed Gradient 
Normalised Convolution takes into account the gradient angle at the image edges and 
accordingly adapts the applicability filter, avoiding the selection o f inaccurate input data 
during the reconstruction. Our results have shown that the proposed method outperforms
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standard convolution, the techniques based on non-uniform Fourier transform and the 
Normalised Convolution providing more accurate reconstruction, particularly at the low 
sampling rates preserving, the edges and reducing the over-smoothing artefacts.
6.4. Dense Multi Overlapped Correlation
6.4.1. Fast Multi Overlapped Correlation
A novel Multi Overlap Correlation technique providing a dense vector field based on 
overlapped shifted blocks with low complexity is presented in this section. The basic 
concept o f this algorithm is that the motion vector o f a single pixel is estimated by 
applying weighted averaging to neighbouring motion vectors. Figure 6.8. The proposed 
method consists o f four main steps:
• A grid is created to indicate where Phase or Gradient Correlation should be 
performed.
•  PC/GC is applied on the selected pixels.
• The grid is refined and new locations for motion estimation are created.
• A dense vector filed is obtained using either distance based weighted averages or 
Normalised Convolution.
Figure 6.8 The motion vector of a single pixel is estimated by applying weighted averaging
to neighbouring motion vectors.
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3:;e;:E:::39
Figure 6.9 The grid that indicating the pixels locations where the motion estimation would
be performed.
Figure 6.10 The blue square corresponds to the motion estimation block for the blue pixel, 
and the same for the yellow, pink and green blocks.
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In the first stage, a grid is created on the selected frames using a step size o f 8 or 16 
pixels both horizontally and vertically, indicating the pixel locations where the motion 
estimation would be performed. The correlation block size is defined and each frame is 
extended using zero-padding. An example is shown in Figure 6.9, where the green 
square indicates the original frame size and the red or blue coloured pixels correspond to 
the initial motion estimation locations.
In the second stage, the motion estimation part takes place and the gradient correlation 
technique was selected to measure the motion parameters. An example is shown in 
Figure 6.10 where the blue square corresponds to the motion estimation block o f the blue 
pixel, with the yellow, pink and green blocks following accordingly. The selected block 
size o f this stage was 32x32 pixels.
Figure 6.11 The refinement process for the ‘MobcaP sequence (top). Enlarged area of the
‘Mobcal’ sequence (bottom).
In the refinement step, the density of the grid is increased. The gradient o f the motion 
vectors is selected to determine if  a location is close to moving object’s borders, in which 
case refinement is required. The gradient o f the motion vectors is defined as the forward 
or backwards difference separately in the x- and y-axis. If  the value o f the gradient either 
in the vertical or horizontal direction o f a specific pixel location is higher than a 
predefined threshold, refinement is applied with a half step size. Motion estimation is 
carried on for the new locations and if motion discontinuities are still present, the third 
stage is repeated using a quarter o f the initial step size. The selected motion estimation
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block size is also reduced (16x16 pixels) in order to localise the motion information and 
avoid as much as possible the presence o f multiple moving objects. An example o f the 
refinement process is shown in Figure 6.11 for the ‘M obcal’ sequence. In the top row, 
the resulting grid for the first frame o f the ‘M obcal’ sequence and its refinements are 
presented illustrating the grid adaptation to the scene motion. This is more pronounced at 
the bottom images, showing the centre part o f grid is enlarged where it can be observed 
that the grid becomes denser at the borders o f the moving objects (train, calendar, 
background).
e:iBSiKjggs»gsg::o
Figure 6.12 An example of the weighted average of the neighbouring estimates in a pre­
selected window.
At the final stage, a dense vector field is obtained from the refined grid using either a 
linear combination o f weighted motion vectors in the neighbourhood o f a 32x32 pixels 
window, Figure 6.12, or Normalised Convolution. In the first case, the weighted average 
is given by
MV(k.l )  = b  j ) ^ (  j )  i f  i ^ k o r j ^ l  ^  ; (6.28)I J
M V ( i . j ) i f  i = k and j  = I
d { i j )  =
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where W is the nonnalisation term, d(i, j)  is the grid mask indicating if  a motion vector 
has been estimated in (i, j)  location and is defined as
ifm ask{U j) = 0 
i f  m ask(i,j)  =  1
The inverse o f die Euclidean distance was selected as the weighted fimction / (i, j). A  
second term was also added to improve the inteipolation procedure and the height o f the 
peak o f the resulting conelation siu'face was selected indicating the level o f confidence 
o f the estimate in that location.
d is tk j{ iJ )
or (6.30)
^ k j(h  J) = peakiU J) • ^
The above procedure is applied separately for the horizontal and the vertical components 
o f  the motion vector in order to obtain both the amplitude and the orientation o f the 
estimated tianslation at each pixel position.
In the second case, N onnalised Convolution is used to interpolate the irregularly 
sampled motion vector grid. This is a general method o f filtering incomplete or uncertain 
data and is based on the separation o f both data and operator into a signal part and a 
certainty part. It has been proved that normalised convolution produces a description o f 
die neighbourhood, which is optimal both in an algebraic and a least square sense. The 
principles o f Nonnalised Convolution and an improvement o f the baseline algorithm that 
better reserves the edge infonnation were discussed in section 6.3.
6.4.2. Advanced Multi Overlapped Correlation
In this section, an improvement of the base line dense motion estimation technique, 
based on overlapped correlation proposed above, is introduced. The conceptual basis is 
to apply multiple motion estimation algoritiims at each location on the grid. Therefore, 
two extra steps are inserted and the suggested advanced multi overlapped method 
consists o f the following six steps:
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•  A grid is created to indicate where Phase or Gradient Correlation should be 
performed.
• GC is applied on the selected pixels (32x32 pixels block size).
•  The grid is refined and new locations for motion estimation are created based on 
the motion vectors gradient.
• Seven motion estimation methods are applied on the refined grid where that is 
necessaiy (PC 64x64, PC 32x32, PC 16x16, GC 64x64, GC 16x16, BM 8x8 and 
BM 4x4).
•  In the fifth step, the best motion vector o f all the candidates is selected, based on 
the initial vector field obtained in the third stage, the image and vector gradient 
and the motion compensated prediction error.
•  A dense vector filed is obtained using weighted averages based on distances or 
using Noimalised Convolution.
In the fifth stage, a weighted system is introduced to select the best motion estimate. In 
more detail, phase and gradient correlation with 64x64 pixels block size are preferred in 
areas with large motions and in areas without significant image or vector gradient. In the 
other hand, smaller block sizes and block matching are suggested if  the gradient 
infonnation is high or occlusions are present. The above block size selection is motivated 
by the observation that uniform areas contain insignificant information to apply motion 
estimation and therefore a larger block would be more appropriate. In contrast, areas 
with high multiple motion, resulting mainly at object borders, require smaller blocks to 
localise the estimates avoiding the presence and influence o f secondary objects. Block 
matching in the pixel domain is utilised at occluded regions providing precise estimates 
at even smaller blocks. An area is regarded as occluded if  and only i f  the error remains 
high (comparable to frame difference) after motion compensation being applied. This 
weighted system provides the advantage o f selecting more efficient the motion vectors 
retaining the smoothness o f the vectors at the plane areas and increasing the sharpness of 
the edges at the borders o f the moving objects, without increasing significantly the 
complexity o f the algorithm.
6.5. Results
The methods presented in the previous sections were exhaustively tested through a set o f 
experiments and the well-known MPEG test sequences, ‘Mobile and Calendar’,
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‘Basketball’, ‘Foreman’, ‘Garden’ and ‘Y os’ were used (section 2.3.1). Only the 
luminance component was considered and in order to avoid complications due to 
interlacing only even-parity field data were retained. W e compare the performance o f the 
segmentation based and tire multi overlapped dense motion estimation schemes above 
with the five state-of-the-art dense motion estimation algoritiims discussed in section 6.1 
and their expansions, namely work reported by Black and Ariaridan [16, 17], Horn and 
Schunck [53], Lucas and Kanade [81] and Thomas [115]. The estimation o f dense 
motion fields is considered in noise-free conditions and it should be noted that the 
performance assessment o f all methods was based on die implementations provided by 
tlie authors.
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the optical flows obtained by the metliods introduced in 
sections 6.2 and 6.4 and all the competitive schemes. In these figures a vector 
representation o f the optical flow is presented for the first fiame o f the ‘Basketball’ and 
the ‘Y os’ sequence, respectively. In case o f latter groimd truth is available. Figure 6.14 
(j) and it is regarded as the benchmark for all the competitive metliods. A colour-coded 
representation (section 3.2.1) o f the previous vector fields is shown in Figures 6.15 and 
6.16 for the ‘Basketball’ and tlie ‘Y os’ sequences. Both the magnitude and the angle can 
be observed simultaneously providing a more detailed representation o f the dense vector 
field. In Appendix C, the results o f all the tested sequences are presented. Observing the 
vector fields, it can be infeiTcd that the proposed techniques outperform significantly all 
the methods with similar complexity in terms o f vector coherence, smootliness and 
moving object separation. The vector fields obtained by the proposed algoritlim based on 
multi overlapped phase conelation and the method iiitioduced by Black and Anandan, 
are the most accurate resulting detailed object motion. The algorithms suggested by Horn 
and Lucas, provide precise estimates at object borders but in plane and low textured 
areas the results are inaccurate, since their performance is related to the gradient 
intensity. The method proposed by Thomas has the lowest precision mainly due to its 
simplicity and low computational complexity.
Additionally, they provide comparable estimates with more computational expensive and 
robust techniques. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) values o f the resulting motion 
compensated prediction error as a fluiction o f frame number are shown in Figures 6.17- 
6.21 for all the test sequences confirming that the proposed algorithm consistently 
outperforms the same complexity level methods. A visual example o f a typical motion 
compensated prediction residual from ‘Basketball’ and ‘Yos’ is shown in Figiues 6.22 
and 6.23 respectively further illustiating the above. Table 6.3 summarises the results
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obtained for the five sequences, by calculating the average MSE over all tested frames 
(best cases underlined).
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Figure 6.13 (a) Optical flows obtained for ‘Basketball’ sequence using the method proposed
by Black and Anandan (B&A).
: : : ;
Figure 6.13 (b) Optical flows obtained for Basketball’ sequence using the method proposed
by Lucas and Kanade (Lucas).
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Figure 6.13 (c) Optical flows obtained for 'Basketball' sequence using the method proposed
by Horn (Horn).
S...N ^
Figure 6.13 (d) Optical flows obtained for 'B asketball' sequence using the method proposed
by Lucas and K anade with filtering (Lucas+Corr).
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Figure 6.13 (e) Optical flows obtained for ‘Basketball' sequence using the method based on
multi-overlapped blocks (MultiPC).
Figure 6.13 (f) Optical flows obtained for Basketball' sequence using the method based on
m ulti-overlapped blocks without improvements (M ultiFPC).
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::::::
Figure 6.13 (g) Optical flows obtained for ‘Basketball' sequence using the method based on
object segmentation (ObJDense).
:
Figure 6.13 (h) Optical flows obtained for Basketball' sequence using the method proposed
by Thomas (Thomas).
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Figure 6.13 (i) Optical flows obtained for ‘Basketball’ sequence using the method proposed 
by Thomas with bilinear interpolation (Thomas+Int).
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Figure 6.14 (a) Optical flows obtained for ‘Yos’ sequence using the method proposed by
Black and Anandan (B&A).
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Figure 6.14 (b) Optical flows obtained for ‘Yos’ sequence using the method proposed by
Lucas and Kanade (Lucas).
: \
• /
Figure 6.14 (c) Optical flows obtained for ‘Yos’ sequence using the method proposed by
Horn (Horn).
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Figure 6.14 (d) Optical flows obtained for ‘Yos’ sequence using the method proposed by 
Lucas and Kanade with filtering (Lucas+Corr).
/ / / / /  /
Figure 6.14 (e) Optical flows obtained for Yos' sequence using the method based on multi­
overlapped blocks (M ultiPC).
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Figure 6.14 (f) Optical flows obtained for ‘Yos' sequence using the method based on multi­
overlapped blocks without improvements (MultiFPC).
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Figure 6.14 (g) Optical flows obtained for ‘Yos’ sequence using the method based on object
segmentation (ObjDense).
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Figure 6.14 (h) Optical flows obtained for ‘Yos’ sequence using the method proposed by
Thomas (Thomas).
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Figure 6.14 (i) Optical flows obtained for Yos’ sequence using the method proposed by
Thomas with bilinear interpolation (Thom as+lnt).
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Figure 6.14 (j) Optical flows obtained for ‘Yos’ sequence using the true motion vectors
(True).
Figure 6.15 A colour-coded representation of the vector fields for the ‘Basketball’ sequence. From
Left-Right and Top-Down: B&A, Lucas, Horn, Lucas+Corr, M ultiPC, M ultiFPC, Obj Dense,
Thomas, Thom as+lnt.
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Figure 6.16 A colour-coded representation of the vector fields for the ‘Yos’ sequence. From 
Left-Right and Top-Down: B&A, Lucas, Horn, Lucas+Corr, MultiPC, MultiFPC, Obj Dense,
Thomas, Thomas+lnt, True.
Table 63
The results obtained by calculating the average MSE over all tested frames
mobcal basketball foreman garden yos
B&A 125.414 97.7988 20.667 140.289 31.3217
Lucas 151.587 157.501 48.7533 207.934 77.5498
Horn 134.420 176.841 49.1895 237.849 68.4443
Lucas+Corr 131.783 158.597 51.4357 372.067 87.8316
Thomas 164.859 166.005 65.9567 240.335 206.528
Thomas+lnt 163.610 164.344 65.7171 238.500 206.268
MultiPC 113.8717 95.1813 33.5128 130.5951 39.5958
MultiFPC 125.0390 115.332 37.7828 119.618 36.8794
Obj Dense 106.438 105.241 25.166 111.057 38.2930
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Figure 6.17 Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) values of the resulting motion compensated 
prediction error as a function of frame number.
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Figure 6.18 Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) values of the resulting motion compensated
prediction e rro r as a function of fram e num ber.
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Figure 6.19 Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) values of the resulting motion compensated 
prediction error as a function of frame number.
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Figure 6.20 Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) values of the resulting motion compensated
prediction e rro r as a function of fram e num ber.
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Figure 6.21 Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) values of the resulting motion compensated 
prediction error as a function of frame number.
Figure 6.22 An example of a motion com pensated prediction residual of 'B asketball' sequence.
From Left-Right and Top-Down: B&A, Lucas, H orn, Lucas+Corr, M ultiPC, M ultiFPC,
ObjDense, Thomas, Thom as+lnt.
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Figure 6.23 An example of a motion compensated prediction residual of ‘Yos’ sequence. From 
Left-Right and Top-Down: B&A, Lucas, Horn, Lucas+Corr, MultiPC, MultiFPC, ObjDense,
Thomas, Thomas+lnt, True.
In the ‘Yos’ sequence, for which ground truth is available, we also show in Figure 6.28 
motion vector angular errors. For all the remaining test sequences, the optical flow, 
obtained by Black and Anandan, was used as ground truth and the rest o f the methods were 
compared in terms o f motion vector angular error in degrees (Figures 6.24-6.27). In all 
cases, the superiority o f our schemes is confirmed providing more accurate estimates with 
less angular error. Figures 6.29 and 6.30 show a grey scale representation o f the angular 
error in each pixel location for the ‘Basketball’ and the ‘Yos’ sequence respectively. Time- 
averaged results are summarised in Table 6.4, where B&A stands for Black and Anandan, 
Lucas+Corr for the method introduced by Lucas and Kanade with filtering, ObjDense is the 
proposed algorithm based on segmentation, while MultiPC and MultiFPC are the 
techniques using overlapped blocks with and without the enhancement part, respectively.
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Figure 6.24 Angular error vs frame number for all dense motion estimation techniques.
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Figure 6.25 A ngular e rro r vs fram e num ber for all dense motion estimation techniques.
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Figure 6.26 Angular error vs frame number for all dense motion estimation techniques.
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Figure 6.27 A ngular e rro r vs fram e num ber for all dense motion estimation techniques.
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Figure 6.28 Angular error vs frame number for all dense motion estimation techniques.
Figure 6.29 Grey scale representation of the angular e rro r for the ‘Basketball' sequence, with
dark  areas indicating high error. From  Left-Right and Top-Down: Lucas, H orn, Lucas+Corr,
M ultiPC, M ultiFPC, ObjDense, Thomas, Thom as+lnt.
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T ab le  6.4
T im e-averaged  an g u la r e r ro r  fo r all th e  tes ting  sequences
m obcal b asketball fo rem an garden yos
B&A 0.0° 0.0° 0.0° 0.0° 8.9197°
L ucas 14.3109° 23.8508° 31.6566° 20.8600° 25.618°
H orn 10.9394° 13.5621° 23.5062° 14.7060° 17.5864°
L ucas+ C orr 8.202° 11.3669° 20.1056° 18.9517° 19.8569 °
T hom as 12.0031° 9.09644° 19.8584° 10.5284° 33.9305 °
T h o m as+ ln t 11.9249° 9.00627° 19.8029° 10.4385° 33.8741 °
M ultiP C 7.9781° 7.68365° 14.1173° 11.0005° 6.6170°
M ultiF P C 9.38958° 7.82629° 17.0944° 11.4185° 13.0148°
O bjD ense 8.57190° 8.09075° 16.6091° 8.54046° 14.5967°
Furthermore, Table 6.5 contains a computational complexity comparison for all the 
competitive schemes in terms o f the number o f real multiplications required, [37, 19, 
79]. Wliere S is the number o f stages for the scale factor and L,„ax is the maximum 
number of layers. N,,er corresponds to the number o f iterations and S^ , Sy are the 
horizontal and vertical step sizes, pj and p 2 signify the probability of a pixel’s gradient to 
be stronger than the predefined threshold, indicating the number o f gird positions being 
refined in order to increase the grid density. Furthermore, MjNt,, MbNb and MpNp 
indicate block sizes (64x64, 32x32 and 16x16 respectively). Finally, AdN are the frame’s 
horizontal and vertical dimensions. The third column o f Table 6.5 contains a comparison 
of execution times in seconds for a full frame with experiments run on a Windows 
platfoiin using Matlab 6.5 and a 2.6 MHz processor with 752MB RAM.
T ab le  6.5
A com puta tional com plexity  com parison  fo r all th e  com petitive schem es in  te rm s o f the 
n u m b er o f  rea l m ultip lications req u ired  an d  resu lting  execution tim e.
M ethod C om plexity T une
B&A 8 -S- NHer - ^ - ( 1 / 2 )  . mN 5.208
L ucas 105MN 0.257
H orn 2Nj(gf ■ MN 4.882
L ucas+C 105MN 0.234
T hom as 4MNlog2 M j'N j 0.086
T hom as+ I 4MN log2 0.091
M ultiP C
6 M N M ] j N d  (  \  
Ç, Ç, ^0g2MsN]j-\-pjlog2MpNp+p2log2MjpNpj 1.641
M ultiF P C M  pNp log 2  MpNp{l+Pi -1- p^ 0.421
O bjD ense
o^bi
40- ^ M j N i  log2  MfNi  
i= l
0.616
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Figure 6.30 Grey scale representation of the angular error for the ‘Yos’ sequence, with dark 
areas indicating high error. From Left-Right and Top-Down: B&A, Lucas, Horn, Lucas+Corr, 
MultiPC, MultiFPC, ObjDense, Thomas, Thomas+lnt.
Finally, comparing the two proposed methods for dense motion estimation in the 
frequency domain, it can be inferred that the segmentation-based algorithm provides 
better moving object separation with more accurate and sharp object boundaries than the 
multi-overlapped technique, but with less smooth optical flows. Both o f them result in 
similar computational complexity depending mainly on the number o f segmented objects 
and the gradient o f the motion vectors respectively. The multi-overlapped method has 
simpler implementation and the computational complexity level can be easily adjusted 
according to the available computational power.
Observing the results in more detail and in comparison with the significant more 
complex dense motion estimation method proposed by Black and Anandan [16, 17], it 
can be inferred that the latter results in more coherent motion vectors and sharper 
moving object border estimation. But the main problem and disadvantage is the lack of 
accurate measurements in areas with low edge information or in the presence of non­
constant luminance, for example the clouds in ‘Yos’ sequence (section 2.3.1), Figure 
6.14 (a) and (e). Additionally, the proposed methods based on phase correlation provide 
more accurate estimates in terms o f real motion vectors, and resulting less motion
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compensated prediction error. For example. Figures 6.31 and 6.32 show enlarged the 
foot o f the basketball player demonstrating more realistic motion vectors and better 
MCPE, respectively. Similar observations can be shown for the rotating ball at the 
‘M obcal’ sequence in Figure 6.33.
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Figure 6.31 (a) The optical flow of the foot of the basketball player enlarged using B&A.
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Figure 6 J1  (b) The optical flow of the foot of the basketball player enlarged using M ultiPC.
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Figure 6.32 The MCPE of the foot of the basketball player enlarged, (a) B&A, (b) MultiPC.
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Figure 6.33 The optical flow of the ball in the ‘M obcal’ sequence, (a) B&A, (b) M ultiPC.
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6.6. Conclusions
In this chapter, two fast dense motion estimation algorithms based on phase correlation 
were introduced providing accurate vector fields. Both o f them operate in the frequency 
domain based on object segmentation and multi-overlapped block based correlation, 
respectively. One o f the most attractive features o f the proposed schemes is that they 
enjoy a high degree o f computational efficiency and can be implemented by fast 
transformation algorithms. The advantage of using objects as primitives to obtain dense 
motion fields is the preservation o f moving borders without robust techniques based on 
outliers to be required. In contradiction the estimates are quite sensitive to the initial 
segmentation and motion vector estimation. The multi-overlapped method is simpler in 
implementation and the complexity could be easily adjusted according to the available 
computational power. Additionally, high performance in plain areas and precise object 
identification are obtained avoiding computation expensive approaches.
Experiments were perfoimed both with real and artificial sequences in order to provide a 
broad comparative study. Artificial data are utilised due to the available ground truth 
despite the lack o f detailed representation o f real world. Our results have shown that the 
proposed methods outperform other popular techniques with similar complexity and 
provide comparable estimates with more complex and robust algorithms. Performance 
gains were observed both in terms o f measured motion-compensated prediction error as 
well as motion vector angular error. Comparing the proposed techniques with similar 
complexity methods, it could be argued that we avoid motion vectors fade out inside the 
objects and plain areas and accurate object identification is provided. These advantages 
are significant in object tracking applications and 3-D scene reconstruction, in particular 
if  real time processing is essential.
Chapter 7. Conclusion
The research reported in this dissertation focused on four different categories o f motion 
estimation, starting from fixed and variable size block-based methods and moving to 
object based and dense motion measurement algorithms. This chapter concludes this 
diesis by reviewing the preceding chapters, discussing the novel contributions of this 
work and suggesting ideas for further research.
7.1. Summary and Contributions
In this thesis, a gradient-based technique suitable for the sub-pixel estimation o f motion 
in video sequences was presented. The proposed method takes full account o f magnitude 
and phase information o f the image gradient, ensming the selection o f useful and reliable 
image features. Gradient cross-coiïelation yields very accurate sub-pixel motion 
estimates for a variety o f test material and motion scenarios outperforming phase 
correlation, which is the current motion estimation method of choice for real-time 
broadcasting applications. Furthermore, a perfonnance study o f gradient correlation for 
sub-pixel motion estimation in the fi'equency domain was presented. By viitue o f a 
nmnber of enhancements, namely optimal gradient filtering, Gaussian smface fitting and 
zero-padding in the frequency domain, performance advantages over the baselme method 
were achieved in terms o f the motion-compensated prediction error. These advantages 
were more pronounced in the presence o f  manually induced additive Gaussian noise. In 
addition, our method was shown to outperform the state-of-the-art in frequency-domain
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motion estimation techniques using phase coirelation both in terms o f motion 
compensated prediction error and zero-order entropy o f block-based motion vector 
fields. The latter was considered as an indicator o f a higher level o f baseline 
compressibility and improved motion vector coherence. One o f the most attractive 
features o f the proposed scheme is that it enjoys a high degree of computational 
efficiency and can be implemented by fast transformation algorithms in the frequency 
domain.
Additionally, a fixed block size wavelet-based hypercomplex cross-correlation technique 
for sub-pixel motion estimation in the firequency domain was suggested. The proposed 
method takes into account the sub-bands obtained by a wavelet decomposition ensuring 
the selection o f useful and reliable image features. W avelet sub-bands were embedded in 
a hypercomplex number, which was subsequently used to maximise the cross-conelation 
function in the Fourier domain, yielding considerable implementation advantages such as 
reduced computational complexity. The proposed method offers consistently improved 
accuracy motion estimation performance compared to phase correlation and due to its 
low complexity it can be used as first stage o f more complex hierarchical algorithms 
based on the wavelet decomposition.
A function fitting approach towards obtaining high-accuracy sub-pixel motion estimates 
using phase conelation was presented in section 3.4. Our approach was based on fitting a 
suitably modified sine type o f function to data located in the neighbourhood o f the 
maximum peak o f the phase correlation surface. Fitting was performed in a variable- 
separable way, horizontally and vertically, and the location of the maximum o f the fitted 
function determined the required sub-pixel motion estimate. Our results have shown that 
the proposed method outperforms other popular function fitting alternatives as well as 
the state-of-the-art in sub-pixel motion estimation using phase correlation. Performance 
gains were observed both in terms o f measured motion-compensated prediction error as 
well as zero-order entropy o f the resulting motion vector fields. Performance gains were 
observed consistently for a variety o f scenarios including artificially-induced global 
motion, actual inter-frame motion estimated in a block-based fashion as well as 
artificially-induced additive white Gaussian noise.
A variable block size motion estimation technique operating in the frequency domain 
was introduced by the means o f a quad-tree motion estimation scheme. Key features o f 
the phase correlation surface as well as the resulting motion compensated prediction 
eiTor are used to control the partition o f a parent block to four quadrants. Additionally, a 
quad-tree motion estimation algorithm based on gradient correlation was suggested.
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improving the perfonnance and the accuracy o f the initial quad-tiee phase correlation 
method. The quad-tree method is able to overcome the disadvantage o f fixed block size 
phase correlation with respect to block matching, which is the lack of a larger search 
window. A quad-tiee structure was selected because it achieves a good compromise 
between accurate segmentation and low overhead.
Furthermore, research was canied out into the ar ea o f shape adaptive and object based 
motion estimation. As part o f this work, a novel arbitraiy shape motion estimation 
algoritlun based on phase correlation was implemented, providing more accurate motion 
description o f a scene due to the object-based motion estimation that was introduced. 
This method assumes that object segmentation has been performed a priori on tlie video 
sequence and die shape o f the objects is known. Our approach avoids extrapolation and 
uses information only from moving objects o f interest thereby yielding higher accuracy 
motion estimates. Our results have shown that the suggested method outperfoims shape 
adaptive phase conelation using extrapolation both for artificially and actual interfiame 
motion.
A fundamental problem in image sequence analysis is the measurement o f optical flow, 
and the goal is an approximation to the 2-D motion field fioin image intensity. In the last 
part o f the thesis, two fast dense motion estimation metiiods operating in die frequency 
domain were suggested. The first technique is based on object motion estimation and 
therefore the sequence was segmented using texture information and keeping the same 
object mask between successive frames to avoid the correspondence problem. The 
second method is based on overlapped block based phase correlation and normalised 
convolution to reconstiiict the missing motion vectors. In this part, an improvement o f 
the baseline noimalised convolution algorithm was introduced taking into account the 
gradient angle at the edges o f the optical flow and accordingly adapts the applicability 
filter, avoiding die selection o f inacciuate input data during the recoiistinction. Our 
experiments have shown that the proposed methods outperform differential mediods 
computing velocity from spatio-temporal derivatives o f image intensity and phase-based 
methods defining velocity in terms o f the phase behaviour operating in the frequency 
domain.
7.2. Future Work
The quad-tree motion estimation algorithm (described in chapter 4) perfoims 
significantly well as a stand-alone niediod for vaiiable block size motion measurement.
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However, one inherent limitation of this scheme is that the smallest block size allowable 
is constrained to 16x16 pixels. This is due to the fact that smaller blocks do not provide 
sufficient support o f number of pixels for reliable correlation operations to be carried out 
in the frequency domain. Spatial-domain approaches can be applied during the latter 
stages o f quad-tree evolution, in the case that further block partitioning is necessary, 
balancing frequency-domain techniques applied at initial stages o f quad-tree evolution. 
This kind o f hybrid approach would benefit from the reduced computational complexity 
advantages o f frequency-domain, in the stages when block sizes are relatively large, and 
spatial-domain techniques would incur a great amount o f computational effort.
The proposed methods for dense motion estimation in the frequency domain offer 
reliable and accurate measurements with low computational complexity. One o f the 
major drawbacks o f the segmentation based and multi-overlapped method is that they 
result in either noisy or over-smoothed vector fields compared with more complex and 
robust techniques. In case the available computational power and time is not an issue, 
one possibility for further work and investigation would be to introduce a framework 
based on outliers and robust statistics in order to increase the accuracy o f the motion 
vectors especially at the borders o f the moving objects and generally when multiple 
motion is present. Another option worth further investigation is the possibility o f 
introducing a multi-layer approach in combination with robust statistics into the 
proposed schemes.
Appendix A. QTPC Complexity
The majority o f the computational cost o f phase coixelation is with the FFTs. Phase 
correlation requires two forward FFTs of real value images and one backward FFT o f a 
complex value image. In QTPC algoriüim, phase correlation requires the same FFTs, but 
one o f the foiward transforms has size 1/4 o f the image (block). According to [37, 123] 
and the above if  tlie block size is M by N the computational cost is
/ \ f  f' ¥  NNoRM  = 3MN log 2 {M \)+  log. Y (A.1)
real multiplications.
Number of Real Multiplications
In order to calculate the computational cost o f a quad-tiee motion estimation algorithm, 
we consider the worst-case scenario where tlie quad-tree is fully expanded. The number 
o f real multiplications tliat the proposed algorithm requires is
N oR M  _QTPC = 4MNlog2{MN) +
Lmax
L=1 2 L- 1  2 L- 1 iog2
M -J L
(A.2)
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where the first part 4MNlog2(MN) corresponds to the first step o f  QTPC, in which the 
entire frames are selected. L is the current level o f the tree and Lmax is the maximum 
number o f levels. The formula inside the square brackets represents the number o f real 
multiplications for each block m the current level and 2^  ^ is the number o f blocks in L 
level. Also, we take into account the large forward FFT only at the first step, because 
always it is calculated at the previous level o f the tree.
Based on the above (A.2) can be simplified as
Lmax
NoRMJ2TPC = 4 MNlog2 (MN)+ Y ,{9M N log2{M N )~{l8L-16)M N )
L=1
Lmax
=  4MN log2 ( M A )  +  9L max- MNlog2 {MN) -  ^  {I8 LMN  -  16MN) =
L=1
Lmax
4MNlog2 {MN) + 9Lmax-MNlog2 {MN) + 16LmaxM N-  18MN ^  L =
L=1
MN ■
^ Lmax
4 log2 (MN) +  9L max- log2 [MN) + 16L m ax-18 ^  L
L=l J
= MN ' { 4  log2 ( m y )  +  9L max- log2 ( M A )  +16L max- 9 - L max(L max+1)) = 
= MN - { 4  log 2 ( m y )  +  9L max- log 2 ( M Y )  -  L max{9L max- 7 ))
Appendix B. Vector Median Filters
The use o f median operation in signal processing was introduced by Tukey [120, 119]. 
The median filter performs a non-lineai* filtering operation where a window moves over a 
signal and at each point the median value o f the data within the window is taken as the 
output. Median filter has some desirable properties that cannot be achieved with linear 
algorithms.
The impulse response o f the median filter is zero. This property makes its use attractive 
in suppressing noise. Median filters are robust and are well suited for data smoothing 
when the noise characteristics are not known. A  stepwise change in a signal passes the 
median filter unaltered. This property is used in applications such as image filtering, 
where data needs to be smoothed, but blurring o f the signal edges is not acceptable.
The output o f a median filter is by definition always one o f the input samples witliin the 
data window. Thus, it is possible that the filtered signal is identical to the original signal. 
I f  that is the case, the signal is said to be a root signal for that particular filter. It has been 
shown that any finite length signal becomes a root signal if  filtered repeatedly witli a 
median filter [39].
Vector Median
When extending die median operation to vector-valued signals, some requirements are 
placed. First, the median operation should have properties similar to those in the scalar 
case, zero impulse response and robust data smoothing ability, while retaining sharp
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edges in the signal. Also, it is required the vector median is reduced to the scalar median 
when the vector dimension is one. Furthermore, important requirements are the existence 
o f root signals and the basic property o f the median filter not to introduce any sample 
values that are not present in the filter input.
A straightforward algorithm [6] to find the vector median o f a signal is as
follows
a) For each vector Xj compute the distances to all the other vectors using either Lj 
or the Lÿ norm and add them together, resulting in
N
II'  ^ ^  ^  (B. 1)j=l
Where L/-norm o f x = (xi, is |x|^ ~  +  E^-norm o f  the
1 - 1
vector X =  (xi, x ^  is |x|^ =^j^I  + ^ |  •
b) Find min such that is the minimum o f Si.
c) The vector median is x ,„ ,„ .
In the case o f several outputs candidates (if min is not unique), the decision is made 
based on their positions in the filter window, preferring the centre value.
Appendix C. Additional Results
Results from all the test sequences and for all the experiments are presented, in order to 
provide a more detailed view o f the perfonnance o f the proposed fast dense motion 
estimation algorithms, presented in chapter 6. First, a colour coded representation o f the 
optical flow for ‘M obcal’, ‘Foreman’ and ‘Garden’ sequences is shown in Figures C .l, 
C.2, C.3. The resulting motion compensated prediction error (MCPE) is shown in 
Figures C.4, C.5 and C.6. The angular error compared to the optical flow, estimated 
using the method proposed by Black and Anandan for all the test sequences, is shown in 
Figures C.7, C.8 and C.9. Finally, a vector-based representation of the resulting estimates 
is shown in Figures C.IO, C .l 1 and C .l2. It should be mentioned that the order o f the 
algorithms form the top-left to the bottom-right is a) B&A, b) Lucas + Corr, c) Horn, d) 
Lucas, e) MultiPC, f) MultiFPC, g) ObjDense, h) Thomas, and i) Thomas + Int.
Experimental Results
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Figure C .l A colour-coded representation of the vector fields for the ‘Mobcal’ sequence. From 
Left-Right and Top-Down: B&A, Lucas, Horn, Lucas+Corr, MultiPC, MultlFPC, ObjDense,
Thomas, Thomas+Int.
Figure C.2 A colour-coded representation of the vector fields for the Forem an ' sequence.
From Left-Right and Top-Down: B&A, Lucas, H orn, Lucas+Corr, M ultiPC, M ultiFPC,
Obj Dense, Thomas, Thomas+Int.
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Figure C.3 A colour-coded representation of the vector fields for the ‘Garden’ sequence. 
From Left-Right and Top-Down: B&A, Lucas, Horn, Lucas+Corr, MultiPC, MultiFPC, 
Obj Dense, Thomas, Thomas+Int.
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Figure C.4 An example of a motion compensated prediction residual of ‘Mobcal’ sequence. 
From Left-Right and Top-Down: B&A, Lucas, Horn, Lucas+Corr, MultiPC, MultiFPC, 
ObjDense, Thomas, Thomas+Int.
Figure C 5 An example of a motion compensated prediction residual of ‘Foreman’ sequence. 
From Left-Right and Top-Down: B&A, Lucas, Horn, Lucas+Corr, MultiPC, MultiFPC, 
ObjDense, Thomas, Thomas+Int.
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Figure C.6 An example of a motion compensated prediction residual of ‘Garden’ sequence. 
From Left-Right and Top-Down: B&A, Lucas, Horn, Lucas+Corr, MultiPC, MultiFPC, 
ObjDense, Thomas, Thomas+Int.
Figure C.7 A grey scale representation of the angular e rro r for the ‘M obcal’ sequence, with
dark  areas indicating high erro r. From  Left-Right and Top-Down: Lucas, H orn, Lucas+Corr,
M ultiPC, M ultiFPC, ObjDense, Thomas, Thomas+Int.
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Figure C.8 A grey scale representation of the angular error for the ‘Foreman’ sequence, with 
dark areas indicating high error. From Left-Right and Top-Down: Lucas, Horn, Lucas+Corr, 
MultiPC, MultiFPC, ObjDense, Thomas, Thomas+Int.
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Figure C.9 A grey scale representation of the angular error for the ‘Garden' sequence, with 
dark areas indicating high error. From Left-Right and Top-Down: Lucas, Horn, Lucas+Corr, 
MultiPC, MultiFPC, ObjDense, Thomas, Thomas+Int.
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Figure C IO Optical flows obtained for ‘Mobcal’ sequence using a) B&A, b) Lucas+Corr, 
c) Horn, d) Lucas, e) MultiPC, f) MultiFPC, g) ObjDense, h) Thomas, i) Thomas+Int.
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